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Executive Summary 

This repon uses two newly developed OECD databases to examine sectoral perfonnance over the last two 
decades for a dozen countries which include the United States, Japan, Canada, the four largest European countries as 
Well as the Netherlands and four of the Nordic counaies. Perfonnance is evaluated by constructing nearly a dozen 
indicators which cover four broad areas of economic activity and which correspond to features affected by indUSirial 
and technology policy: invesunent in plant and equipment. invesunent in R&D, international uade and suuctural 
change. The focus of this repon is on international comparisons at a sectoral level, because it is at the individual 
industries such as motor vehicles, computers and aircraft where the economic competition, and the ttade friction, is 
the most ben. 

The major findings are summarised below on an indicator by indicator basis, but lhe following broad uends 
are evident when the individual pieces are combined into a more complete picture: 

• Although the United States still holds a lead position in overall R&D, overall production and 
the share of expon markets in high-technology products, the gap between it and lhe EC and 
Japan has nanowed substantially over the past two decades. 

• While a convergence has happened between the countries of lhe uiad on aggregate, significant 
differences remain at the sectoral level - some of which are becoming more pronounced. 

• The economies of lhe Triad are all moving out of low technology industries and into high 
technology, high wage indusaies, setting the stage for increased competition and potentially more 
conflicts. • · 

R&D Sbares across the 13 OECD Countries 

The United States has been, and continues to be, lhe largest contributor to OECD-13 R&D performed by 
business enterprises in lhe manufacturing sector, responsible. for over 46 per cent of the OECD-13 manufacqaring 
business R&D in 1990. Nevertheless, Ibis is a decline of almost ten percentage points from 1973, as other counaies, 
most notably Japan which doubled its share from nine to 18 per cent, have increased their R&D shares. The shares 
of the six largest European Community counlries (the EC-6) remained relatively stable throughout the two decades 
at 26 percent, with Italy's increase compensating for a decline in the United Kingdom's share. The only EC-6 country 
to experience dramatic changes was the United Kingdom. ' 

Focusing solely' on the high-technology -secaor, the United States has maintained a dominant position. 
conttibuting over half of the 1990 OECD-13 high-technology R&D, a lead of over 20 percentage points on the next 
largest contributor, the EC-6. But the US's high-tech strength is dependent largely on one industry, aircraft, where 
it accounted for three quaners of all OECD-13 R&D that was performed in that industry. 

The Distribution or R&D within Countries 

R&D ~nds to be concentrated into five industries: aircraft. motor vehicles, communications equipment. 
computers and phannaceuticals. These five sectors accounted for 64 per cent of the 1990 OECD-13 manufacturing 
R&D. The United States had the largest share of its 1990 manufacturing R&D. 73 per cent. clustered in these sectors, 
while the Nordic-4 and Japan had the least with less than 48 per cent. The EC-6 group had roughly the same profile 
as the United States. with R&D. share levels for 1990 of over 60 per cent for these five industries with the United 
Kingdom leading the group at 70 per cent while Germany had the lowest share of the group at just over 50 per cenL 
The structure of sectoral R&D in Japan is distinctive by its rather even distribution of R&D across all manufacturing 
sectors. resulting in nearly the lowest cross-industry variance of any of the 13 countries. 
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R&D Intensity 

When the R&D performed is divided by the amount of production, it is apparent that the United States bas 
the most R&D intensive manufacturing sector with much of this coming from the high-technology manufacwring 
indusnies. Gennany and Japan. on the other hand, displayed relatively low levels of intensities in the high-leehnology 
indusnies, even though they were practically tied, behind Sweden, for the third most R&D intensive manufacturing 
sector. Gennany and Japan put relatively more R&D per unit of production into medium technology indusaies such 
as industrial chemicals and non-elecaical machinery. 

Japan and Germany were the only two counaies where the R&D intensity increased in nearly every 
manufacturing industry from 1976-1978 to 1986-1988. With nine out of 22 sectors having a falling R&D intensity, 
the United Kingdom is the country which exhibited the highest number of sectors with declining intensities. 

The Distribution of Investment within Countries 

A convergence in the saucwre of investment has occurred as invesrment has swung away from low
technology indusnies (textiles. basic metals, non-metallic mineral products), with the share of these industties in toral 
investment declining from around 55 per cent of the total in the early 1970s to 45 per cent in the late 1980s and inao 
the fabricated metal products and machinery indusuy. particularly the motor vehicles and· the paper industry. 

Japan underwent the most significant restructuring of investment. moving from having a higher than average 
share of investment in low-technology industries in the mid-1970s (55-60 per cent) to a lower than average share at 

the end of the period (below 40 per cent), as investment was reduced in basic metals and textiles and increased in 
electronics and related indusnies. By the end of the 1980s, Japan and Germany had the highest shares of aoral 
investment in fabricated metal products and machinery -- 48 and 46 per cent respectively. with Japan increasing its 
share by over SO per cent from 1970. 

Investment per Employee 

High wage. medium-technology and scale intensive industries are linked to high levels of investment per 
employee while low wage, labour intensive industries are characterized by a relatively low investment per employee 
activity. 

Petroleum refining ois the industry which has the highest invesunent per employee levels, exceeding the 
manufacturing average by at least a factor of three in every country. Industrial chemicals and non-fenous merals are 
the next two indusnies which typically had investment per employee ratios in the late 1980s that were about twice 
as high as the manufacturing average. 

These. sharp interindustry differences propel countries, such as the Netherlands. Canada and Norway where 
one or more of these industries have a strong presence. to the top of the cross-country rank comparisons of investment 
per employee in the manufacturing sector. The somewhat surprising presence of Japan and Germany in the bouom 
half of the list is indicative of the fact that their economies rely more on comparatively less investment intensive 
industries such as non-electrical and elecnical machinery, communication equipment and instruments. 

Export Market Shares across the OECD-13 Countries 

Germany and the United States dominated the OECD-13 expon market in manufactured goods, with 
Gennany slightly increasing its share from 19 per cent to 20 per cent between 1970 and 1990 while the share of the 
United States fell from 20 per cent to 17 per cent The biggest gain in total manufacturing expon market share was 
made by Japan whose share rose from 11 to 15 percent 
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Much of the JapaneSe gain in share was in high-technology or high wage indusrries. In the low-technology 
and low wage industries, on the other hand, Japan's shares declined dramatically whereas this was the sector where 
the EC-6 saw strong growth, largely due to Italy's gains in the textile sector. 

The share fluctuations in the medium-technology group, for most countries, are being driven by two 

industties: mocor vehicles and non-elecrrical machinery. In both of these industties, Gennany was the leading 
exporter between 1970 and 1990, with approximately one-fourth of these martcets. In motor vehicles, Japan more than 
Uipled its expon share, moving from eight per cent 10 25 per cent in 21 years, while the shares of the Unired States, 
Canada and the United Kingdom fell. · 

In the high-technology indusrries, Japan gained seven percentage points between 1970 and 1990 to reach 
a share of 21 per cent by 1990. This groWth enabled Japan 10 overtake Gennany, whose share declined slighdy from 
18 to 16 per cenL The United Stares, despite a fall from 31 per cent in 1970 to 26 per cent in 1990, managed 10 · 

remain the largest exporter in high-rechnology industries, mainly due to the large role played by the aircraft sector. 
Nonetheless, the Uniled States' 1970 lead of 14 percentage points was cut to five by the end of the 1980s. 

Import Penetration Ratio 

lmpons of manufactured goods increased as a proportion of domestic demand in the manufacwring sector 
in every one of the OECD-13 countties d'uring the period from 1970 to the end of the 1980s. The strongest increase 
by far was in the United Swes, where manufacwring impons more than tripled as a proportion of domestic demand 
in the 1970-1989 period. Impon intensities doubled in France, Germany and the United Kingdom. 

In most countries, high-technology industries are characterized by higher impon peneuation rales, followed 
·by medi~m-technology sectors, while the total domestic demand in low-technology induslries tends to be mostly 
satisfied by domestic production. 

The profile of impon penetration in Japan is strikingly different from that of other 11 OECD eountries. 
· Impons accounted for less than six per cent in the total of domestic demand for manufacturing in 1989, a two 

percentage point increase in 20 years. LiUie variation is also observable across the three rechnology groups. The 
high-technology group of. industries has roughly r.be same degree of import penetration as the medium-teChnology 
group, and only marginally lower than the low-technology group. 

Production Shares across the OECD·13 

Across the OECD-13 during the period from 1970 to 1989 five countries, Japan, Italy, Canada, Finland and 
Norway, increased their shue of total manufacwring production. These gains in share came at the expense of the 
shares held by United States, the United Kingdom.and Germany. In particular, the US lost by almost a factor of two 
the most share points (-2.6) while Japan gained nearly an equal amount (+3.0), significant exchanges in production 
'Share between the United Swes and Japan occurred in the computer and motor vehicle indusuies. Nonetheless, the 
United States was still responsible for almost two-fifths of all production in manufacturing indusuy of the OECD-13 
in 1989, the largest producer by 16 share points. 

The EC-6 maintained a relatively stable position, losing one share point over the. period; but signiflCallt 
internal changes occurred with the wide differences that existed in the 1970s between Italy, the United Kingdom and 
France being reduced significantly, resulting in 1989 manufacturing production shares which are very similar. 
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Manufacturing's Share or GDP 

Over the last two decades the share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) originating in the manufacturing 
sector declined in every country in our group of 13 OECD countries when measured in current prices. In constant 
prices a different picture emerged. For those nine countries where constant price data was available, five wimesscd 
a decline. while three (Denmark, lraly and the United States) kept a constant share and one country. Japan. acwally 
experienced an increase in the share. The most precipitous decline in the manufacturing sector's share of GDP, 

1

. 
regardless of valuation, occurred in France and the United Kingdom, where the share fell about eight percentage points •, 
in taCh country. over the last two decades. 

A pauem of convergence towards a similar share of GDP being contributed by the manufacturing sector 
is evident when viewed over the past two decades. Countries which had the largest initial share in 1970 were 
frequently the same countties that experienced the largest decline in share. This is supponed by the fact that the 
variance in manufacturing's share of GDP existing between the countries dropped by a third between 1970 and 1989. 

Tbe Sectoral Distribution of Manufacturing Value Added 

Within the manufact~g sector, the disttibution of value added between industties has changed significandy 
from the early 1970s 10 dle late 1980s, with most countties moving out of the low-cechnology, labour and natural 
resource intensive indusuies (food. textiles and wood products industries) and into the high and medium-technology, 
scale intensive and science based industties (fabricated metal products and chemicals). 

Japan exhibited the largest amount of sttuctural change from 1970 to 1989 with an index which is nearly 
twice as large as. the next closest country, Denmark. The United States ranked third in the overall rate of sttuctural 
change from '1970 to 1989 with the bulk of this change occuned in the 1980s where the rate of change was nearly 
double what occurred in the 1970s. 

Relationships between Investment, Output and Competitiveness 

When simple correlations were calculated between the various indicators, the following relationships were 
observed: 

R&D v. Investment 
• those industries that conduct the largest share of manufacturing R&D are almost purely R&D 
performers and do not engage in the type of manufacturing which involves heavy investments 
in capital equipment and structures. The situation in Japan is much different Here a strong 
correlation between the tWO investment indicators exists (R2:52.5 percent). 

Output v. R&D and Investment 
• a large share of output is much more direcdy correlated with those industries which invest in 
plant and equipment than with those which invest in R&D. 

Competitiveness v. R&D and Investment 
• by and large the relationship between competitiveness as measured by the two expon indicators 
and tangible investment was weak. A much stronger relationship exists between competitiveness 
and R&D. The share of manufacturing R&D contributed by .an industry is positively correlated 
with its revealed comparative advantage (RCA) in Japan and the US, while a negative correlation 
occurred in the EC-6. 
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Introduction 

1. This repon deals with factors shaping innovation performance and economic growth within the Triad of the United 
States, Japan and the European Community. It is a quantitative analysis of the evolution of Triadic industries, seeking -
to identify the suengths and weaknesses of Triad members, and the trajectories of their competitive positions. 

2. Why focus on lhe Triad? Over the past four decades an important suuctural realignment has occurred in lhe world 
economy, independently of the phases of growth and recession which have tended to preoccupy policy-makers. This 
structural shift consists of a convergenCe in economic performance, per capita income and, increasingly. lhe 
industry/teChnology policies used in the economies of the lriad.1 The post World War II dominance by 1he United 
States in nearly every industry has slipped 10 the point where lhe United States is frequently lagging behind ils 
European and Japanese competitors in certain sectors. Regardless of the position of one country versus another, it 
is clear that there are certain indusuies such as computers, eleclronics, aerospace, pharmaceuticals and motor vehicles 
which all three members of lhe uiad recognize as being critical sectors not only for ensuring current standards of 
living, but also because they are perceived as being fundamental building blocks driving technological innovation and 
international competitiveness which are keys for a high standard of living in the future. 2 For this reason, the nature 
of competition has changed where the economies of the triad are facing off on a "head-to-head" basiS, inevirably 
leading 10 heightened competition and political friction. · 

3. The basis of Triadic dominance of the global economy lies in technological innovation. From lhe end of World 
War II, there seem to have been three major processes underlying economic growth. First, there was a process of 
recovery from the war itself, a period in which growth seems to have owed much to enhanced investment, and to the 
diffusion of technologies from the United States. Secondly, there has been a sustained process of growth in 
international · ttade, particularly in innowtion-intensive manufactures. Thirdly, there has been increasing 
intemationalisation, in the sense of cross-border flows of direct investment and technological knowledge (with the 
knowledge flows taking a wide variety of fonns). Growth divergences seem to be closely related 10 the extent 10 

which economies have been able 10 participate in these processes of investment and ttade which underlie growth. In 
panicular, there are strong grounds for believing that convergence and divergence in economic performance owe mucb 
to differences in innovation activity: especially to differences, in the capability 10 create, assimilate and diffuse new 
technologies. 3 In this area; leadership in the world economy is highly concentrated: the members of the Triad 
maintain most of the world's science and technology infrasuucwre, perfoi'Jil most of its research, supply most of ils 
inventions (as measured by patents), and possess most of its high-technology industry. 

4. For Europe in the future, therefore, the centtal competitive challenges within innovation-intensive industries will 
derive -- as they have in the past ... from other memberS of the Triad. Unders181lding the suucture of Triadic resources 
and trends at a detailed sectoral level is therefore a mauer of central importance for European policy-makers. This 
is the raison d' itre of this study, it seeks to provide a detailed overview of some of the key arends in Triadic 
manufacturing with respect to output. investment. research and uade. The study uses two new OECD darabases -
STAN (Structural Analysis database) and ANBERD (Analytic Business Enterprise R&D)-- whic~ for the fii'Sllime 
pennit consistent, comparable saatistics over time at a disaggregated industry-level for a variety of variables. 

1. Extensive research has been conducled on the topic of convergence and will not be reviewed here. Some of the more recent ~k 
includes the papers presented at the MERIT Conference on ·convergence and Divergence in Economic Growth and Technical Change• 
held in Maaslrict, the Netherlands. December 10-12. 1992. For work comparing the Iliad. see Lester Thurow (1992), Head &o Head, 
(New York. NY: William Morrow & Co.). National Academy of Engineering (1991). National Interests in an Age of Global 
Technology. (Washington. DC: National Academy Press) and US Congress (1991). Competing Economies: America, Europe and the 
Pacific Rim. (Washington. DC: Office of Technology Assessment). 

2. See Laura D'Andrea Tyson (1992). Who's Bashing Whom: Trade Conflict in High-Technology lnduslries. (Washing&on, OC: 
Institute for International Economics). 

3. Jan Fagerberg (1991), •Innovation. Catching-up and Growth" in OECD. Technologv and Productivity: the Challenge for Economic 
Policy (OECD: Paris). pp.37-46. 
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5. Concretely, the repon focuses on the evolution of manufacturing in key Triad economies by: 

• dividing the manufacturing sector into industries which are particularly oriented towards 
international competition or which have a high technology intensity (the "friction prone" seclOI'S); 

• using STAN and ANBERD dala to construct indicators which reveal relative strengths and 
weaknesses within these high-tech, high-trade industries, with a panicular emphasis on the 
evol:ution of competitive strengths over time. 

6. The primary focus is on the US, Japan, and the four largest economies of the EC; however other advanced Nonh 
American and European economies are referred to. The repon begins with a description of the basic indicators which 
are used or constructed are desaibed in detail (usually in boxes) with a discussion of their relevance and faelds of 
application. 

7. The repon consists of three pans. Pan One presents a descriptive overview based on fom broad categories of 
indicators: 1) business enterprise research and development. 2) investment, 3) international uade and 4) production. 
Pan Two employs simple analytical techniques -- such as cross-plots -- to look at the trends and relationships which 
emerge when indicators are juxtaposed. Finally. an Appendix contains information about the dala used 10 calculate 
these indicarors, the industries used 10 form the various groupings such as "high-technology," and the countries which 
compose the various groupings (EC-6, OECD-13, Nordic-4) used in this repon. 
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I. Indicators of Research and Development (R&D), Investment, 
Structural Change and International Trade 



.... 

Manufacturing R&D Shares across the OECD-13 

8. The United States has been, and continues to be, the largest contributor to OECD-13 R&D perfonned by businesses 
in the manufacturing sector (Figure RDSO 1). In 1990, it was responsible for over 46 per cent of the OECD-13 
manufacWring business R&D. Nevenheless, this is a decline of alm~t ten percentage points from 1973, as other 
countties, most notably Japan, have increased their R&D shares. In 1973. the United States was responsible for 55 
per cent of all the manufacturing R&D that was perfonned, whereas the EC-6 and Japan together only accounted for 
42 per cenL This dominant position remained relatively unchallenged until the second half of lhe 1980s when Japan 
increased its investment in R&D at twice· the rate of the United Swes causing its share to rise from 13 per cent or 

- the OECD-13 total in 1973 to 22 per cent in 1990 (Table RDSO 1). 

Dtsaipllon of 111e Indicator 

RAD tbam ICI'OIS lhe OECD-13 arB calculated as businc&s 
enlelprilc RclD iD a cenain indusuy far a pvaa c:ounuy or 
counuy lftiUPin& u a proponion of lhe business emerprise RAD 
for the OECD-13 far this induiU)'. 11Us indicator is skewed 
IOWUda lhe 1arpr countries which because of 1heir size will 
dominate RAD lhara. On lhe ocher hand, in many cases the 
lllllller CIDUIIIries appear ao show exnmely bi&h J!OWih in &heir 
RAD alwa, but Ibis is much easier ao accomplish aaninc from 
&heir small bases. These shares were calculated usin& Uniwl 
S... pun:haaina power parities (PPP) far GOP. It should be 
nOICd &hat 1he results could be ri&nificandy different if uC:hanac 
mas or a PPP specifically for RAD was used. 

9. Despite Japan's large increases, it remained behind 
not only the United States, but also the EC-6. 1be 
EC-6's share of the OECD-13 manufacturing R&D 
moved slightly during these eighaeen years, declining 
only from 29 per cent to 28 per cent. Although within 
the EC-6, some notable shifting did occur (Figure 
RDSO 1). The United Kingdom's share fell from 8.3 
per cent to 5. 7 per cent and Italy's share, while SliD 
small, grew at a much faster rate than any other OECD-
13 country. The Nordic counuies all hold very small 
R&D shares, but Finland, Denmark and Sweden saw 
significantly increases. 

10. At a detailed sectoral level, the convergence between the Uniled States and Japan is even more pronounced than 
it is in total manufacturing. _In 1973, out of 22 industtial sectors, there were only four in which the us did not have 
the largest R&D share: textiles, apparel and leather, chemicals excluding drugs, drugs & medicines, and ferrous metals. 
In these four industries, the EC-6 held the largest share in three of them and Japan perfonned the most R&D only 
in ferrous metals. During the course of the 1970s and 1980s, the United States lost R&D shares in 18 of 22 industries, 
whereas Japan gained R&D shares in all but two indUSiries: shipbuilding and other uansponation equipmenL The 
United States remained the R&D leader in most industries, but Japan succeeded in substantially narrowing the gap 
between itself and the United Swes, and in five indusuies: rubber & plastic products, non·metallic mineral products, 
non-ferrous metals, non·electtical machinery and electrical machinery, it surpassed the United States. The EC-6's 
R&D shares remained relatively stable throughout the two decades, even at the sectoral level. The only EC-6 counll')' 
to experience dramatic changes was the United Kingdom. Its R&D shares fell in all but three industties: drugs &. 
medicines, computers and office machinery and other manufaclUring. · ' 

11. Grouping the 22 industries by their level of technological sophistication, the greatest convergence between the 
United States and Japan has occurred in the low-technology sector (Figure RDSO 4). In 1973 the difference between_ 
the United States' R&D share and Japan's R&D share in the low-technology industries was 23 percentage points, 
whereas by 1990 the difference in their shares was only three percentage points. In the medium-technology industries 
the Japanese share is converging towards that of the United States almost as sharply as it does in the low·technology 
industries. The United States, however, had a larger lead on Japan in the early 1970s in this grouping, and the 
differences between their shares are thus still large (Figure RDSO 3). The sectors in which there has been the least. 
convergence between these two counuies are the high-technology indusuies (Figure RDSO 2). The United States still 
maintains a dominant position in R&D shares in the OECD-13 for the high-technology industries. R&D shares in this 
grouping have been relatively stable and the gap in the R&D shares between the United States and Japan w~ still 36 
percentage points in 1990. In the EC-6, because the shifts in R&D were so well balanced, all three technology 
groupings were extremely stable. From 1973 to 1990, the EC-6 held a share of about 26 per cent in the high
technology indusuies and a share of about 33 per cent in the medium-technology industries. Only the low-technology 
grouping experienced any movement, and that was only from a share of 28 per cent to 24 per cenL 
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High-technology Industries 

12. As with total manufacturing, the United States began the 1970s with an extremely high R&D share in high
technology industries, 63 per cent in 1973. By 1990, its share had fallen to S4 per cent, but still remained more than 
twice as high as the share of the second largest high-technology R&D perfonner, the EC-6. The EC-6's share stayed 
at 26 per cent, as Italy's growth compensated for a decline in the Uni&ed Kingdom's share. Japan, on the other hand, 
doubled its share, rising steadily from nine per cent to 18 per cent during .these years. Despite this doubling, its share 
was still only one-third that of the United States' in 1990. The Nordic-4 counuies, while still accounting for only 1.5 
per cent of the R&D that is done in these industries,· all made large gains in this area. 

13. The United States' considerable lead in the high-teChnology industries is largely a result of its sizeable R&D in 
the aircraft industty. In 1~. the United States accounted for three quarters of all OECD-13 R&D that was performed 
in the aircraft industry. This was probably due in a large pan to the magnitude of the defense and space projects 
initiated by the United States govemmenL Nearly three-quarters of the R&D perfonned in this sector was funded by 
the United Swes govemmenL • France, Germany and the United Kingdom were the only other counuies with 
significant R&D activity in this industry and their sum totalled only 22 per cent of the OECD-13 R&D in 1990. Of 
the EC-6 countties, Italy showed the most significant increase in aircraft R&D, increasing its share from 0.2 per cent 
in 1973 to 2.6 per cent in 1990. United Kingdom, on the other hand, $8W a decrease from a share of 12 per cent in 
1973 to a share of six per cent in 1990. 

14. Japan, while only accounting for about one per cent of aircraft R&D, held significant ~&D shares in two other 
industries in the high-technology grouping: elecuical machinery and computers and office machinery. In 1990, Japan 
was responsible for 49 per cent of the OECD-13 R&D that was done in elecuical machinery, nearly lhree times the 
share it held in 1973. This large gain was achieved at the expense of the United States whose share in this sector 
dropped from 54 per cent to 13 per cent over the same time period. The EC-6 also benefited from the UniiCd States' 
drop, rising from 27 per cent to 36 per cenL All of the EC-6 countries, except the United Kingdom, saw increases 
in their shares of electrical machinery, Germany and Italy most significantly. Gennany 's share rose rapidly, surpassing 
the United States' share by 1986 and attaining 18 per cent of the OECD-13 R&D by 1990. Italy exhibited-extremely 
strong growth, moving from a share of ~.6 per cent to 4.7 per cenL 

I 5. The o~er high-technology area in which Japan experienced impressive growth is the computer industry. It jumped 
from a share of seven per cent in 1970 to 23 per-cent in 1990. Nevertheless, in 1990 the United States' R&D share 
was still almost three times higher than Japan's in this industry. The United States share has declined since 1973, but 
in 1990, the United States still accounted for a full 60 per cent of the R&D done in this indusuy. Most of the EC-6 
countries saw small increases in this indusuy, but the overall EC-6 share still fell, driven by France's drop from seven 
per cent to two per cent 

16. The R&D shares in the pharmaceutical indusary have proved to be much more stable throughout the 1970s and 
1980s than those in aircraft and the fabricated metal products sectors. The United States and the EC-6 both had shares 
that hovered about 40 per cent in 1973 and declined only slightly to about 38 per cent in 1990. Within the EC-6, the 
United Kingdom's increase from 11 per cent to 13 per cent, almost offset the decline in Germany's R&D share. Japan 
gained slightly in this indusuy and in 1990 had a share of 19 per cent, up five percentage points from 1973. 

Medium-technology Industries 

17. In the medium-technology industries there is a much more significant convergence between Japan and the United 
States than their was in the high-technology industries. The US share declined between 1973 and 1990 from 46 per 
cent to 36 per cent. while Japan's share rose from 17 per cent to 27 per cent. The EC-6's share remained constant, 

4. National Science Foundation (1992), Research and Development in Industry: 1989. NSF 92-307, (Washington, DC), Table A-4, 

p. 20. 
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at about 33 per cent, due largely to Germany's consistent share of about 16 per cent (Figure RDSO 3). Japan made 
gains in six of the seven industries which comprise this grouping. The only medium~technology industry in which 
it did not increase its R&D share was other ttanspon equipment In this industry, its share fell from 26 per cent to 
seven per cent. 

18. In motor vehicles, the United States, despite a decline in its share, still held the largest R&D share in 1990. It 
moved from 56 per cent 10 44 per cent, remaining significantly above Japan, who in spite of an increase or 11 
percentage points, only obtained a share of only 25 per cent in 1990. The Nordic countries showed a substantial 
increase, although their share remained small. 

19. In rubber and_ plastics, an extremely large change was evident Japan's R&D share doubled between 1973 and 
1990 whereas the United States's share fell to one-half its 1973level. The R&D shares of both Japan and the EC-6, 
were larger than the United States' by 1987. The EC-6's move from 25 per cent to 33 per cent was largely 
aaributable to Germany, which increased its share from 6 to 11 per cent, but was also helped by France, whose share 
rose from 11 per cent to 14 per cent. 

20. Japan also made considerable gains in the non-ferrous metal and the non-electrical machinery indUSiries. In the 
non-ferrous metal industries, Japan almost doubled its share, increasing from 23 per cent to 42 per cent, and surpassing 
the R&D share or the United States. At the same time, the United States I share declined sharply t from 43 per cent 
to 30 per cent Although the trends were not quite as sharp in the non-electrical machinery industries, Japan moved 
up. sharply 10 attain the largest R&D share, while the Uniled States share declined sharply. The EC-6 fell slighdy, 
from 22 per cent to 18 per cent, in the non·oferrous metal industries, despite Italy's strong increases. Canada has a 
relatively large share or the R&D performed in non-ferrous metals. In 1990 it held a share or six per cent, a share 

which is larger than every other country except Japan and the United Slates. 

21. In f:be chemical industry, the R&D shares were more stable than in most of the other medium-technology 
industties. The EC-6 and the United Slates fell slightly, but still held shares of 41 per cent and 35 per cent in 1990. 
Japan's R&D increased, but only 10 a share of 24 per cent of the OECD-13. Nevenheless, this was enough 10 surpass 
Germany, whose share stayed stable at 19 per cent 

Low-technology Industries 

22. The low-technology indusaies showed the most dramatic convergence between the United States and Japan (Figure 
RDSO 4). Japan's share increased from 20 per cent in 1973 to 32 per cent in 1990, to close within four percentage 
points of the United States, after being more &han 24 per cent points behind. The EC-6, although much less dynamic 
than both Japan and the United States, showed more movement in the low-technology industries than it did in the high 
and medium ones. falling from 28 per cent to 24 per cent. This drop in the EC-6's sha,re is auributable to the United 
Kingdom whose share fell sharply from 11 per cent 10 four per cent. 

23. Japan's biggest increase occurred in textiles, apparel & leather. Its share rose from 28 per cent 10 50 per cent 
This occurred mainly at the expense of the EC-6 whose share fell from 47 per cent to 21 per cent. Again, as with 
the entire low-technology group, this change was being driven by the United Kingdom, whose share dove from 22 
per cent in 1973 to only three per cent in 1990. The United States' share increased slightly rising from 22 per cent 
to 24 per cent. 
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·Table: RDSQ-1 .• 

R&D Shares across the OECD-13 I 

ISIC Industry Canada Fr11nce ae ....... nv ItalY 

1173 1110 1173 1110 1173 1110 1173 1110 

3000 Total Manufacturing 1.0 1.3 6.5 6.5 9.8 10.9 2.2 3.1 
.. 

3100 Food, beverages & tobacco 2.4 1.8 4.5 7.1 3.1 4.4 0.9 1.4 

3200 Textiles, apparel & lealher 1.5 3.7 11.5 6.6 6.5 8.5 5.7 1.0 . 
3300 Wood products & furniture 0.9 8.5 3.3 2.1 1.4 15.9 0.0 1.1 

3400 Paper products & printing 4.3 5.9 3.2 2.8 1.7 3.5 0.8 0.1 

3500 Chemical products 1.0 1.2 7.9 7.8 14.8 13.5 3.4 4.0 
I 

3600 Non-metalfic mineral products 1.0 0.6 9.5 5.6 5.7 8.1 0.7 1.4 

3700 Basic metal industries 3.4 2.8 3.9 6.5 10.1 6.4 1.3 3.4 

3800 Fabricated metal products 0.8 1.2 6.2 6.2 9.0 10.7 1.9 2.8 

3900 Other Manufacturing 1.3 2.9 3.9 3.4 0.2 2.6 4.7 0.3 

High technology 0.9 1.4 6.4 6.6 8.4 8.5 1.5 2.9 

Medum technology 0.9 0.8 6.6 6.5 14.1 16.6 3.6 3.5 

Low technology 2.~ 2.4 6.6 5.9 5.1 7.7 1.6 2.6 

JaNn Nordlc-4 United Ktnadom UnltedStat.a 

1173 1110 1173 1110 1173 1110 - 1173 1810 

3000 Total Manufacturing 12.9 22.2 1.7 1.9 8.3 5.7 55.3 .S.6 

3100 Food, beverages & tobacco 20.1 32.4 4.0 3.9 16.8 7.8 16.8 35.5 

3200 Textiles, apparel & leather 27.8 49.8 1.7 1.8 21.8 2.9 21.7 23.8 

3300 Wood products & furniture 12.0 27.0 4.2 5.4 4.0 1.6 72.6 37.0 

3400 Paper products & print1ng 24.9 28.1 8.8 8.8 5.4 4.3 49.1 44.4 

3500 Chemical products 16.0 22.4 1.5 1.9 8.5 8.6 43.2 37.6 

3600 Non-metallic mineral products 23.6 42.6 2.7 2.1 10.3 3.1 43.9 34.7 

3700 Basic metal industries 31.8 52.3 4.0 2.9 9.2 3.1 31.8 18.2 

3800 ! Fabricated metal products 10.6 ·20.3 1.5 1.7 7.9 5.0 60.3 50.5 

3900 I Other Manufacturing 20.2 35.1 3.5 5.4 7.1 7.5 58.4 40.9 

! High technology 8.9 17.7 1.1 1.5 8.6 6.5 62.5 53.5 
I 
I Medium tttc:hnology 17.4 27.9 1.8 2.3 6.9 4.4 .S.2 36.1 
I 

l Low technology 20.8 32.5 4.2 3.3 10.6 4.4 .... 1 36.5 ... 

. 
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Figure RDSO 3 
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The Distribution of Manufacturing R&D by Sector within a Country 

24. The distribution of manufacturing R&D by sector within a country (RDS) reveals that R&D is predominately 
clustered in five indusuies: aircraft, motor vehicles, communications equipment, computers and pharmaceutical. These 
five sectors accounted for 64 per cent of the 1990 OECD-13 R&D. The United Swes had the largest share or its 
1990 manufacturing R&D, 73 per cent, clustered in these sectors, while the Nordic4 and Japan had the least with less 
than 48 per cent. The EC~ group had roughly the same profile as the United Scates, with RDS levels for 1990 or 
over 60 per cent for these five industries with the United Kingdom leading the group at 70 per cent while Gennany 
had the lowest share of the group at just over 50 per cent (Figure ROS 1). 

Country Proliles 

25. Over lhe eighteen years between 1973 and 1990, the 
United Scates perfonned roughly one-quan.er of its 
manufacturing business enterprise R&D in the aircraft 
indusary: the largest share for this sector of any of the 
countries analyzed (Figure RDS 2). Motor vehicles and 
communications equipment remained at relatively 
conscant levels between 1973 and 1990 with the share 
held by motor vehicles roughly 10 per cent of the total · 
(Figure RDS 2) while communications equipment held 
at approximately 14 per cenL R&D performed in the 
computer industry saw the greatest gain in share over 
the period, growing by 4.3 share poiniS. Th.ese gains 

A Description of the Indicator 

LtD aiwes (RDS) are c:alculaled by dividin& 1be UD 
perfonned by an inclusuy (or induary aroup) by lhe IG&Il 
manufiCIUrin& Rlc.D u.penclitlft for that year in 1 specific 
c:ounuy (or JIOUp). This allows I cJar v,iew of &he evolulian cl 
both the suucane of manufldUrin& Rlc.D and the evolulion cllhe 
anphasis placed on 111 industry over time. This indic:IICir 
identifies shifts in R&D eapendiwre from anc aeccor ID lnOCher 
within • country. while also penniuina inlemalional campuiaaoa 
of Ibis evolulion. The: main weakness of this indiCilar is &hat it 
relies an cum:nt price da11 and may be lffeaed by infJalian 
which could dislort the Cllculalion of ahara ICI'CJIS manufac:IUriD& 
if &he relal.ive infillion of Rlc.D by aector is not ·conaanL 

were offset by losses of shares in the rubber &. plastics and non-electrical machinery and, in panicular, the elec'uical 
machinery indusary which decreased the most, falling from nine per cent in 1973 to one per cent in 1990. As shown 
in Table RDS 1, the distribution of R&D across sectors in the Unitc4 Swes was among the most uneven of any of 
the countries analyzed. -

26. After the United States, France dedicated the largest share of iiS manufacturing R&D to the aircraft sector. about 
one-fifth of iiS tocal expenditure. But the sector with the largest share of R&D in France was communicaJ,ions 
equipment with shares consistently above 20 per cent after 1974, peaking at 25 per cent in 1987. France also 
dedicated a relatively large share to industrial chemicals (10 per cent) and pharmaceuticals (peaking at eight per cent 
in 1990). In the United Kingdom, the share held by the aerospace indusary fell from over time from 26 per cent in 
1973 to 14 per cent in 1988 with most of the gain in share coming from the communications equipment industry. 
Pharmaceuticals also wiuaessed a large growth in the share of R&D performed. jumping from six per cent, in 1973, 
to 16 per cent, in 1990. 

27. Germany has a different R&D structure. with over 60 per cent of its R&D originating from the industrial 
chemicals, non-electrical machinery, communication equipment and motor vehicles sector (Table RDS 2). The largest 
1990 share of R&D was held by the communication equipment industry whose share fluctuated between 15 per cent 
and 18 per cent while sector with the second largest 1990 share, motor vehicles, saw a steady increase from 12 per 
cent in 1975 to 17 per cent in 1990. Although still retaining a large total share of manufacturing R&D, the industrial 
chemicals industries witnessed a decrease of four share points over the period. Unlike most of the countries where 
there is a sharp difference in share between the high-technology and medium-technology groups, Germany's R&D 
was almost evenly split between the two. 

28. The motor vehicle industry is the single largest source of R&D performed in llaly with a 1990 share that has 
climbed back to the same place it held in the early 1980s: 18 per cent The pharmaceutical industry is the second _ 
largest R&D performer in Italy. responsible for about 13 per cent over the sixteen years from 1973 to 1988, with an 
uptick to 15 per cent in 1989 and 1990. Aircraft has also grown to become a key R&D performer in Italy, increasing 
from the 1973 level of two per cent to the 1987 level of 15 per cent. 
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29. The structure of sectoral R&D in Japan is 
distinguished from the other countries because of its 
rather even distribution of R&D across sectors. Finland 
was the only country with a lower cross-industty 
variance in the shares of manufacturing R&D than 
Japan in 1990 (Table RDS-1 ). Only one Japanese 
indusay. communication equipment, had a share of 
more than 15 per cent of the total manufacturing R&D 
expenditure. Motor vehicles had the second largest 

- share, flucwating between 12 per cent and 14 per cent 
over the period. The computers and offiCe machinery 
indusuy saw the greateSt increase in share, jumping by 
a factor of five, from two per cent in 1974 to over ten 
per cent in 1990. 

30. The Nordic-4 group had a much different 
distribution of R&D across sectors, where nearly twice 
as large a share of R&D was dedicated to sectors 
classified as low-aecbnology as found on average across 
the OECD-13 countries (Table RDS 2). Low
technology industries typically received less lhan 12 per 
cent of total R&D in the OECD-13, whereas the Nordic-
4 expenditures ranged anywhere from 27 per.cent to 14 
per cent. The share of R&D allocated 10 shipbuilding. 
for example, was consistently seven to eleven times 

Table RDS-1: Ranked 1990 Variance in RAD Shares 
Across Seeton 

Canada 45 

Uni&ed Scates 44 

France 43 

Uni&ed Kingdom 41 

Netherlands 37 

Germany 36 

Australia 35 

Denmark 33 

·sweden 31 

Italy 30 

Norway 28 

Japan 23 

Finland 21 

higher than that of the OECD-13 and five times that average for paper products. The aircraft industry, on ~e other 
hand, conuibuled a relatively minor share of overall R&D in the Nordic-4 countries with levels between one-third and 
one-quarter of the OECD-13 average. 
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Table: RDS-2 
1990 Manufacturing R&D Shares by Industry Within a Country 

United united 
I SIC Indus ttY_ Cline de Denmertc F111nce Oennenv ftely Jeaen Klnadom s ..... Nonlc-4 EC.I -

3100 Food group 2.5 7.6 2.0 0.7 0.9 2.6 2.5 1.4 3.7 1.7 
3200 Texlfte group 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 
3300 Wood group 1.5 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 
3400 Paper group 3.5 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.7 3.6 0.3 
3500 Chemical group 17.3 29.5 23.3 24.0 25.4 19.5 29.4 '15.6 19.6 25.8 
351•352-3522 Industrial Chemicals 6.0 4.1 9.9 16.4 6.4 10.1 11.5 6.8 5.9 12.9 
3522 Pharmaceuticals 6.8 24.1 8.1 5.8 15.4 5.8 15.9 5.8 11.6 9.7 
353+354 Petroleum Refining 3.9 0.0 2.2 0.3 1.3 1.0 1.4 2.2 1.1 1.4 
355+356 Plastic products 0.5 1.3 3.1 1.5 2.3 2.6 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.8 
3600 Non-metallic mineral prods. 0.6 2.1 '1.1 0.9 0.6 2.4 0.7 0.9 1.4 0.9 
3700 Basic metals 4.5 0.7 2.1 1.2 2.4 5.0 1.2 0.8 3.2 1.7 
3710 Ferrous metals 0.7 0.3 1.4 0.9 . 1.7 3.4 0.7 0.3 1.8 1.2 
3720 Non-ferrous metals 3.8 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 1.6 0.4 0.5 1.4 0.5 
3800 Fabricated metal products 67.7 50.3 70.4 72.1 70.5 67.4 64.7 79.7 66.0 68.8 
,3810 Metal products 1.0 2.7 0.7 2.5 2.5 1.5 0.7 0.8 2.2 1.8 
3820-3825 Non-electrical mach. 2.6 12.3 3.3 11.2 6.6 8.9 3.2 3.0 15.1 7 
3825 Computers 9.9 3.5 3.7 3.6 7.3 10.1 8.5 12.8 4.1 4.9 
3830-3832 Electrical machinery 1.5 6.2 3.4 8.2 7.8 11.2 4.4 1.4 7.2 6.6 
3832 Communications equip. 31.8 9.2 24.7 18.7 13.5 16.3 22.4 16.5 15.5 20.1 
3841 Ships na 3.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.3 
3843 Motor vehicles 2.6 0.0 13.0 17.1 18.3 14.4 7.1 11.9 11.2 13.4 
3845 Aircraft 13.2 0.0 20.0 8.9 12.1 0.9 17.2 26.5 3.8 13.1 
3842+3844+3849 Other transport equip. na 1.6 0.4 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.2 
3850 Instruments 1.6 11.6 1.1 1.6 1.0 3.8 1.0 6.3 4.7 1.4 
3890 Other manufacturing 1.1 8.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.7 0.4 1.4 0.3 

High wage 42.4 31.8 57.0 52.0 60.8 42.3 61.6 66.0 46.9 55.5 
Medium wage 47.9 43.9 36.5 38.1 29.6 41.5 30.5 30.2 37.0 35.2 
Low wage 9.7 24.4 6.5 9.8 9.6 16.2 7.8 3.8 16.1 9.3 

High technology 64.8 54.6 60.9 46.8 57.2 48.0 69.4 .69.2 46.9 55.8 
Medium technology 18.4 27.8 30.8 46.7 35.0 38.6 23.6 23.7 37.0 36.1 
Low technology 16.8 17.5 8.3 6.5 7.8 13.4 7.0 7.1 16.1 8.1 

Resource Intensive 12.3 10.4 6.1 2.7 3.5 8.0 5.1 5.2 8.2 4.7 
Labour Intensive 3.4 11.4 1.4 3.0 2.7 3.2 1.6 1.5 4.0 2.5 
Scale Intensive 16.9 11.2 28.2 36.3 29.9 32.0 20.6 21.1 25.8 30.1 
Spedallsed supplier 35.9 27.7 31.4 38.1 28.0 36.3 30.0 20.9 37.8 33.6 
Science based 31.4 39.3 32.8 19.9 35.9 20.5 42.6 51.3 24.2 29.1 

n.a. =not available 



Figure RDS 1 
Share of Business Enterprise R&D by country for: 
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Figure RDS 2 
Share of Manufacturing R & D Dedicated to S Select Indusuies 
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R&D Intensities 

31. The amount of R&D performed per unit of production, or che R&D intensity (see box), reveals chat from 1973 
to 1989 the United Swes had che highest total manufacturing intensity and the strongest inaensities in the high
technology group of industries. Conversely, Gennany and Japan displayed relatively low levels of intenSities in the 
high-technology indusaies, even though they had high total manufacturing R&D intensities. Compared to the other 
counaies, Japan especially exhibited low intensities in what are traditionally considered to be che core high-teChnology 
indusaies - aircraft, computers, communications equipment and pharmaceuticals -- but had relatively high intensities 
in the medium-technology group. 

Total Manufacturing R&D Intensities 

32. As shown in Figure RDI 1, the evolution and levels of total manufacwring R&D intensities differed quite 
substantially between OECD-13 countties during the period 1973-1989. For that. seventeen yaar span, among the 
countries with the largest economies, Japan has Shown by far che suongest growth in its total manufacturing R&D 
intensity. Japan's intensity has grown especially rapidly since 1981 (an increase of 1.1 percentage points) alloWing 
it to attain in 1989 a level comparable to Gennany's (2.5 per cent). By 1985, Japan's overall R&D intensity for 
manufaclllring had surpassed dlose of France and the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, when compared to the United 
Swes' R&D intensity for manufacturing, Japan's R&D intensity is only three-quarters of the US intensity in 1990 
when measured using purchasing power parities (see box). Despite a slight decline from 1985 to 1989, the United 
Swes has consistently maintained intensities well above the other OECD-13 countries, being the only country to oblain 
a total manufacturing intensity ratio exceeding che chree per cent level (from 1985 to 1989). 

33. Although it. was not as large as Japan's increase, Gennany also showed an important rise in its total manufacturing 
intensity over the period. After 1983, Gennany had the highest intensity of all of the EC-6 countries, surpassing the 
United Kingdom in that year. The evolution of che United Kingdom's total manufacwring intensity ratio is rather 
distinctive as it displayed the strongest growch of OECD-13 counaies during the 1977 to 1981 period, achieving a two 
per cent level in 1981, but has _not moved appreciably from this level during the 1980s. The stable level of the United 
Kingdom's intensity dwing the 1980s, explains why che United Kingdom registered the lowest increase of all the 
OECD-13 between 1973 and 1989. On che ocher hand, France showed steady growth in its total manufacturing 
. intensity lhroughout this period, attaining a level of 2.2 per cent in 1989. The two remaining Group of Seven (G-7) 
countries. Canada and Italy, had che lowest intensities of aU OECD-13 countties in 1989, at less than one per cenL 
Their total manufacturing R&D intensities during the 1973-1989 period represented between 30 per cent and 50 per 
cent, respectively, of the intensities found in the other G-7 countries. 

34. Among the medium- and small-size economies, Sweden has the highest total manufacturing R&D intensity. 
During the period from 1973 to 1989, Sweden's R&D intensity was higher than all OECD-13 countries, except for 
the United StateS. It attained a level of almost three per cent in 1987, but has since chat time decreased 0.3 percentage 
points, falling below the chree per cent level in 1990. The Netherlands' total manufacwring intensity stayed rather 
stable between 1973 and 1985, but showed rapid growch from 1985 to 1987, attaining a level of 2.2 per cent in 1987. 
However, from 1987to 1989, like the Swedish case, the Necherlands intensity declined notably, falling below the two 
per cent level. It is interesting to note that Finland showed che strongest increase of all OECD-13 countries from 1973 
to 1989 in its total manufacturing intensity, growing at an average annual growch rate of 6.4 per cent during the 
period. This rate of increase permitted Finland ao exceed in 1989 the intensities of Austtalia, Denmark, Norway, 
Canada and Italy. One could argue that Finland's considerable growth is just a reflection of a small starting point in 
1973. Nonetheless, all countries which were surpassed by Finland had intensities similar to Finland's in 1973. 
Despite having been surpassed by Finland in the late 1980s, Denmark's total manufacturing intensity has also 
increased suongly between 1973 and 1989, more than doubling. Norway is the Nordic-4 country for which total 
manufacturing R&D intensity demonsnted the weakest growch.lt increased only by 0.3 percentage points from 1973 
to 1989, just barely reaching the one per cent level in 1989. Australia had a 1989 total manufacturing intensity of 
only one per cent, but it attained this level by exhibiting a very rapid growth from 1983 10 1989. increasing at average 
annual growth rate of 14 per cent. 
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A Description or lhe Indicator 

RAD ia&ensilics hive been calaalaled as the nlio of business maerprise RAD upendiwre p:rfonncd in 1 manufac:wrin& incluay 
over 1he produclia1 (las output) of 1ba1 industry for a &iven counuy or .counuy &roupinas. They we~ calculaaed wilh c:unau natianal 
cum:ac::iel data ucept forlhec:oanuy aroupiDas wh«R lhe da&a is aprased usin& Uniaed SWes purc:huia& powcrparilies (PPPs) forGDP. 
It should be noted lhat the RAD in~ensilies for c:ounuy JroupinJs c:oald be lignificantly diffm:nt if cxchmacs rates had been used. 

RAD iD11111ilia uy 10 rdlect the tec:hnolopcal taphiltic:alian of a puticular indumy. Dapiu: their wide use, UD in.Wtiea Jaaw 
many lhoncaminas as lhey ICCOUDt for cmly one (&he 1ICed for a arona RAD effort) of &he c:hlracleriaics usually auribuutd 10 indullria 
cansideNd u bclan&in& in 1he hiah-w:hftolo&Y c:alllory. Olher chl1'aclerillic of hi&h-cecb induuiu are the JniCilCI of hiah.ftlk&. Jarp 
capilal ilwellmea&.. very npid product IIICI proczas oblolescence, JU1U1Cic imp)nlnce for IO\Iemmcnll •d a hiah dqree of inacnt11ioaa1 
....-or CGIIlpCiirion in RAO. lD IMidirion, by foc:usin& uclulively on &be RAJ) upcndilures in a paniaalar iDcluiUy no CIGIIIidaali.aD 
iJ liwn to lhe fact lhat sc:me indllllriu often do litlle R..tD lllanselves while acqu:irina embodied aec:hDalacy lhrouab the pm:hue of 
wbnoloJically lapbillicaled capi&alJoods. TcdlnoloJymay abo be acquiJed th~UU&h purdlua of pau:nts.leC:hnoloPcal feedback by:taten 
of lhe .indulay'a producu or 1mpro¥ed 1DIDqiiDeDt and iDfOIIDIIion ·sysums.lD c:enain inclusuies, 1hue abanaliw medlodl of acquilin& 
udmoJoay may be more imponanllhm direct RAD apanclilu•. In such cues, RAD Uwmily ralios may be • poor-poxy .for 
Jec:1mo1o1ica1 inrelllil)'. .Morecwcr, aimple iaemalianal c:anparilons •sed an lhem ~ diaoned by diffetalCII ia 1he induarialltlllellft 
of caanuiu. lu aD eumple, if a c:aunuy'a economy is blued &owards aeaon involved in lhe uuac:tion ol naaural raourc:u, a low RAD 

. inlenlily may limply ftflect &he imponance of these ICCIOrl, which ~ typically c:onsideJed u ·not bc:in& RAD·inaaulivc. 

'Ibis indicator uses businels enaaprise RAD upenclilu~ (BERD) which aUocaaes lbat ponion of RAD chat u perfomted by die 
bulineu aeaor as GppOICd 10 where lhe fundinc for the RAD comes from. In Ibis sense, it includes RAD funded by lhe nan-busineu aeaor 
such as&OYCrnmem. but perfonned by indusuy. Given &hat 1he rale of Jovemmtlnl fundiD& diffcn widely across c:aunuia, RAD inumilill 
hued an BERD lhould not be aaic:lly inwpnlld as a meaau~ of &he fananc:ial involvement of businen emerpri• ill RAD ac:livilia. 1lle 

. 1enaat anavailabilit:y of RAD da&a at 1 de&ailed indullrial~ prec:laclcs lhe separation of RAD by source of funds. 

Aaolber caveat asaociaaed with this indicator is the lade of intemalianaUy comparable R&:D price deOaton, makina 'i1 aeceasuy 
10 use curnat price dala which limit acc:un1e hil1orical camparilons. As a ruuh of usina cunent price dala, ICIIIe ollhe Ouan•rian~ ill 
IUc.D intallity could limply be a ldleclion of rcllr.i~ price c:han&es, ·not a chm&e in uue RAD inw:sanenL Lastly. 1he RAD intcnlitiea 
praealed here ~ bued on a now, ra&her than a •lOCk. concept. Thus, they failiO rdlecl accumulated R&D upendiwrea. Nevcnhcleu, 
by alallllin&lhe ina.ensities over a 17 year period; a rouah idea of the acc:umulated aiOCic can be ob&ained. 

Sectoral R&D Intensities 

35. Given the diversity chat exisas between manufacwring industries, 
R&D intensities at the sectoral level vary signifacantly between the 
OECD-13 countries. This is evident in Table RDI 1 which presenas 
the average R&D intensity ratios calculaaed for two lime periods 
(197610 1978 and 1986 to 1988). R&D intensities are given for nine 
manufacturing sectors (two-digit ISIC) as well as for the high, 
medium and low-technology groupings. It can be seen chat the 
intensities of the high-technology industries are in every OECD-13 
counuy significantly higher thaD the intensities found in the medium 
and low-technology industries. The United States exhibited by far the 
highest intensities in the high-technology sectors during both time 
periods. being the only country to exceed the ten per cent level in 
1986 to 1988. France and the Uniaed Kingdom, with high-technology 
intensities of respectively 8.7 per cent' and 8.5 per cent in 1986 to 

1988, followed the United States. Although Canada is in the middle 
of the R&D intensity of the high-technol_ogy group is ranked, it 
displayed the strongest asymmetry of intensities between the high· 
technology and medium-technology sectors, with the high-aechnology. 
intensity being ten times as large as the ~edium-technology intensity. 

Value Added or Productl• as an OUtput 
Meuure In R"D lalalllt~! 

In arder 10 examine if lhe nnkin& of 
induRries accord:in& 10 their R&D inulllily 
varies UUa I meuu~ of neL OUtput. lllllliaivily 
tats we~ carried with value added as 1he ouqut 
fac10r inaead of produc:aian (IRJis aalpUl). 1lUa 
analysis reveals lhat dependinc on the ~ 
used. the RAD inumity lor ceftlin indulllia 
inc:reased faaer Ibm o&hcn. None&heleu, abe 
chci.ce of which meuu~ 10 use as ·a vllue of 
output had liule affect aa the overall nnkiD& ol 
industries. 

Those industries which were most 

sensitive to the use of value added u appatec1 to 

production we~ petroleum ramina. nan-ferrous 
metals, fenous metals md moaor vehicles. nus 
is because of lhe imponaocz of inaennediate 
inputs 10 shes-= industries which a~ included jn 

production dala. but not in value added data. 

36. The most interesting feature of the table is that countries, such as Germany and Japan. which showed a high total 
manufacturing intensity in 1986-88 do not necessarily display a strong intensity in the high-technology group during 
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that same period. Japan's level of R&D intensity in the high-technology sec10rs during the 1986-88 period was below 
every OECD-13 country, except for Italy (3.6 per cent). In this sense, there is not necessarily a strong link between 
high levels of tocal manufacturing intensities and an R&D intensive high-technology sec10r. Rather. a saronger 
correlation exists between the R&D intensity of the medium-technology group and the overall intenSity of lOtBl 
manufacturing. A simple Speannan rank correlation indicates a correlation of 0.68 between the lOW manufacturing 
R&D intensity and the medium-technology intensity while the same correlation with the high-technology group is 0.38. 

f 

37. In the low-technology sectors, because of the very low intensities (all below one per cent), the counaies are I, .. 
grouped much more closely than in the high and medium-technology industries. Japan had in 1986 ro 1988 the highest 
intensity (0.7) in the low-technology sectors, followed by the United Stares (0.5 per cent). In panicular, Japan showed 
the highest intensity in &hree (the food group, the textile group and non-metallic mineral products) out of the five low
technology sectors (Table RDI 1). As for the paper group and the wood group industties, Japan displayed intensities 
comparable 10 the ones exhibited by Canada and the Nordic4 countries where the paper and wood group industries 
hold a very. imponant pla~ in their industrial structures. 

R&D Intensity Profile of Countries 

38. Table RDI 1 showed th&t countries with high levels of rotal manufacturing R&D intenSities are not necessarily 
the counlries which displayed the strongest intensities in the high-technology sectors. Figures RDI-2, 3 and 4.provide 
further detail by showing the ·individual R&D intensities of all 22 manufacturing induslries for the United States, 
Japan, the EC-6, Germany, France and the lJnired Kingdom. Each graph presents R&D intensities calculated over 
two time periods ( 1976 to 1978 and 1986 to 1988) for every manufacwring sector, presented from left to right 
following the standard OECD classification of industries according to their technological intensity (ranging from high 
to low-technology industries).' 

39. A striking feature of the graphs is that the R&D profiles do not fall unifonnly from left to righL There are 
differences over time within an individual country as well as between countries. The most apparent divergence is the 
one noted above on a broader scale: the relatively low R&D intensity in Japan of what are ttaditionally considered 
to be high-technology induslries. In every country but Japan, four induslries (aircraft, computers, communications 
equipment and pharmaceuticals) have very high intensities that undoubtedly set them apart from the other industries. 
These very high intensities unquestionably make them belong to the high-technology group. Compared to the other 
countries, it is clear that the R&D intensity profile of Japan exhibits less of a bias towards high-technology industries 
as the R&D intensities do not drop so markedly as one moves from high to low-technology sectors. R&D resources · 
in Japan are less concenttated in the high-technology industries and more evenly distributed across the high and 
medium-technology industries as described in Table RDI 1. 

40. Another feature of the graphs is that not all the R&D intensities have increased from 1976-1988 to 1986-1988. 
In the case of the United Kingdom, the R&D intensity ratios of two high-technology sectors (aircraft and computers) 
have decreased over time. The intensity of the aircraft sector suffered the most significant decline of all manufacturing 
sectors in the United Kingdom, decreasing by five percentage points be~een 197610 1978 and 1986to 1988. At the 
same time, the R&D intensities of the communications equipment and phannaceuticals industries have signifJ.Cantly 
increased, making pharmaceuticals in 1986 to 1988 the most R&D intensive industry in the UK with a R&D intensity 
of 13.2 per cent. With nine out of 22 sectors showing a fall in their R&D intensities, the United Kingdom is the 
counuy which exhibited the highest number of sectors with declining intensities. i . 

l 
t 

S. OECD (1986). OECD Science and Technologv Indicators, No.2. Paris. 
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41. The United States displayed declines in five indusuies, most significantly in elecaical machinery whose R&D 
intensity decreased from 5.4 per cent 10 1.7 per cent 6 Nevertheless. the United States showed notable increases in 
the R&D intensities of the communications equipment. phannaceuticals, moror vehicles and other uanspon sectors. 
The communications equipment industry showed the greatest increase in its R&D intensity in terms of percentage 
points, rising from 7.8 per cent to 13.2 per cent. This increase was not large enough for it to exceed the intenSity of 
the aircraft sector which was in 1986-1988 had a R&D intensity of 20.8 per cenc the most R&D intenSive 
manufacturing industry in the United States. In France, the aircraft industry also had lhe highest R&D intenSity in 
1986-1988. at 15 per cent. France exhibited important increases in the R&D intensity of the communications 
equipment, phannaceuticals, chemicals and other transpon industries. However, it is saiking that the R&D intensity 

_ of the computers indUSII'y bas declined by two percentage points from 1976-197~ 10 1986-1988. 

42.1n Japan and Germany, the R&D intensity profiles reveal an unequivocal increasing ttend from 1976-1978 tO 1986-
1988 with nearly every industry showing an increase in its R&D intensity ratio. In Japan, the strongest rises occurred 
in the aircraft, instruments, computers, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and other transports indusuies. With an increase 
in its R&D intensity of 2.4 percentage points. the pharmaceuticals industry has become the most R&D intensive 
industry in Japan. surpassing in 1986-1988 the intensity of the aircraft sector. In Germany, the R&D intensities of 
only two sectors (aircraft and non-ferrous metals) have fallen. Despite a large decline of almost seven points., the 
aircraft sector was still the industry with. the highest R&D intensity ratio in Germany (1986-1988). The strongest 
R&D intensity increases in Germany occurred mainly in the communications equipment. motor vehicles and non
elecuical machinery sectors. 

43. As for the EC-6 counuies taken as a whole, the movements in their R&D intensities reflect the intensity 
fluctuations observed in France, Germany and the United Kingdom. The decreases in the R&D intensity of the aircraft 
and computers industries reflect declines in lhe intensity of the aircraft sector in Germany and the United Kingdom, 
as well as decreases in the intensity of the computers industries in France and lhe United Kingdom. At the same time, 
the R&D intensity of the communications equipment and pharmaceuticals industries has risen significantly, reflecting 
the R&D intensity increases ofthese sectors in Germany, France and the United Kingdom. These gains in the 
communications eq~pment and pharmaceuticals industries meant that they exceeded the R&D intensity ratio of the 
computer industry in 1986-1988. 

6. Some of lhis decline could be due 10 the fact that the United S&ates da&a is saictly classified on an en&erprise basis while efforts 
have been made to convert many of the other counaies' da&a 10 more of an es&ablishment or product basis. Because the US data is 
on an enteJprise basis, it is possible that a change in the classification of a large enterprise from one industty 10 another could result 
in such a shifL For example. if General Eleclric (G E) was re-classified out of the eleclrical machinery industty. 
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Table: RDI·l 
Average R&D Intensity Ratios 

ISIC lftdu.trv c. ..... O...lnlf'k F,.. Get'IIIIIW •• 
I 1171-71 1 ... 1171-71 1 ..... 1171-71 1 ..... 1111-71 1 ...... 1111-71 1 .... 

3000 Toral Manulaeturing 0.51 1.04 0.78 1.30 1.42 2.17 1.41 2.40 o . .a G.l3 

3100 Food group 0.15 0.20 0.17 0.33 0.11 0.21 0.08 0.17 0.02 O.D6 

3200 Textilllgnaup 0.08 D.27 0.11 0.07 0.16 0.18 0.08 0.24 o.ae 0.01 
I· 

3300 Wooagroup 0.05 0.14 D.OI 0.11 0.04 0.06 O.D5 0.38 0.01 0.01 

3400 hpergraup 0.25 O.S1 0.07 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.17 0.03 0.01 

3500 Chernicat graup 0.11 0.11 1.54 z.• 1.72 2.77 2.31 2.15 N.A. N.A. 

3600 Non-mnlllic mineral praduCIS 0.16 D.23 D.l5 D.IO 0.11 0.71 0.29 0.10 0.03 0.01 

3700 Basic ,....... 0.11 0.58 0.11 0.10 0.41 0.17 0.37 0.50 0.01 o.ao 

3100 Fllbric:aled metal prociUCII 1.01 2.25 1.47 2.27 2.11 4.25 2.52 3.11 0.15 2.00 

3100 Other MMu~Kluring 0.17 0 .• N.A. N.A. 0.31 0.32 0.08 0.72 0.53 0.015 

High technOlogy 4.73 1.43 N.A. .... 7.14 1.72(1) 5.54 7.21 1.14 3.13(2) 

U.CSiUm IIChnology 0.45 0.57 N.A. 1 .. 1.51 2.D3(1) 2.02 z.• 0.71 1.04(2) 

Law leehnolagy 0.24 0.30 0.22 0.30 0.25 0.36 0.15 0.40 0.07 0.13 

.._n Nordl" United KllltiCIDm UnltedStatel EC4 

11'71-71 1 .... 1171-71 1 ...... 1171-71 1 ..... 1171·71 11 .... 1171-71 1 .... 

3DOO Tolal Manutacluring 1.12 2.2&. 1.21 1.84 1.37 2.04 2.11 3.36 1.22 1.13 

3100 Fooct group 0.27 0.!11 D.23 0.31 0.30 0.24 0.11 0.34 0.15 0.20 

3200 Tutilelgroup 0.18 0.41 0.17 0.26 0.34 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.16 0.11 

3300 Wooctgraup 0.12 0.22 0.12 0.14 O.D6 0.04 0.22 0.14 0.04 0.13 

3100 p.,_graup 0.18 0.30 0.40 0.43 0.15 0.13 0.34 0.24 0.08 0.11 

3500 ChemiCal group 1.16 3.13 1.18 2.85 1.51 2.83 1.14 2.73 1.81 2.10 

3600 Non-metallic m.,.,.l products 0.12 2.15 0.17 0.13 0.57 0.38 0.80 1.48 CU5 0.45 

3700 Baecmetals o .• 1.17 1.17 1.11 0.43 0.47 0.53 0.83 0.38 0.55 

3800 Fatmcated metal prodUCIS 1.19 3.38 2.52 4.03 2.74. 4.02 4.43 1.77 2.33 3.158 

3900 I at.er Manuf8ctumg 0.12 1.33 N.A. N.A. 1.47 1.22 1.28 1.11 0.72 0.10 
I 

...... ! High leCMolagy 3.41 5.34 N.A. 1.35 1.16 8.41 1.76 11.11 N.A. 1.15(1) 

r U.CSaum •c:tlnology 1.10 2.55 N.A. 2.71 1.13 Ul6 1.74 2.54 N.A. 2.01(1) 

LOW leehnoiOgy 0.34 0.72 0.31 0.47 0.32 0.26 0.39 0.52 0.22 0.32 

(1): 1986 
(2): , 985-87 
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Figure RDI1 
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Investment Shares within a Country 

44. Movements in investment shares capture the annual changes in the flow of investment into different manufacturing 
industries, giving a picture of broad structural shifts that are taking place in manufacturing (see box for defmition and 
discussion of investment shares). From this perspective. it is evident that there has been a steady swing away from 
investment in low-aechnology (low R&D-intensity) industries, with the share of these industries in toW investment 
declining from around 55 per cent of the total in the early 1970s to 45 per cent in the lale 1980s and into the 
machinery and fabricated mew products industry, particularly &he motor vehicles industry (Figure IS 1 ). Despite 
differences among coumries in invesunent specialisation. most moved out of. and into. the same industties. N~y 
every counay increased or maimained investment shares in machinery and fabricated mew products and in paper and 

printing. Almost all moved out of textiles, apparel and leather, basic meWs, and non-meaallic mineral products. 
Chemicals remained flat or declined in most cases. 

Investment in Low-technology Industry 

45. Low-technology ind.usuies account for one-half of 
tow manufacturing investment in most OECD 
countries. These industries. particularly process 
industries such as food, paper products, petroleum 
refineries, non-meJallic minerals (building materials) 
and iron and steel, are capital-intensive and have 
continued to take a large share of all physical 
investment in OECD countries through the period 
1970-1990. However this share declined significantly 
in most countties from an average around 55 per cent 
in the ~ly and mid-1970s to around 45 per cent at &he 
end of the 1980s. although there were some signs of an 
upturn in the share of investment at &he end of &he 
period (Figure IS 2). The decline has been associated 
wilh shifts away from capital-intensive heavy industry 
(e.g. iron and steel. heavy engineering) towards 

technology-intensive industty in most coumries. coupled 
with sii'Uctural adjustment and scrapping of surplus 
capacity in heavy industries. 

46. Gennany and Japan had &he lowest shares of 
investment in low-technology induscries (around 40 per 
cent) at lhe end of the 1980s. However their 
investment experience has been differenL Germany has 
consistently had a lower than average share of 
investment in these induscries. Japan shifted resources 
rapidly from having. a higher than average share of 

·investment in low-technology industries , in lhe 
mid-1970s (55-60 per cent) to a lower than average 
share at the end of the period (below 40 per cent). as 
investment was reduced in basic metals and textiles and 
increased in electronics and· related industries. 

4 7. ResoW"ce-based OECD economies maintained 
relatively large shares of investment in low-technology 
indusaies. Of all countries for which data is available, 
Finland. Denmark and Norway have the highest shares 
of investment in low-&echnology in(justries. In the 
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Description of the Indicator 

•1nvesunent.. is cross fixed c:apilal fonnauan (GFCF) u 
clefmed in lhe System of Na&ional Accounu. The inVCIIJilelll 
shares indicaaor is calculated by divictina annual GFCF inveamtrtt 
upendimres an each mclividual industry by toW GFCF for all d 
manufacaann& for each counuy or JIOUP of c:ounlriea. The uul 
for aU manufacaurin& sums to one. · 

The indicator shows lhe relative disuibu&ion of 111111111 
invaanent apendiwres. It illusuascs ahifu in invucmall over 
lime in individual counuies, and diffcrmces between CIOUIIU"ia in 
the disuibulion of invCsunent. It is an imparunl indicarDr d 
SlNCIUal chance. as differaat industnes ll'lvutll ctiffamt n~ato 
increase capacity and expand (capi&al-widenina). or chaqe 
production methods and became relatively meft capilll-iallallive 
(capilal~ecpenin&). In conjunclion wilh employment shares -.d · 
R&D sham the indicator shows dlanps in key inpuu inao 
produc:lian. This il\dic:ator also lhowa variaaions in aalionaJ 
induarial specialisllian, ref1ec:Una nllunl and ~equiled 

carnpan&ive advan&aiCI· 

Thc main weakness ollhc indicl&or is lhat __. Yaluu for 
a few yean may IKil refla:tlaa&•ICI'Ift llalda in &he capillliiGCt, 
and halce lhe Clpl&al intensity of produc:lian. Capillluock dlaa 
Jive • ~ rehable picmre of lhe use of capaaal in dif'fcnllll 
indua.na. But capul llOCks are diffiCI&Il 10 construct. because 
scrappana n&es and cc:onamic lifetimes of c:api&a1 useu c:hln&e 
bcMh over ume lftd unona industnes, and can chanae d.....Ucally 
over short penods, e.J. when larJe pans of ftllianal indlasuia 
such IS saecl and ship buildin& become un«::nnOftic and dolL 

Funhennore, the in¥esanent cycle varies •mona indusariea, 
and annual canpansans amonc industries should be treated wilh 
cau1ion. For eumple process inclustnes procluciDa inaennediue 
aoods such as chenucals and basic meWs have a similar 
invesunent cyde. buL cme which is ' differaat from olher 
invesunen&·in&ensave process industnes such IS paper pulp. Thae 
·~ different aaain from inclusuies meft closely linked 10 

c:ansumer demand such as cansuuc:aian materials or consumer 
producu such as mOLOr vehades or consumer eleCU'OI'Iics. or 
industries producina ~nvesuntnt &oods. 

The investment cycle also differs arnonc counlries. clcspiae 
converaence of ecanonuc cycles. The United Swes went illlo 
~cessaon well ahead or conunaual Europe and Japan in lhe 
current econom1c cyc:le. Smaller ec:onomaes are much more likely 
to show larae annual chances an the clistribuuan of their 
1nvesunent due to lhe unpact of larae proJCCU m capiaal·mtcnsave 
industnes wslh .. lumpy" mvesunent behaVIour. 



Nordic counaies the low-technology share of total investment was 65 per cent or more at the end of the 1980s. except 
in Sweden where it was around 55 per cent throughout the 1980s. and in Canada where it was over 55 per cent at the 
end of the 1980s. The paper, wood and food groups were panicularly ·important and consisacnt investors in capi&al 
equipment in these countt'ies. Ausnlia has maintained relatively high shares of invesunent (around 55 per cent) in 
low·ICChnology industries particularly in food processing, paper products and basic me&als. In Italy, textiles and 
ap~l. non-me&allic minerals, and the share of total investment in low-teChnology industries showed a rising uend. 

Investment in Different Industries 

48. The machinery and fabricated metal products industry has consisacnlly held the largest share of toaal invesunent 
for the OECD-13 as a whole. On an individual counuy basis. it was the leader in eight of these thirteen counlries, 
was the ahcrnating leader with other industries in two countries. and was the second most important seciOI' of 
investment in the other three countries. 

49. The chemical indusuy is the next most imponant investing industry, being the lead source of investment in two 

countries (the Netherlands and Norway), the second most important investing industry in sitt other countties and abe 
third in four countries. The food, beverages and tobacco industries are the second most imponant sources of 
investment in Denmark and occupy third position in five other countries. A small number of other indusaies each 
count among the most important investors in a few countries. These include paper. printing and publishing in Finland. 
Canada and Sweden, and basic metals in Ausualia (panicularly non-ferrous metals). Basic metals were also imponant 
during the early part of the 1970-1990 period in Sweden and Germany. Textiles, apparel and lealber goods are 
important investors in Italy. 

50. The broad fabric:aled metal products and machinery industry increased in importance as a source of faxed 
investment in most countries over the two decades. Japan and Gennany had the highest shares of total investment 
in machinery and fabricaled metals at the end of the period •• 48 and 46 per cent respectively. with Japan increasing 
its share by over one-half from 32 to almost 50 per cent from 1970 through to the end of the 1980s (Table IS 1 ). 
Of other countries, only the United Staaes and Sweden had investment shares greaacr lhan 40 per cent in this indusary . 
at the end of the 1980s. The only exceptions to this general trend were found in the United Kingdom, Denmark, . 
Norway and Ausualia, but declines in the share of investment were not particularly imponant and may well have been 
cyclical. 

51. The motor vehicle industry was the most important investing industry within the broad machinery and fabricared 
metal products indusb'y at the end of the 1980s. Motor vehicles were particularly important investors in Germany, · 
Japan and Canada at the end of the period. In both Gennany and Japan they ranked just behind the broad chemical 
products industry. And in Canada, motor vehicles was a more important investor than chemicals at the end of the 

1980s. The motor vehicle indusay was also the most important of the machinery and fabricated metal producas 
-industries in Australia. France, the Uniled Kingdom and the United States at the end of the 1980s, surpassing other 
industries in this sector such as compuacrs. electrical machinery and aircraft 

52. Of the other industries within machinery and fabricated metal products, non-elecuical machinery (including offi 
and computing equipment) was particularly imponant in Denmark, Finland and Norway, fabricated metal produc 
in Italy and the Netherlands, and electrical machinery in the Uniled Stales. In Japan there was also considerab 
investment in the radio, TV and communication equipment industry (con:aprising consumer electronics, communicati 
equipment and semiconductors) towards the end of the period as Japanese industry invesled heavily in expon-orien 
industries. 

53. Within the broad chemical industry. industrial chemicals was the key source of investment, but the ~m 
investment fluctuated widely due to the bunching of large-~le investments in major plants in this industry. 

54. The paper products and printing industry had the most significant increase in its share of invesunenL This indus 
had the largest increase in its investment share for eaght of the thineen counuie~ and had significant increases in tw 
others. Machinery and fabricated metal products had the second most important mcrease in investment share, hav 
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the largest percentage share increase for three coumries. These two industries had by far the most imponant increases 
in investment shares. 

SS. Basic melal induscries had the largest declines in their share of investment (from around 15 per cent to around 
seven per cent). These ·indusuies (panicularly iron and steel) experienced the most imponant drop in the share of 
investment in eight countries. and signifJCant declines in their share in three other countries. Textiles and apparel had 
the second largest relative declines in investment shares (from around S to around 3 per cent). They had the most 
important decline in share in three councries, and there was an important decline in share in eight other counaies. 
The non-metallic mineral products indusuy is the other major indusuy to significantly lose its share of investment with 
declines in eight countries. 

56. lnduslries re&aining a stable share of tow investment were the consumer industries of food. beverages and tobacco 
(around one tenth of tmal investment) and wood products and furniture (two to three per cent of total invesanent). 
and the intermediate chemical products indusuy (slight declines from a little over 20 per cent to a little less than 20 
per cent of the total). 

Country Specialisation 

57. By country there was a wide variation in the specialisation of industrial investment, and considerable differences 
in the speed with which countties changed the suucwre of their investment Japan had the most noticeable changes 
in the pauem of investment. away from basic metal indusuies (panicularly iron and steel), textiles clothing and leadler. 
and 10 a lesser extent chemicals and towards the machinery and fabricated metal products industries (and paper and 
printing), noticeably towards motor vehicles and radio. TV and communications equipmenL France and Gennany also 
changed their investment suucwres markedly .. with France moving out of basic metals, textiles. building mat.erials and 
chemicals,. and towards the machinery and fabricated metal products industties. Although Gennany had somewhat 
smaller changes in its strucwre of investment. it 100 moved away from basic metal industries and textiles towards 
machinery and fabricated metals and paper and printing. 

58. Despite differences among cou~uries in their areas of specialisation. of more interest is the clustering e_ffect as most 
countries moved out of investing in the same indusuies. towards investing in the same set of industries. Nearly all 
the countries increased or maintained their investment share in machinery and fabricated metal products and in paper 
and printing. Almost all moved out of textiles. apparel and leather (with the exception of Italy which increased its 
share). basic metals (no counuy increased its share). and non-metallic mineral products. Chemicals remained Oat 
or declined in importance in all countries except Norway. 
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Figure IS 1 

Investment Shares Across the OECD-13 
Per cant of Mai'IJtacrunng 
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Table: IS-1 
Investment Shares within a Country 

Austrelle Cenede Denmerk Finland 

·~~ lnc_lu!t? :.·_ -::.:. -:·=- == -- ·-. -::;..--=.;::· ~-=J·~ 1984 1970 1988 1170 1988 1170 --- --
3100 Food, beverages & tobacco 14 54 17.36 1090 8.75 20.81 22.09 12.84 

3200 Textiles, apparel & leather 4.78 5.43 3.19 2.03 7.87 4.00 5.62 

3300 Wood products & tumiture 309 3.70 5.56 6.73 6.54 4.62 8.82 

3400 Paper products & prinllng 6.92 9.89 20.69 25.73 9.19 12.28 24.63 

3500 Chemical products 13.77 13 44 18.88 14.55 16.23 17.14 15.76 

3600 Non-melanic mineral products 5.66 5.36 4.77 2.88 12.72 8.20 4.61 . 
3700 Basic metal industries 26.94 21.42 15.24 10.31' 1.32 0.96 9.31 

3800 Fabricated metal products 23.53 2298 1943 27.66 24.59 28.43 17.89 

3900 Other Manulacturing 0.76 0.41 1.35 1.35 0.72 2.28 0.52 

J•p•n Nethertend• Norwey Swaden 
1170 1988 1170 1988 1170 1988 1170 

---··- -- --- - --= .:=..~-=-~:-=-=-=-:::--=-:.=~=-=-- - --
3100 Food, beverages & tobacco 782 9.00 16.05 18.07 18.94 18.34 11.07 

3200 Textiles, apparel & leather 524 3.16 4.01 245 3.07 0.90 3.01 

3300 Wood products & tumiture 1 79 1.11 245 226 7.59 5.13 5.89 

3400 Paper products & printing 639 9.11 7.33 11.86 11.84 12.00 21.87 

3500 Chemical products 22.56 16 59 31.14 31.42 12.79 35.30 11.14 

3600 Non-metallic mineral products 4.59 3.63 7.10 4.10 4.37 4.35 4.07 

3700 Basic metal industries 18.80 8.85 9.56 3.17 18.35 7.18 12.50 

3800 Fabricated metal products 32.07 47.67 21.84 25.98 22.58 16.36 29.99 

I 

3900 Other Manufacturing 1.35 1.35 0.51 069 0.46 0.44 0.45 

• For France other manufacturing Is Included In wood products and furniture 
•• an OECO- 12, which excludes ltaly,ls used here to allow for lhe calculation of chemical products. 

Germeny -u.-r, Frence 
11. 1170 11. ==:1170 lMI 1170 .. -... - 1!!~ -'-: 
1000 10.61 9.30 6.81 9.70 13.47 12 72 

0.24 5.30 3.14 10.88 14.03 6.35 4.32 

5.26 3.09 2.38 0.00 0.00 285 3.62 

39.70 5.47 7.28 4.22 8.05 4.90 10.31 

15 55 21.63 19.20 n.a. n.a. 24.99 18.84 

4 10 6.11 4.59 8.31 6.91 7.97 5.63 

7 44 12.09 7.05 8.44 8.12 10.56 7.91 

17.15 35.28 4645 25.25 3396 28.91 36.66 

0.56 0.41 0.61 n.a. n.a. 0.00 000. 

United Kingdom United State• OECD-12•• 
1f• 1170 1- 1170 1- 1170 !!!..!:=---

8.93 12.06 14.78 9.29 10.45 10.39 10.87 

1.82 5.93 4.38 5.02 3.11 5.~1 352 

6 72 1.58 2.69 3.42 3.51 2.96 286 

23.50 6.41 13.81 9.44 14.69 7.99 9 51 

11.75 23.59 19.43 23.01 17.12 22.46 18 52 

2.82 6.12 7.10 3.98 2.77 5.28 4 01 

5.90 10.24 5.31 11.21 5.23 13.43 8.01 

38.20 33.25 31.85 33.56 42.30 31.55 4201 

0.37 0.81 0.64 1.07 0.81 n.a. n.a. 



Investment per Employee 

59. Gross investment per employee (IE) is the amount of annual expenditures on pwu and equipment in an ind 
divided by the number of employees in that industry (see box for deaails). Generally. high wage, medium-teclmol 
and scale intensive industries are positively correlated to the IE indicator, while low wage, labor intensive ind 
are characterized by a relatively low investment per employee activity. 

60. In aenns of the OECD-13 total manufacwring average, IE has increased steadily since 1970, except in 1971-19 
(minus 0.3 per cent) and in 1982-1983 (minus eight per cent), to end up in 1987 three times higher than die 197 ... 
level. To a large degree this increase is a reflection that the investment indicator is calculated using current pri · 
and abus includes a large element of inflation. Nevenheless, this smooth increase in the average OECD-13 indi 
conuasts with the flucwating path followed by most counuies. a dissimilarity which seems to go beyond the ob · 
statistical effecL Three factors conaibute to such a phenomenon: 1) the mismatch among shon-aerm economic eye 
between countries; 2) differences in national macro-economic policies. and 3) lhe exisaence of intemalional cap· 
flows. These factors reflect the fact that national variations in investment behavior are not exclusively a clom 
affair. but are frequently affected by the existence of a global economic sysaem. 

Major Groupings: Wages, Technology and Orientation 

61. Figure IE 1 illusttates the IE indicator aggregated by wage levels, 
technology intensity. and orientation for abe 1985-1987 average for those 
countries where abe data is available. IE is positively correlared to wage 
levels. In aerms of technology. the medium group generally ranks fU'St, 
except in the Uniced Swes. where it is preceded by the high-technology 
group, and in Norway~ where it comes immediately after the low
technology group. Only for the United States, Germany, and Japan did 
the high-technology group clearly exceed the low-technology gro.up in
terms of investment ~r employee. 

62. The sectoral grouping based on orientation also displays a rather 
common pattern. with minor exceptions in the profiles of Norway and 
Japan. The scale intensive group is always associated with the highest IE 
values. the science based and the resource intensive groups constantly 
appear m the second or third position. and the specialized supplier and 
labor intensive groups regularly rank fourth and fifth, respectively. The 
two counlries mentioned above also confonn to this general pattern, 
although Japan shows an above average IE value in the specialized 
supplier group, and Norway records a below average IE value in the 
scale intensive groups. 

Industry Profiles 

63. Regularities and exceptions just described are accounted for by the 
underlying country by industry profiles presented in Figure IE 2, where 
the industty IE values have been normalized by the total manufacturing 
IE value. 

o.crtptlon or 111e Indicator 

Gross invaunent per emplo)w (IE) 
is ca1c:Wiltd as &he I"'" fi&ed capi&al 
fonnalion in a c:enain induary divided by 
lhe number enaaaed in &hat induavy for a 
specific c:ounuy or couatry JraupinJ. 

The 11011 fixed capilal formalian 
values have been convened &o U.S. dallm 
by usina &he purcbuinc power parities for 
capiaal fomwian. This c:cmvenion allowl 
ina.emational comparisons, wilh lbe 
limi&alian &hat lime·seria are upraaed ~ 
curren~. rather lhan c:ans&ant values. 

The IE indic:a1ar is built 111iDa 
measures of &he tradi&ional faaor inpuu. 
captaal and labor. Ai ~aards &he fonncr, 
capiaal stock would be &he ideal meuuJC, 

but &he lack of reliable capa&al IIOCk dala in 
mos& OECD caunmes forces &he use of 
uwesunen& flow dm. As a mull. IE is nOl 

so much a proxy for the decnc of capiw 
venus labor inumi1y, as a weiJtud 
measure of investment ac:livily. 

IE capwra basic IUUCIUnllftlnds 
in invesllnall. but bccaQsc invtllllftelll 
behavior depends to a larce deanre an 
in&aat rai&S, business c:anfidenc:le Mil 
p!Piaus investments, &he lrcnda can be quite 
volaWc, especially in capnal inaenaiw 
indullries IJld in small economies. Given 
the scnsauvity of lhis indiac&or and its 
sometime erratic behavior. moving averaps 
are praenu:d to smoo&h &he mOYc:mau 10 
&hat a more c~eral U'ald can be discemcd. ~ 

64. From these figures. it is clear that peuoleum refining is the industry which has the highest IE values, exceediril 
the manufacturing average by at least a factor of three in every country. After petroleum refining, industrial chemical 
and non-ferrous metals are the next two industries which typically had investment per employee ratios in the lat~ 

1980s that were about twice as high as the manufacturing average. Other sectors which frequently had an invesunen 
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per employee ·ratio that exceeded the manufacturing average are motor vehicles. pharmaceuticals and the paper group. 
Textiles. apparel and l~r was the sector which consistently had the lowest compensation per· employee when 

· compared to the manufactuuring average. usually about one-half of the average. The wood group. mew produc&s 
indusuy and non-elecuical machinery industty also consistently had ratios below the manufacwring average. 1be 
industries that remain -- the food group. plastic products, ferrous mews. compua.ers. elecaical machinery and 
communications equipment - all tend to have investment per employee ratios which were roughly in line with the 
manufacturing average. 

65. These variations reveal that the Norway· s high investment per employee in the nawra.l resource intensive group 
is mainly due to the presense of a high pettoleum refining ratio. The industtial chemicals, non-ferrous metals and 
motor vehicle industries pull up the overall ratio for the medium-teChnology group with motor vehicle invesunentlbe 
factor behind the high Canadian level in this group. The higher cross-co&Ultry variance in the IE values for compu&ers, 
phannacuticals and ~t industries explain the different counuy levels for the high-rechnology and science based 
groups. 

Changes in Investment pet Employee Over Time· 

66. As regards lhe relative change in the IE indicator by 
induslry over the period late-1970s to late-1980s, only 
six indusaies adhered to a consistent trend across 
countries: the food and wood industries. which 
decreased their IE intensity, and the paper, chemicals, 
plastic products and fenous me&als indusuies which 
increased, with very few local exceptions. 

67. The individual country changes in the ratio of 
investment per employee relative to ihe manuafcwring 
avera~e reflect .the structuril changes underway in that 
country. Ausualia was chalacterized by· a sharp decline 
in petroleum refining and motor vehicles, accompanied 
by a large jump in non-ferrous metals. Canada 
exhibited the biggest decrease in chemicals, offset by a 
considerable increase in moaor vehicles. Denmark 
increased its already above average position in 
chemicals. non-meLanic miner.&~ products. and ships. 
Finland appeared to deepen i&s invesunent in paper and 
ferrous me&als, and recorded a signifaeant increase in 
chemicals. France registered a slight deterioration in lhe 
petroleum refining and non-ferrous me&als industries. but 
mam&ained a high IE in non-metallic mineral products. 
Gennany has a decreasing ratio of invesunent per 
employee in petroleum refining and computers. although 

Table IE-1: Ranked 1986 Investment per Employee 
us Dollars 

PPPs Exch 
Rate 

lhe Netherlands 7167 7839 

Canada 6718 5675 

Norway 6076 6779 

Finland 5239 5279 

France 4829 4986 

l&aly 4209 4305 

Sweden 4164 4853 

Ausnlia 4117 4073 

United Swes 4073 3442 

Denmark 4102 4774 

Germany 3671 4027 

Japan 3383 4464 

Unired Kingdom 2331 2383 

the latter remains panicularly high. The profile in Italy shows it to be specialized in the textile. ferrous mews and 
computers industries. with a jump in non-ferrous me&als. Japan has above average ratios in lhe chemical. motor 
vehicles. aircraft. petroleum refining and ferrous mews industries, although the Iauer two have declined over time. 
Both the Netherlands and Norway offset a reduction in chemicals with an increase in peuoleum refining. Sweden has · 
a high ratio in the paper industry. and shows no significant shifts in the overall uend. The United Kingdom is 
characterized by above average chemicals. pharmaceuticals. and non-metallic mineral products; the decrease in ferrous 
metals is offset by the increase in computers. The United SLates records a significant improvement in the 
pharmaceuticals, computers, electrical machinery. communications equipm~nt. and aircraft indusuy, ~hile registering 
a falling ratio in chemicals and peuoleum refining. 
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Country Rankings 

68. These sectoral differences are lhe driving force behind the country rankings shown in table IE-1. Regardless of 
whether the investment flows were convened to a common cunency using purchasing power parities (PPPs) or US 
dollars, the ranking for the countries with the most investment per employee in the manufacwring sector does not 
change. The prominence of the Netherlands, Canada and Norway in this top group is a reflection of the large 
peii'Oleum refining, induslrial chemicals and non-ferrous melals sectorS within these countties. Likewise, the so~ewhat 
surprising presence of Japan and Gennany in the boaom half of lhe list is indicative of the fact that their economies 
rely more on less invesunent intensive industries such as non-electrical and electrical machinery •. communicalion 
equipment and instruments. 
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Figure IE 1 

Investment per Employee by Industry Agregates 
1985 - 1987 average 
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Figure IE 2 
Investment per· Employee 

Industry I Manufacturing 
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Denmark 
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France 
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Italy 
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Netherlands 
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Export Market Shares across the OECD-13 

Total Manufacturing 

69. Germany and the United Scates dominared the expon martcet in manufacwred goods. with a combined share o 
about 38 per cent through the 1970s and 1980s (Figure XMSO 1). Gennany's share ofOECD-13lO&al manufacwring . 
expons was slightly higher than the United States in- the 1970s and again in the laae 1980s. but in the early 1980s. 
the Uniled Staaes led for several years. Over the twenty-one year period from 1970 to 1990, the export market share 
held by Gennany increased slightly, rising from 19 per cent to 20 per cent. whereas lhe share of the Uniled Scates • 
fell from 20 per cent to 17 per cent (Table XMSO 1). The biggest gain in total manufacturing expon martel share 
was made by Japan. It's share rose from 11 per cent in 1970. peaking in the mid-1980s at 18 per cent, and allbough 
it's share declined through the late 1980s Japan still maintained a share of 15 per cent in 1990. The majority of the: 
EC-6 countries also increased &heir expon market shares. Italy in particular had its expon market share rise from 
seven to nine per cent. but France's and the Netherlands' shares also grew. The countries, in addition to the Uniled 
Staaes. whose export market shares declined. include most of the Nordic counuies as well as the United Kingdom and 
Canada. (See lhe box for a compleae description of dlis indicator.) 

70. Below lhe aggregaae of total manufacturing, the share movements 
among counlries were much more volatile. Japan gained expon market 
shares in more industries than the United Staaes and most of lhe 
European countries. Most of these industties in which it gained shares 
were in high-teChnology or high wage industries. In the low-technology 
and low wage industries. on the other hand, Japan's shares declined 
dramatically whereas expon shares from the European countries and the 
United S.taaes showed strong growlh. 

Low-technology Industries 

71. Low-teChnology exportS are a shrinking pan of OECD-13 
manufacwring expons, falling from 39 per cent in 1970 to 31 per cent 
in 1990. In these low-aechnology induslries, Germany dominated the 

OECD-13 expon market. Its share between 1970 and 1990 was at least 
two percentage points higher than any other counary, and by dle late 
1980s this lead had stretched to five percentage points (Figure XMSO 1). 

£&pOll market ........ CIJml ..... 
as apons in 1 ce.nain induiiJy fot a pwn 
c:ounuy or caunuy paupinc u 1 prapalliaa 
of apons to &he world for lhe OEC>-13 in 
this induary. This .indialar is limiaed by 
&he inclusion of anly 13 caunuiea. h daea 
not uy 10 make any adjllllllllftl for inua-finn · 
lnde or Illes made by 1 fenian owned 
camplfty operalin& in IIIGlher country. 

1M uport market ahara couldllaw 
been much men ~le in some ca.- bid 
dala for other CIDU!Ilriea, such u abe dyMmic 
uian cc:aKJmia been inc:luded. For 
purpolel of CGI'IverUnl 10 I a:iniiDCIIl 
cun.tey, uchanac ra~e~ ~ ued. aad il 
should be noted &hat lhe ........ muld ta 
sipifac:anlly diffenna if pm:buina price 
power parities had been used. 

This lead reflects strong expon shares in every low-teChnology industry. The position of second largest exporter in · 
low-technology industries. has been held by the United States, Japan. France and Italy in various years. Through most . 

of the 1970s. Japan. was exporting substantially more lhan all of lhe other counuies, except Gennany. In 1977, 
however. Japan's expon market share began to decline in lhe low-aechnology indusuies, and by 1990, after its share . 
had fallen by almost one-half, it was exponing less than five of the European countries, and the United Swes. Japan's 
expon share was falling most sharply in the wood, food and textile groups. The United States' share remained 
relatively constant Despite a small drop in the early 1970s, it had 13 per cent of the expon market in 1990, just as 
it did in 1970. The countty that gained significantly was Italy. Italy increased its expon market share from eight 10 

12 per cent between 1970 and 1990 and by 1985 it had overtaken every counuy except Germany. It accomplished 
this mainly through its preeminent position and large growth in lhe textile, apparel and leather and non-metallic. 
mineral products indus&ries. In particular. Italy strengthened its lead as the lead textile group exporaer with its expon 
share rising from 19 to 29 per cent over the period. 

7'1. In the food, beverages and tobacco industry. Japan has seen a significant decline with its share falling from four 
to 1.2 per cent between 1970 and 1990. The United States, while still holding the largest share in this food group, 
with about 19 per cent of the expon market. fell, but only slightly. The largest increases in this food grouJ) occurred 
in the European countries. Germany and Italy more than doubled their respective expon shares. France, the United . 
Kingdom and the Netherlands' also displayed small increases in their expon shares. 
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73. In die wood and paper groups, Canada maintained its position as the largest exponer, dCSJ)iae a fall in its shares 
from 25 per cent to 19 ~ cent and 25 10 17 per cent. respectively between 1970 and 1990. These are lhe only 
indus&ries, in 1990. in whic~ Canada held the largest expon market share. In wood products and furniture. Gennany, 
Italy and the United S&aaes were approaching the same level of exports as Canada. with expon shares of 16. 15 and 
14 per cent in 1990. Of these three countties with increasing market shares. Italy had the most remarkable growth. 
Its expon s~ rose from only six per cent in 1970 to 16 per cent in 1990. Sweden and Finland both experienced 
a large decline in this indusU')'. In 1970, Finland had a larger export shale in this indusuy than it held in any olher, 
and Sweden's expon market share in the wood group was second only to the share it held in lhe paper group. 
Although these cot~llries shares declined, from 11 to 6 per cent for Finland and 14 10 nine per cent for Sweden, die 

w~ and paper groups remained die dominant expon indusuies. 

74. The peuoleum refining indusvy is Wlique in lbat it is the only low-technology industry which is also a bigb wage 
industty. In addition, the expon market shares in this induscry do not exhibit the same ttends as most of the other 
low-technology induslries. It is lbe only low-aechnology indusuy in which Japan norably increased its export share 
and it is the only low-technology indusuy in which Italy lost expon market share. Italy fell from being the second 
largest exporter in the petroleum refming industry in 1970, behin~ only the Netherlands, to the fifth largest exponer 
behind the Netherlands. the United States, the Uniled Kingdom and Germany. The Netherlands' leading position in 
the pearoleum refming indusD'y is striking. This is the only indusuy in which the Neaherlands is lhe largest exponer, 
and in 1990, its expon share of 22 per cent was a full five percentage points over the second largest exponer, &he 
United Saaaes. 

Medium-technology Industries 

75. The medium-aecbnology indUSiries accounled for 44 per cent of exports in 1990, just as they did in 1970. 
Germany was the largest exporter in these indus&ries, just as it was in the low-technology ones. mainllining 21 to 

26 per cent of the expon market between 1970 and 1990 (Figure XMSO 2). Unlike in the low-technology induslries, 
Japan gained expon market shares in the medium-technology group while the Uniaed StaleS lost share. The United 
StaleS was responsible for 22 per cent of medium-technology expoiu in 19709 but in 1990 had a share of only 
15 per cenL Japan more than doubled its expon market shares from eight to 16 per cent during lhe same time. Most 
of lhe European counlries increased their expon shares slightly 9 with the exception of the United Kingdom whose 
share declined from 12 to eight per cent in the medium-technology induslries. 

76. The changes in the medium-technology group, for most counuies. are being driven by two induslries: moror 
vehicles and non-eleclrical machinery. In both of these indusuies, Germany was the leading exponer between 1970 
and 1990. with approxuna&ely one-founh of these markets. In motor vehicles, Japan more than tripled its expon share, 

moving from eight per cent to 25 per cent in 21 years. while the shares of the Uniaed Swes, Canada and the United 
Kingdom fell. The United Swes' decline was the largest as it moved from 19 to 12 per cent Canada lost six 
percentage points, and the United Kingdom's expon share was cut in half. As a result. Japan moved from exponing 
less ~n three of the European countries as well as the United Swes and Canada in 1970,10 being the second largest 
motOr vehicle exponer. behind only Gennany in 1990. Most of the Nordic counlries .also increased their export market 
shares in motor vehicles. although their combined share in 1990 was still less than four per cenL In the non-electrical 
machinery industry, lhe United S&aaes has main&ained its position as the second largest exponer9 despite losing one
third of its market share. Japan on lhe other hand, increased its expon share from six to 16 per cent. attaining abe 
third largest expon market share behind only Gennany and the United States. 

High-technology Industries 

77. The high-aechnology indusuies are a growing pan of OECD-13 exports. In 1970 they accounted for 17 per cent 
of exports and by 1990 lhey accounted for 24 per cent. Japan's increases in ex~n market shares were equally suong 
in the high-aechnology industrial grouping as they ~ere in the medium-technology grouping (Figure XMSO 2). Japan 
gained seven percen~age points in the high-technology industries between 1970 and 1990 to reach a share of 
21 per cent by 1990. This growth enabled Japan to overUlke Germany, whose share declined slightly from 18 to 
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16 per cent. The United States, despite a fall from 31 per cent in 1970 to 26 per cent in 1990, managed to remain 
the largest exponer of high-technology industries, although its lead of 14 percentage points was cut to five. 

78. The United Swes' commanding lead in the high-technology grouping is mainly attributable to the aircraft industry. 
In 1970 it was responsible for 62 per cent of the expons from this indusuy. By 1990, the United States' export 
market share had fallen to 48 per cent, but it maintained a lead of 35 percentage points over its closest competitor, 
Gennany. Its decline was counterbalanced by inCJUSes in expons shares of three European counuies, Germany, 
France and Italy. These countries shares rose from three to 13 per cent, seven to 12 per cent and two to four per cent, 

1

. 
respectively between 1970 to 1990. 

( 

I~ 

79. Exports from the office and computing machinery industry were also dominated by the United States, although ! 
its position in this industry was not nearly as stable as it was in the aircraft indusuy. In 1970, the United States' 1 

exports were more than twice as high as any other country. During the 19705, the United States' gained a larger share 

of the expon market than any other counuy, but this trend was dramatically different in the late 1980s. From 1984 
to 1990, the United States' export share fell from 38 per cent to 28 per cent. Meanwhile, from the early 1970s on. 
Japan's share had been slowly increasing, and by 1990 its expon share of 25 per cent was three times higher than it 
had been in 1970. Gennany and Italy, like the United States, declined as Japan rose, their shares fell five and four 
percentage points, respectively. The United Kingdom, on the other hand, managed to increase its expon share, from 
nine to 13 per cent It was the only high-teChnology industry in which the United Kingdom gained significant eipon 
market share. 

Triad 

80. By excluding the intra-EC trade for the EC-6 countries and comparing this EC-6 block to the Uniaed Swes and 
Japan, it is clear that the EC-6 dominates exports from the OECD-13 to the world. In the total manufacauring sector, 
from 1970 to 1990 intra-EC-6 lrilde accounted for between 36 and 43 per cent of EC-6 exports. Excluding this intr&
EC-6 trade from ·the overall sum of trade of the 13 OECD counuies, the total manufacturing expons from lhe EC-6 
were larger than the sum of the expons from Japan and the United S~tes_combined from 1970 until the mid-1980s. 
Although this was no longer 1fUe after 1986, due to Japan's strOng increase, the sum of the United ·States and Japan's 
expon shares were only one percentage point higher than ECa6's in 1990. 

81. The movements in the shares of 10tal manufacturing expons between the EC-6, Japan, and the United States 
change when the EC-6 is examined as a block and not simply as the sum of its countries. During the period from 
1970 to 1990, intta-EC uade was rising faster than exports from the EC-6 countries to non-EC-6 countries. In fact, 
the intra-EC-6 expons were increasing so quickly that when the expon shares of the EC-6 countries are summed, the 

. _ sum rises over the two decades, whereas the shares of the EC-6 block remain constant over this time, at 42 per cenL 
Japan's stwe of 10ta1 manufacturing exports grew from 14 10 20 per cent, and the United States' share fell from 25 
to 23 per ~cent during the same period. 

82. The EC-6 dominance is not merely evident at the total manufacturing level, but also in almost all of the detailed 
sectors. In 1990, in all but three industries, the EC-6 exponed more than every other counb)'. The three industries 
in which it did not lead the OECD-13 in exports are communications equipment. aircraft and other transport 
equipment Japan had the leading share in the communication and other transpon industries. with 42 and 48 per cent 
of the expon market in 1990, while the United States exponed the most from the aircraft indusb)' this year with 58 per 
cent of the -market. 

83. At a sectoral level, inrra-EC-6 trade ranges from 26 and 57 per cent of the exports from the EC-6 block. In 
general, and in contrast to expons from most of the other countries, the percentage of trade between the EC-6 
countries is higher in lower technology industries than in the higher technology ones. One notable exception is the 
offi.:e computers and machinery indusb)'. In this high-technology indusb)', intra-EC-6 trade is at its· highest level, 
accounting for 57 per cent of all EC-6 exports. 
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84.1t is these same lower technology industries, in which the EC-6 block is gaining the most of the OECD-13 expon 
market. The EC-6 shares increased substantially in the food group, the textile group, the wood group, lhe paper group, 
the non-metallic mineral products and basic merals. In the food group the EC-6 held over 50 per cent of lhe world 
expon marlcet. and in lhe textile group the EC-6 attained 68 per cent of the market in 1990. 

85. In the slightly higher &echnology industries of chemicals and fabricated metal products, the EC-6's cxpon share 
declined slightly between 1970 and 1990. It's shares in these industries fell from 52 to 50 per cent and from 42 to 
38 per cent respectively. The largest drops occurred in pettoleum refining, aircraft and communications equipmenL 
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Export Market Share (%) 

Figure XMSO 1 

Export Market Shares Across the OECD-13 
Total Manufacturing 
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Figure XMSO 2 

Export Market Share (%) 

Export Market Shares Across the OECD-13 
Medium technology industries 
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Revealed Comparative Advantage 

86. With the exception of Japan, the indices of revealed comparative advantage (RCA) were relatively stable from 
1970 to 1990 reflecting the fact that the distribution of each countries • exportS moved in the same direction as lhe · 
shifts dw occuned on average across the OECD-13 counuies. In 1970 only three countries: Japan. lhe Uniaed 
Kingdom and the Uniled States, had a high-technology RCA over the OECD average, 1.00 (Table RCA 2). The same 
was uue in 1990. The individual Nordic-4 countries and Australia kept. for the same time period, an RCA well ovtz 
the average of lhe OECD-13 counaies in the low-technology and resource intensive induscries. Conversely, it was 
mainly EC-6 counuies and Canada that maintained. or exceeded, the average RCA level in the mediwn-teclmology 
group of industries. The exception to this general trend of relative stability occurred in Japan where lhe mix of 
expons relative 10 lhe OECD-13 average changed significantly over the two decades as Japan's RCA in the high wage 
and high-teChnology groups increased while the figure for the low-technology and low wage groups dropped. The 
box describes the chaJacleristics of this index in greater detail. 

· 87. The United States had in 1970, 1980 and 
still retained in 1990, in tenns of RCA. a 
very competitive position in the high-
technology industries, a situation mainly 
auributable 10 its strength in the aircraft and 
computer industries, which in some cases 
exceeded the OECD-13 average by a factor of 
three. (Compuaers and office machines had 
1970, 1980 and 1990 RCA's respectively of 
1.9, 2.0 and 1.6 while aircraft had 3.1; 2.9 
and 2.8.) In the medium-technology 
industries, the US's RCA slowly but steadily 
declined from 1970 10 end, in 1990, slightly 
under the OECD-13 average at 0.89. Two 
induslries were particularly imponant in this 
decline. non-clccuical machinery and motor 
vehicles with respective RCA indices of 1.3 
and 1.0 in 1970 and 1.0 and 0. 7 in 1990. 
The other industries which make up the 
medium-technology group had a stable RCA 
over the same time period. RCA in food, 

- textiles, , wood products and petroleum 
refining increased from its 1970 level causing 
the low-technology RCA 10 rise from 0.7. to 
a nonetheless below OECD-13 average level 
of 0.8 in 1990. The United States was one of 
the few countries 10 experience a gain in che 
RCA of the low wage group and a loss in the 
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high wage group; nonetheless, the Uniled States still retained a 1990 RCA for the high wage group which was the 
second highest of the countries analysed. 

88. Japan saw its RCA grow in both the high and medium-teChnology industries while its RCA in low-technology 
decreased significantly. The high-teChnology RCA index increased· from 1.2 10 1.4, mainly due to the fact that 
communication equipment consistently remained over 2.0, peaking at 2.7 in '1980. Contrary 10 the established 
Japanese high-technology trend. in 1990, the RCA indices in aircraft and phannaceuticals were 0.06 and 0.25 
respectively, lagging far behind the US and the EC-6. The equivalent index for medium technologies grew from 0.8 
to 1.1. this was largely due to the advance of the Japanese mo10r ·vehicle indusuy, from 0.7 in 1970 10 1.6 in 1990. 
The most outstanding movement. however. was in the low-technology industries. Between 1970 and 1990 the food 
group dropped from an RCA of 0.4 10 0.08. the textiles group from 1.6 10 0.4 and the wood group from 0.5 ro 0.08. 
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As a group, the low-technology index dropped from 1.2 to 0.5 .. In tenns of wages, Japan saw a significant change 
in its RCA over the two decades as the RCA for the low wage group fell to the lowest level of any of lhe countries 
analysed while its high wage RCA grew, surpassing the OECD-13 average. 

89. The United Kingdom managed to maintain and improve its relative competitiveness in high-technology industries. 
This was mainly a result of the aircraft. pharmaceuticals and compuler industries registering RCAs of 1.3, 1.8 and 1.4 
respectively, in 1990. Both low-technology and medium-technology remained under or close to the average 1.0 mark,· 
however they moved in opposite directions, low-technology increasing and medium-technology decreasing. The largest 
drops in medium-technology induslries occurred in non-ferrous metals and motor vehicles, falling 0.2 and 0.4 RCA 
points respectively, in 21 years. 

90. The EC-6 has uaditionally had an RCA hovering around the average in the medium and low-technology indliSiries. 
Slight gains occurred in the low-technology sector while the RCA index in the high-technology industries suffered 
minor losses in almost all induslries. The EC-6 group displayed a constant above average RCA index in food, textiles 
and chemicals. In aircraft. although the RCA remained below average, the.EC-6 made· considerable advances. 'Ibis 
was particularly notable in France where there was an increase from 0.8, in 1970 to 1.2, in 1990. As is lhe case for 
many of the European counlries studied here, France and Gennany had relatively stable RCAs in a great majority of 
the manufacturing industries. In these two countries it was mainly the chemicals group and its components which 
perfonned above average, with rubber &. plastics remaining above 1.4 in France and indusaial chemicals staying close 
10 1.2 in Germany .In 1990, Germany's comparative advantage resided in motor-vehicles and non-electtical machinery, 
two medium-technology industries. The EC-6' s high averages in the low-technology group were boosted by die 
relative sarengths of Italian low-technology industries. Textiles and non-metallic mineral products are two industries 
in this group where Italy consistently had a RCA exceeding 2.5. 

91. The Nordic-4 group had a distinct specialization in low-technology and resource intensive induslries with RCA 
indices close to, or above, 1.5. Shipbuilding and wood industries were exceptionally high, with the Norwegian 
shipbuilding RCA exceeding 5.0 and Finnish paper group RCA above 3.0. Austtalia and Canada were also countries 
with uncommonly high resource intensive group RCA levels. Ausualia concenttated its exports industties such as food 
and basic metals with non-ferrous metals growing rapidly from 3.4, in 1970, to 11.6, in 1986. · Canada had a 
panicularly high comparative advantage in four industries, wood products, paper products, non-fenous metals and 
motor vehicles with averages two, three or four times the OECD-13 levels. 

92. Table RCA 1 presents a "snap-shot" of RCA indices at a detailed sectoral level for all13 OECD countries in 1990. 
As of 1990, it is quite clear that there is a wide diversity in the suucture of expons across the countties with Austtalia, 
Denmarlc and the Netherlands having an expon orientation towards the food group. that is two to five times the 
OECD-13 average, while Japan's RCA for this group is less lhan a tenth of the average. Similarly, Italy's RCA for 

- the textile group stands out while in the wood and paper groups Canada and the Nordic countties are the leaders. 1be 
other sectors with large, cross-countty differences tend to be natural resources intensive sectors such as petroleum . 
refining (Norway and the Netherlands) and non-ferrous metals (Ausualia and Norway). Industries that are R&D 
intensive do not exhibit the same large differences, but nevenheless reveal pockets of specializatioo for particular 
countries. In phamlaceuticals. Denmark. France. Sweden and the United Kingdom have RCAs which are signiriCantly 
higher than the average while in aircraft, the United States, and 10 a lessor extent France and the UK, are the leaders. 
Communications equipment is led by the Japanese who are also have a strong export orientation in computers, equal 
to that of the United States. Japan also had a relatively high RCA in motor .vehicles, as does Gennany, but both of 
these countties are surpassed by the motor vehicle RCA of Canada which is twice the OECD average. 
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Food group 4.96 
Textile grOUP 1.61 
Wood group 0.14 
Paper group 0.35 
Chemical group 0.74 
Industrial Chemicals 0.42 
Pharmaceuticals 0.82 
Petroleum Refining 2.71 
Plastic products 0.34 

Non-metaiHc mineral prods. 0.44 
Baste metals 3.97 
Ferrous metals 1.30 
Non-ferrous metals 7.94 

Fabricated metal products 0.33 
Metal products 0.59 
Non-electrical mach. 0.30 
Computers 0.30 
Electrical machinery 0.32 
Communications equip. 0.21 
Ships 0.77 
Motor vehldes 0.29 
Alraatt 0.24 
Other transport equip. 0.19 
Instruments 0.34 
Other manufacturing 0.91 

~ 

Table: RCA~l 
1990 Revealed Comparative Advantage by Industry 

C1ned1 Denmerk Fin lend France Oermenv lillY JIDIII 

0.78- 3.95 0.33 1.88 0.65 0.77 0.08 
0.17 1.03 0.62 1.22 1.00 3.42 0.39 
3.72 3.04 3.97 0.69 0.78 1.80 0.08 
3.31 0.64 7.58 0.75 0.75 0.49 0.21 
0.74 0.89 0.57 1.20 1.08 0.75 0.60 
0.64 0.57 0.57 1.23 1.16 0.59 0.88 
0.17 3.09 0.40 1.51 1.09 0.73 0.24 
1.48 0.87 '0.69 0.73 0.47 0.95 0.22 
0.80 1.37 0.54 1.38 1.11 1.49 0.80 
049 1.14 0.88 1.38 1.08 2.54 0.73 
1.50 0.42 1.45 1.20 1.04 0.83 0.93 
0.81 0.52 1.48 1.39 1.16 1.04 1.30 
2.81 0.27 1.39 0.92 0.87 0.51 0.38 
0.91 0.70 0.64 0.84 ·1.05 0.81 1.40 
0.88 1.56 1.05 1.11 1.28 1.80 0.67 
0.39 1.04 1.02 0.70 1.29 1.34 1.06 
0.52 0.34 0.30 0.81 0.52 0.58 1.63 
0.36 0.79 0.73 1.00 1.22 1.02 1.38 
0.69 0.63 0.77 0.80 0.60 0.38 2.39 
0.12 2.26 3.02 0.49 0.48 0.31 1.90 
2.03 0.19 0.25 0.97 1.28 0.58 1.65 
0.88 0.40 0.04 1.21 0.61 0.52 0.06 
1.23 0.22 1 ~22 0.80 0.62 1.47 2.60 
0.33 0.95 0.52 0.72 1.02 0.43 1.22 
0.28 0.39 0.37 0.87 0.72 2.18 1.03 

unntKI UnReel 
Nellwrlllldl Nonntv Sweden Klnadom Stile a 

2.70 1.35 0.29 0.96 1.07 
1.05 0.26 0.38 0.93 0.61 
0.60 1.37 2.85 0.31 0.81 
0.86 2.03 3.69 0.73 0.91 
1.84 1.37 0.74 1.22 1.02 
1.71 1.01 0.50 1.19 1.10 
0.97 0.35 1.84 1.85 0.96 
3.68 4.55 1.27 1.25 0.96 
1.11 0.56 0.79 0.99 0.71 
0.81 0.76 0.58 0.89 0.58 
0.84 3.91 1.41 1.02 0.52 
0.83 use 1.78 0.98 0.31 
0.85 7.23 0.88 1.11 0.81 
0.59 0.58 

--
0.95 0.98 1.10 

0.97 0.85 1.25 0.87 0.69 
0.55 0.54 1.24 0.98 0.99 
0.96 0.42 0.58 1.45 1.64 
0.64 0.44 0.88 0.87 0.94 
0.63 0.32 0.87 0.91 1.25 
0.45 8.57 0.84 2.66 0.43 
0.30 0.14- 0.99 0.62 0.69 
0.54 0.35 0.40 1.26 2.77 
0.53 0.26 0.51 0.41 0.57 
1.05 0.55 0.85 1.28 1.40 

.0.48 0.26 0.37 2.30 0.81 



Table: RCA-2 
Revealed Comparative Advantage by Major Industrial Group: 1970 and 1990 

Australia Canada Denmark Finland France Germany Italy 
1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 --· - -

High wage 0.47 0.49 1.24 1.22 0.42 0.48 0.16 0.36 0.99 1.03 1.11 1.03 0.88 0.60 
M-edium wage 0.56 0.86 1.00 0.94 0.77 0.94 1.42 1.72 0.86 0.85 1.07 1.02 0.88 1.00 
Low wage 2.54 2.20 0.68 0.77 2.21 2.04 1.25 0.85 1.26 1.24 0.74 0.89 1.43 1.72 

High technology 0.17 0.30 0.54 0.55 0.71 0.74 0.19 0.50 0.83 0.84 0.93 0.79 0.75 0.59 
Medium technology 0.65 0.74 1.22 1.14 0.61 0.59 0.36 0.63 0.92 0.97 1.22 1.20 0.97 0.89 
Low technology 1.73 1.94 0.96 1.19 1.57 1.81 2.08 1.97 1.15 1.18 0.79 0.87 1.16 1.49 

Resource Intensive 3.92 3.98 1.48 1.54 2.49 2.51 1.43 1.05 1.10 1.26 0.60 0.72 0.91 1.08 
Labour Intensive 0.56 1.17 0.27 0.35 0.92 1·.12 0.72 . 0.73 1.23 1.13 1.00 1.05 2.06 2.63 
Scale Intensive 0.48 0.45 1.43 1.48 0.48 0.52 1.50 1.41 1.04 1.07 1.07 1.13 0.69 0.67 
Specialised suppliers 0.19 0.28 0.48 0.47 0.93 0.88 0.42 0.89 0.76 0.73 1.27 1.08 1.12 1.01 
Science based 0.17 0.34 0.62 0.55 0.64 0.77 0.05 0.28 0.86 0.91 0.82 0.72 0.70 0.54 

United United 
Japan Netherland• Norway Sweden Kingdom Stales EC-8 

1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 1970 1990 -- --- -·-

High wage 0.61 1.06 0.99 1.05 0.40 0.72 0.63 0.78 1.04 1.04 1.30 1.17 1.01 0.95 
Medium wage 1.22 1.14 0.69 0.75 1.51 1.41 1.39 1.37 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.95 
Low wage 1.09 0.58 1.62 1.40 0.76 0.76 0.71 0.68 1.02 0.96 0.68 0.87 1.12 1.18 

High technology 1.20 1.41 0.95 0.75 0.28 0.40 0.71 0.78 1.01 1.16 1.54 1.51 0.90 0.82 
Medium technology 0.77 1.12 0.61 0.80 0.88 0.86 0.82 0.89 1.14 0.96 1.07 0.89 1.03 1.01 
Low technology 1.19 0.47 1.45 1.49 1.45 1.71 1.34 1.32 0.85 ' 0.95 0.66 0.76 1.01 1.13 

Resource Intensive 0.42 0.22 2.05 2.09 2.12 2.66 0.79 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.82 0.93 1.01 1.11 
Labour Intensive 1.47 0.58 1.07 0.94 0.43 0.46 0.63 0.67 1.30 1.11 0.51 0.67 1.25 1.31 
Scale Intensive 1.21 1.13 0.75 0.89 1.26 . 1.05 1.33 1.20 0.87 0.92 0.87 0.80 0.92 0.97 
Specialised suppliers 1.01 1.49 0.69 0.59 0.40 0.46 1.05 1.06 1.08 0.93 1.18 1.05 1.05 ,0.92 
Science based 0.65 0.91 ' 0.70 0.85 0.14 0.42 0.54 0.71 1.11 1.39 2.00 1.87 0.85 0.85 



Import penetration 

Overall trends and structure 

93. The weight of imported manufacwred goods in the total domestic demand for goods in manufacturing industry varies 
significandy from country to country across the OECD-13 group (Table MPEN 1). The highest impon penetration can 
be·found in the Netherlands, where imports represented 70 per cent of total domestic demand in the manufacblring secror 
in 1989. A number of small European economies such as Finland. Norway and Sweden follow, with impon penell'l1ion 
rates between 40 per cent and 50 per cent at the end of the 1980s. Canada and Denmark had import penerralion raaes 
between 30 per cent and 40 per cent in 1989, followed by all four large European countries, as well as Denmark and 
Austtalia, with imports representing between 20 and 30 per cent of their domestic demand. Impon penettation for the 
United Stares was 13 per cent in 1989, while it was the lowest. of aU OECD-13 countties in Japan (six per cent). 

94. Despite these large cross-country differences, 
imports of manufactured goods increased as a propor
tion of domestic demand iQ the manufacturing sector 
in every one of the OECD-13 countries during the 
1eriod from 1970 to the end of the 1980s. The 
strongest increase by far was in the United Srates, 
where impons more than ttipled as a proportion of 
domestic demand in the 1970-1989 period. Impon 
intensities doubled in France, Gennany and the United 
Kingdom. In general, the share of importS in domestic 
demand increased most in countries where impon 
intensities were low initially. The exceptions are the 
Netherlands and Japan; impon peneuation rose sharply 
from a very high base in the Netherlands, while hardly 
changing in Japan. In 1970, Japan had an impon 
penetration rate equal to that of the Uniled States (four 
per cent), but at the end of the 1980s had a rate only 
half as high as that of the United States. 

95. These trends in impon peneuation at the level of 
toral manufacturing conceal important differences in 
· "\dustry groupings with different ~ethnological 

... naracteristics (Table MPEN 2). In most countries, 
high-technology industties are characterized by higher 
impon penetration rates, followed by medium-techno
logy sectors, while the toral domestic demand in 
low-technology indusuies tends to be mostly satisfied 
by domestic production. There ·are some exceptions: 
medium-technology industries in France, Iraly, the 
Netherlands and the United States are more impon 
intensive than high-technology sectors. 

96. There is also a clear ranking in terms of import 
penetration between the five industry groupings that 
are consaucted on the basis of the main factors that . 
are believed to affect competitiveness. The 
science-based indusaies are the most·impon intensive 
group in all counuies, while· resource-intensive 

Description or the Indicator 

lmpon penelrllion is calcullled u the ratio of impons ID IDial 
domesllc demand (production plus impons minus eaporu) for &he IDial 
manufacwrin& sec:Lor, industry aroupin&s or individual iDdullriea 
sea.on in the poup of OECD-t 3 countries. Eapreucd in peRCNAJC 
aerms, the value of the indicaaor ranees be&ween zero and tOO. Whm 
it approaches zero. imports a~ a ne&li&ible part d lOIII domalic 
dem•d. which is lllisfied auirdy by domatic produc:lial. AI it 
approaches 100. impoiU accaunt for almost all of lhe rocal daaaellic 
demlnd of a aivcn sec:IOr or industry IIOUpftl· 

Da&a problems have not allowed &he calaaW:ial a( import 

penetnlian rues for ccnain 3~iait and 4-diait iadustriea in ICIIU of 
lhe OECD-13 &roup of countries. This is due ID lhe lack of cample&c 
cam .. libihty of da&a an expon.s and imporu and da&a an producrion. 
The ~nalysis in the lelt is thus limiwliD lhase countrialindustries for 
which lhe indicaaor can be calc:ulawl wjth canfidena:. 

The import penaralian ratio is an indicator of impon inrensiay 
and outwanl oricnlllion of countries or industria. h can 18llect a 
Dumber of quile diffetent fac:IOI'S. The size of a country wiU iDfluenc:e 
&he indica10r. laraer countries with sianifiCint domellic markeu will 
as a na1e haft a lower impon peneua&ion ratio than anaUer CDUDtria. 
Countries that belon& 10 some an.de area such u the EC wiD teDd 10 

impon a larae frac&ion of lhe. aoods necesury 10 ulitfy dameaic 
demlnd. Coanuies that a~ aeoaraphically removed fram lhe ccn~K 
of world &racle will &end 10 ha¥1: lower penetnlion ra~eslhan thole for 
which annsponation CGilS a~ 1otv. At the level f1l indiWiual 
indullries, impcm penetration raw reflec:llhe Dlllft of pruducu br:ift& 
traded, with same IIIIIIUflcturinJ prodUCLS in leneraliiiCJR uadable 
lhan Cllhen. 

Like any individual indica10r, import peaeuatian should be 
inwpraed wilh cau&ion and iu limiu should be undeniOOd. A low 
raae of impon penetration for plfticular industries in c:eftain countries 
does nOl for example Dec:asarily imply &hat there •~ burien 10 enuy 
inao these industries. h may inslad ~fleet superior produe&iviay or 
lower prices of dcmeslicaUy produced producu. Nor is a very biah 
import penetra&ion nae necessarily a cause for canccm. Advanced 
economies aain &hrou&h trade by specialising in cenain iDdusuies or 

' producu and importing olhen. An anal)'lia of inlemalional 
competitiveness of countries and industries Deeds 10 be bued an abe 
examination of a number of indicaLors, such as export performaace or 
the evolution of unit labour costs and lhe existence of tariff and non
tariff barriers. 

industries are the least impon-intensive. The exception to this rule is in Japan, where the impon penetration in 
resource-intensive industries, although low compared to other countries (10 per cent in 1989), is the highest of any of 
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the five industry groupings, and is followed by impon penetration in science-based industries. The high (relative 10 other 
industries) share of impons in the total domestic demand of the petroleum refining industry ( 17 per cent in 1989) 
accounts for this. : 

97. Countries are more diverse in the three other industry groupings. The specialized-supplier (differentiated products) 
group tends 10 be the second most impon-intensive group of industries in most countries, although with imponant 
exceptions. In the labour-intensive industry grouping, Gennany, Norway and the United Kingdom all tended to impon 
a larger share of total domestic demand than in the differentiated-products industries, while scale-intensive induslries 
in France and the Netherlands have higher impon penetration rates than either labour-intensive or differentiated-products 
industry groups. 

98. In rerms of individual industries, impon penetration is high across the OECD-13 counlries in scientifiC insuuments, 
aircraft. computers, communications equipment and motor vehicles (Figure MPEN 1 ). In the scientific instruments 
sector, impons account for more than half of total domestic demand in eight out of the 13 OECD counlries in the 
database. The oudiers are the United States and Japan, with impon penetration rates of seven per cent and 14 per ceat. 
respectively in 1989. The US is also the exception in aircraft, where its impon penettation rate of eight per cent for 
1989 conuasts sharply with the high impon-intensity of that industry in the other countries. In computers, all countties 
for which lhe indicator can be calculated have impon penetration rates exceeding 50 per cent. with the exception of the 
United States (35 per cent in 1990) and Japan (seven per cent in 1989). A similar situation occurs in communications · 
equipment. with Japan the only real oudier (an impon penetration of four per cent in 1989), and importS satisfying more 
than 40 per cent of total domestic demand in the remaining countries (30 per cent for the US and Germany. 25 per cent 
for France). The variance of impon penetration rates in motor vehicles is higher, with imports accounting for more than 
40 per cent of total domestic demand in eight out of 13 countries, between 25 and 40 per cent in Australia. Germany, 
Italy and the US, and two per cent in Japan. • 

99. lndusuies such as textiles, pharmaceuticals, petroleum refining, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and electtical and 
non-elecuical machinery typically have lower import penetration rates than the previous group and a higher variance 
by country. In textiles, for example, four countries had impon peneuation rates ranging between 10 and 30 per cent, 
three counlries between 30 and 40 per cent, and six countries rates exceeding 50 per cent. In pharmaceuticals, the 
United States and Japan have impon peneuation rates which are less than 10 per cent. six more countries have rates 
between 10 and 30 per cent, and the remaining have rates ranging from 40 per cent to 65 per cent 

100. A final group of industries are characterized with imports accounting for a small fraction of total domestic demand 
in most countries. They include food, beverages & tobacco, paper & printing, non-metallic mineral products, and 
fabricated metals. In the food industties, the highest import penetration rate can be found in the Netherlands (near 40 
~r cent), with imports accounting for less than 20 per cent of domestic demand in all other counuies (26 per cent in 
..>enmarlc in 1990). A similar distribution occurs in the paper & printing and stone, clay & glass induslries. Finally, 
in fabricaaed metals, Norway and the Netherlands have impon penetration rates around 40 per cent. seven countries have 
rates between 10 and 30 per cent, while imports in 1899 were eight per cent of total domestic demand in the US and 
two per cent in Japan. 

Country profiles 

101. In the United States for 1989, imports made up 14 per cent of total domestic demand for manufactured goods. This 
low penetration ratio reflects in large pan the size of the US domestic market; nevertheless, its more than uipling since 
1970 is testimony to the increased outward orientation of the US economy. Imports are twice as important in the high
and medium-technology industries taken as groups (impon penetration rates of 18 per cent in 1989) than in 
low-teChnology industries (nine per cent). Specialized-supplier and labour-intensive industries have the highest impon 
penetration rates; at about 20 per cent, imports in these industries have increased five-fold as a share of domestic demand 
since 1970. Import penetration rates in scale-intensive and in science-based industries were around 13 to 14 per cent 
in 1989. while the lowest import penetration rates were in resource-intensive industries (eight per cent). 
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102. In .tenns of individual indusuies. impon peneuation rates are highest in computers and in communicalions 
equipmenL lmpons i~ these two sectors accounted in 1989 for more than 30 per cent of the to&al domestic demand of 
each induscry. five times their importance in 1970. They are also high in motor vehicles (27 per cent) and in the textiles 
induscry (24 per cent in 1989). They are particularly low in phannaceuticals, j,aper & printing. in food, drink & tobacco 
(less than five per cent in 1989). as well as in shipbuilding. insuuments, fabricated metal products and aircraft indusuies. 
Of all manufactwing industries. impons as a proponion of domestic demand increased most between 1970 and 1989 
in the eleclrical machinery sector, while shipbuilding .is the only industry that registered a decline in its impon 
penearation rate (from eight per cent in 1970 to five per cent in 1989). 

103. lmpon penetration in the manufacturing industry in Canada has increased by 10 percen&age points since 1970 to 
reach 35 per cent in 1989. Imports tend to be very imponant in high- and medium-technology indusuies (import 
penecration rates of 63 and 53 per cent in 1989). and less so in low-technology manufacturing (17 per cent). As a 
resource-based economy, Canadian impons into resource-intensive indusuies tend to be low relative to IOral domestic 
demand (13 per cent in 1989). In conttast, nearly dlree-quaners of domestic demand in science based seaors and more 
than 60 per cent in specialized suppliers indusuies tend to be satisfied by impons. Imports in labow'-intensive and in 
scale-intensive indusaies accounted for 25 per cent and 40 per cent of total domestic .demand respectively in 1989. Moaor 
vehicles, aircraft, non-electrical machinery and semiconductors are some of the industries where impon peneaation is 
high (exceeding 60 per cent in 1989). while impons satisfy a small fraction of to&al domestic demand (between 10 and 
• S per cent in 1989) in the food, drink and tobacco, wood, and paper & printing indusuies. 

104. The profile of import penetration in Japan is suikingly different from that of other OECD counrries. Impons accounted 
for less than six per cent in the total of domestic demand for manufacwring in 1989. a two percen&age point increase 
in 20 ytMS. Little variation is also observable across the three technology groups. The high-u:chnology group of industries 
has roughly the same degree of impon penea:ation as the medium-aechnology group, and only marginally lowtZ than 
the low-technology gioup. Of these lhree groups. only low-technology impons have increased as a proponion of domestic 
demand since 1970 (from three per cent to seven per cent). Impons tend to be panicularly unimportant in the scale-intensive 
and the specialized..supplielS group of industries (impon penetration rates of four per cent in 1989). They are more imponant 
in resource-intensive, labour-intensive and science-based sectors, where dley accounred in 1989 for nearly-10 per cent 
of total domestic demand. While labour-in~ensive impons more than tripled as a share of ~mestic demand in the period 
since 1970, imports of science-based induStries declined from 14 per cent to nine per cenL -

105. Aircraft is the only industry in Japan where importS represent a significant share of total domestic demand. The 
33 per cent impon penetration rate of that industry in. 1989, however, is only half of the 1970 level. Pettoleum refining, 
non-ferrous metals, textiles, wood and scientific instruments are the only other manufacturing industries where impons 
account for more than 10 per cent of domestic demand. At the; other end of the specuum, impons of fabricated metal 
-..oouas. m010r vehicles, electtical machinery, rubber&. plauics, non-merallic mineral products and fenous merals accounted 

. 1989 for between two and three per cent of total domestic demand in these industries. In most indUSU'ial secaors, impon 
penetration increased since 1970. In addition to aircraft, the other two exceptions to this are non-elecaical machinery, ' 
where the impon penetration rate declined marginally. and computers, where imports halved as a proportion of domestic 
demand between 1970 and 1989. 

106. The four large EC economies of France, Gennany. Italy and the United Kingdom have broadly similar profiles of 
impon peneuation at the level of total manufacturing. They all started with impon penetration rates of around 15 per 
cent in 1970 and in 1989 had rates ranging from 21 per cent in l&aly 10 27 per cent in Germany and 30 per cent in France 
and the United Kingdom. At a more disaggrega&ed level. however. the impon penetration profile of these four economies 
is quite distinct to each. 

107. Variation by broad industry grouping in terms of impon penetration is not large in France. Impons tend 10 be a 
lower share of domestic dem~d in the low-~hnology industry group than in medium- or high-technology industries. 
Of the latter two. medium-technology sectors were in 1970 less impon-intensive than high-technology sectors, but the 
situation has been reversed since the mid-1970s. ResoW'Ce·intensive industries have a relatively low impon penetration 
rate ( 19 per cent in 1990). while the labour-intensive. scale-intensive and specialized-supplier groups all have roughly 
similar rates of around 30 per cent in the late 1980s. with the .sharpest increase in the importance of impons recorded 
in the labour-intensive group. Imports account for nearly 40 per cent of total domestic demand in the science-based group 
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of industries. In tenns of individual industries, impon penetration is panicularly high in computerS (over 80 per cent, 
up from 60 per cent in 1970), and in instruments (58 per cent in 1990, up from 43 per cent in 1970). It is relatively 
low (less dum 20 per cent in 1990) in petroleum refming, shipbuilding. food, drink & aobacco, paper & printing, non-melallic 
mineral products and in phannaceuticals. Import penetration has increased in every manufacturing industty in France. 

108. Imports have doubled as a proportion of domestic demand in manufacturing as a whole in Gennany between 1970 
and 1989. The largest increase has been in high-technology industries, which have become since lhe mid-1970s more 
import-intensive lhan the medium-aechnology group of industries. Of the three aechnology groups, low-technology induslries 
bad in 1990 the lowest impon penettation wilh 20 per cent. In tenns of lhe alternative classification of five broad indusuy 
groupings, science-based industries have lhe highest impon-intensity by far; imports in this group increased from 33 F 
cent of total domestic demand in 1970 to nearly 70 per cent in 1989. The other four groupings all swted with impon 
penettation rates aro1md 12 10 13 per cent in 1970; they ended up wilh rates between 25 per cent and 30 per cent in 1989, 
wilh lhe exception of the resource-intensive group, where imports in 1989 accounted for only 18 per cent of total domestic 
demand. Impon penetration is very high in aircraft, computers and instruments; it is low in fabricated metal produciS 
(less than 10 per cent in 1989), pettoleum refining, food, drink & tobacco and shipbuilding (around 15 per cent in 1989). 

109. Impon penettation in Italy is the lowest of the four large EC counlries and has not increased much since 1970. 
The medium-technology group of indusuies remains the most impon-intensive of the lhree technology groups, wilh about 
30 per cent of total domestic demand in the industries belonging to this group in the late 1980s satisfied through impons. 
lmpon penetration tends 10 be relatively high (exceeding 40 per cent) in industries such as insii'Uments, compulei'S, 
communications equipment and non-ferrous metals. Italy is also the only of the large EC countries where impon peneualion 
has declined signifiCantly in a number of indusuial sectors during the period from 1970 to 1989. The proportion of total 
domestic demand accounted for by impons declined in basic metals industries as well as in non-electrical and electrical 
machinery. 

110. Imports account for about 40 per cent of total domestic demand in both high-technology and medium-technology 
industries in the United Kingdom, showing a sharp rise in impon penetration during the 1970s and 1980s. Low-technology 
imports represent 20 per cent of the aotal domestic demand in these industries. In tenns of the five industty groupings 
consii'Ucted on the basis of the factors thought«> affect competitiveness, imports account for half of all domestic demand 
in science-based induslrial sec10rs, about 35 per cent in labour-intensive and specialized-supplier industries, around 30 
per cent in scale-intensive sectors, and less than 20 per cent in resource-intensive industries. Computers and scientific 
insii'Uments are the two industries where impon penetration rates exceed 75 per ce~t (swting from 25 per cent in 1970 
for instruments), while impon penettation is around exceeds 40 per cent in communications equipment, textiles, non-fenous 
metals and in lhe moaor vehicles industry. 
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Table MPEN-1 
Import Penetration in Manufacturing 

Country 1970 1980 1989 

Australia 15.6 19.2 24.8 
Canada 24.6 30.7 35.1 
Denmark 41.1 43.7 50.2. 
Finland 27.9 27.8 31.4 .• 
France 14.5 21.3 29.9. 
Germany 13.4 19.8 26.8 
Italy 15.7 20.0 21.3. 
Japan 4.0 5.5 6.3 
Netherlands 42.0 53.0 70.2 
Norway 39.8 38.7 42.9 
Swaden 29.5 35.9 41.3. 
United Kingdom 14.6 22.9 30.0 
United States 4.4 8.7 13.9 

.1990 
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1970 
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•: 1Q89 
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1970 
1Q80 
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4.2 
8.9 

18.4 

42.2 
55.0 
63.4 

5.2 
5.4 
5.4 

21.6 
24.7 
31.6 •• 

14.9 
23.5 
37.0 

16.2 
20.7 
22.8 

17.4 
32.6 
42.4 

Table MPEN-2 
lntport. Penetration by Industry Gouping 

Medium Low Resource Labour Scale Specialiltld Science 
technoloav technoloav Intensive intensive Intensive SUDa:alier based 

5.6 3.8 4.1 4.1 5.3 4.4 3.1 
12.8 6.2 6.5 8.8 10.3 10.1 6.3 
18.5 8.8 7.6 18.0 13.9 20.8 13.3 

42.9 12.1 8.8 15.6 33.8 45.0 65.0 
51.5 13.1 10.7 21.5 5.4 56.2 72.3 
53.3 16.8 13.1 24.8. 44.1 61.2 72.5 

4.5 3.0 5.8 2.7 2.0 3.1 14.1 
5.0 5.5 8.2 6.6 2.6 3.1 10.5 
5.8 6.6 9.6 9.3 3.7 3.5 8.4 

19.7 10.7 10.6 10.8 16.2 18.8 a.s 
30.0 15.8 14.5 22.7 25.7 24.4 28.1 
34.1 •• 21.4 18.8 31.3 33.5 27.8 •• 36.8-

' 
17.2 11.1 12.3 13.4 12.7 12.4 32.8 
22.6 16.8 15.5 25.8 18.0 17.6 41.1 
29.5 20.8 17.8 29.3 27.0 24.8 68.7 

23.6 11.6 16.1 7.3 16.5 27.3 15.1 
28.2 14.9 20.0 11.8 21.4 22.6 23.7 
28.9 15.7 18.4. 14.4. 22.2 24.6 27.5 

.. . 12.4 17.2 12.3 ·1.0 13.4 28.8 
32.0 15.9 17.1 31.3 21.6 21.8 48.1 
39.4 19.8 17.1 37.4. 31.2 35.3 50.3 
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Figure MPEN 1 , 

Import Penetration Rates In Selected Manufacturing Industries 
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Production Shares Across the OECD-13 

111. Across the OECD-13 during the period from 1970 to 1989 five countries- Japan, Italy. Canada. Finland and Norway • 
- inCRUed their share of total manufacturing production. These gains in Share came at the expense of the shares held 
by United States, lbe United Kingdom and Germany. In panicular, the US lost by almost a factor of two the most share 
points (-2.6) while Japan gained nearly an equal amount (+3.0). 

112. Nonetheless, the United States was still respon
sible for almost two-ftflhs of all production in 
manufacluring indusuy of the OECD-13 in 1989 (Table 
PSO 1). Although the US's lead of 22 percentage 
points above Japan in 1970 was cut 10 16 percentage 
points by 1989, the US has a dominant position in 
terms of manufacturing production. This convergence 
was evident especially at the end of the 1970s and 
at the beginning of the 1980s. The share of the EC-6 
decreased by one percentage point. down from a high 
achieved in 1974 10 1976. 

113. Germany, despite a drop of one share poin~ 

retained the position of the third largest conuibutor 
10 the total manufacturing production of the OECD-13. 
The only eowtuy which notably increased its rank was 
Italy which jumped from position number six in 1970 
to number four in 1989, surpassing France and the 
United Kingdom. The United Kingdom experienced 
the largest decline among counuies when the decline 
is compared 10 the initial share· of this country. This 
was especially evident from 1974 10 1981 when the 

~------------------------------------~ 
Dac:riptlon or the lndicalal' 

Prodw:lian m.. 1C10U lhe OECD-13 baw .... calaaliled u 
praduc:Uan in a cenain inclastry for a amn COimiJy or caunuy palpin& 
u a proparUaa of pruducrian for 1bc OEC0·13 in 1hil iadulay. ·1llis 
indic:a&or wu calcu11&ed uain& produclian cilia which was canvedlld to 
a c:aminon cum:ncy uain& US purchasina power parilia for GDP. 1M 
aenn poduc:lian Jelen 10 lhe JIOII owpm. DOllhe Yllue added ol• Dlullly. 
Jn lhiJ 1elpeQ. poduc:lian lhaJa ~ ftiUihly tynaayiDGUI wilh ......... 
nprdleas ol whelherlbe Ales were damellicorfonip (apacu). Becau1e 
produc:li.cm (&ross cuput) cilia inc:ludu lhe COil of purdwed iapu&s as 
well as lhe value added &aerated by I indultry, pmduc:cialllbara CID. 

be influenced by lhe left! of specialintion llld out saun:iDc GJIIduc:red 
by ID industry. 

The intaprelalion of dais indiCilOI' is na1 uwayt lllaiahd'orwanl: 
lhe praducaiaD shares of Ul induary in a counuy c:aa increuc,aatbecaule 
of • incleue in lhll indullly's produclion. but adler bccaule ola 1cneta1 
decline ol lhat indusuy's produc:aiGn 8CIOU lhe ftiiDainin& OECJ>.t3 
countries. As in lhe cue ol aport market ahara, lhe ak+l'iurian ol 
industrial aclivily mans lbat for some countries a sipificlnt shin of 
produaiaa is ac:wally carried out by forejp-owned firms operadna ill &bat 
country. In this indicator the OUipUt produced by such fiiiDI wauld be 
assiped to the c:ounuy where lhe produc:lion occurnd, rqardlas of 
ownership. 

UK reduced its production share in more indusuies than any other country (except for the United States) and became 
the fifth largest producer among the OECD-13. Due 10 these changes in production shares, the wide differences that 
existed in the 1970s between Italy, the United Kingdom and France were reduced significantly, resulting in 1989 production 
shares which are nearly identical. 

\14. Canada saw the largest increase in share if its gain is compared 10 its initial, 1970 share, even though its ranking 
among the 13 countries did not change. The Netherlands. Australia and Sweden formed a group of countries with a 
share greater than one but not exceeding two per cent of total man~acwring production. Each of these countries experienced 
a small decline in their shares. Finland, Denmark and Norway make up a fmal group of countries who conaibutc less 
than one per cent to the OECD-13 total. Nevertheless, the 1989 share held by Norway and Finland represented an incn:ase 
over their 1970 shares. 

High-technology Industries 

115. In high-aechnology industries, the United States was the leading producer in all industries. An exception 10 this 
rule occurs when the six EC countries are combined into a block where the EC~6 block holds a leading position in electrical 
machinery and phannaceuticals (Table PSO 2). As can be seen from the length of the bar, the most signif1C81lt high-technology 
shifts occurred in the instruments and computer industries, while pharmaceuticals were relatively stable (Figure PSO 
1 ). The highest share in any one industry is held by the United States in the aircraft industry. the only high-technology 
indu.;try where the United States was not followed by Japan but by France and the United Kingdom. Nevenheless, the 
US is losing share in this sector as the combined share of France and the UK countries increased from 12 per cent in 

, 1970 to 17 per cent in 1986. In this industry only two other countries besides the United States decreased their production 
shares (Sweden and Australia). 
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116. Only in production of insii'Uments did_the United States strengthen its position as the leading producer ~ng with 
approximately half of the total manufacturing production of the OECD-13 in 1970 and ending with over two-thirds of 
the OECD-13 total by 1988. This US gain was counter balanced by a decline in the EC-6's share from 36 per cent to 
18 per cent with most of the decrease coming from the United Kingdom and Italy (loss of seven share points \respectively), 
but also in Gennany. France and Japan (the only Japanese high-technology industry with a loss). 

117. In the production of computers and communications equipment the United States despite a decline still held the 
largest shares as of 1986, although its closest competitor, Japan, made substantial gains.• 

Medium-technology Industries 

118. The United Swes managed to remain the largest producer in all medium-technology indusuies when ranked by 
countries, but its share declined in every single industry. If compared 10 the EC-6 as a block the share of the United 
States was-ovenaken by this group of countries in chemicals, non-eleclrical machinery and mocor vehicles. Moror vehicles, 
non-fenous metals and other transponation equipment went through larger shifts than other medium-technology industries 
(Figure PSO 2). As of the late 1980s, the sectors where the counuies other than the US, Japan or the EC-6 had a significant 
share of production, all tended to be rather resource intensive: non-ferrous metals, the wood and paper groups, other 
transportation equipment and ship building. In general over the two decades, the group of other countties (Ausaalia, 
Canada. Finland, Norway and Sweden) collectively improved their production share in every medium-technology indusrry 
with the exception of the plastic products. 

119. 1be ~ of production in the motor vehicle industry declined the most in the United States (from 40 per cent 
in 1970 to its final share of 33 per cent in 1988), but alSo in the United Kingdom (&om 9 per cent to 5 per cent) .. The 
biggest gain was made by Japan (from 19 per cent to 24 per cent), but gains were also registered by Germany,ltaly and 
Canada, while France's share remained relatively stable. · 

120. In the chemical industry, the United States continued to hold the largest share: 39 per cent in ;J987 after sustaining 
a loss of five percentage points from 1970. The increase of the EC-6 in this period from 37 per cent 10 40 per cent was 
partly auributable to the growing share of Italy which grew quickly in the fli'Sl half of the 1970s. Despite this. Italy temained 
the fifth largest producer behind the United States, Japan, Gennany and United Kingdom. 

Low-technology Industries 

121. In the low-technology group by the end of the 1980s, the United States had a larger share of low-technology production 
man the EC-6 or Japan in petroleum refining, wood, paper and food groups, while Japan gained lead~ip in ferrous-metals 
and EC-6 was the leader in the rest of the low-technology indusuies. Nevertheless, it was the counuies other than the 
US, Japan and the EC-6 which experienced an increase in share in every industry in the low-technology group with the 
exception of shipbuilding (Figure PSO 3) where the United States doubled its production share. As a result of this gain, 
the US share in shipbuilding approached nearly the same. level as the EC-6 (37 per cent) and moved from being the second 
largest producer in 1970 to the leading position with a share of 35 per cent in 1987. Off setting this gain in share was 
a loss of share by the Japanese whose share fell from 33 per cent 10 18 per cent. This gain in the-OECD-13 share of 
ship production is undoubtedly due to the consuuction of military vessels for the US Navy which undertook " ..• the largest 
combalant ship consii'UClion program in peacetime history" during the 1980s where nearly 100 billion dollars was apprqxialed.5 

. 

When just the merchant shipbuilding industry is examined, Japan had the largest share of the market in 1992, foUowed 
by South Korea and Denmark.' 

• Due to &he IVailability of data, &hese trads are base on a limited time series: computers, 1980 to 1986, communication equipment from 1970 
to 1986, and phannaceuucals from 1970 to 1987. 

sUS Department of Commerce (1993). US lndustnal Outlook 1993, (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office), p.ll-2. 
• IBID, p.ll-1. 
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122. The make up of the top-five producers in the aextile, apparel and leather industry changed significantly as lraly increased 
its share from 11 in 1970 to 20 per cent by 1988, surpassing Japan (17 per cent in 1988) and Gennany (eight per cent}. 
Although losing three share points, the US retained its leading role with 34 per cent of the OECD-13 production in 1988. 
By 1988, lhe United Kingdom (seven per cent) had lost its fiflh position to France (eight per cent). Across the 13 counuies, 
only Italy. France, Ausualia and Canada increased their production share in this industry. 

123. The United States and the EC-6 decreased their production shares in the food group (US from 42 to 38 per cent. 
EC-6 from 40 to 37 per cent), while Japan increased its share from 10 to 16 per cent. moving from the founh position 
to the second as its share became higher than the shares of Germany (10 per cent) and the Uni&ed Kingdom (nine per 
cent 
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0\ 
N 

USA 
Japan 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
France 
haly 
Canada 
Netherlands 
Australia 
Sweden 
Finland 
Denmark 
Norway 
EC6 

Table PSO 1 
Total Manufacturing Production Shares 

(Ran~ed by 1970 Share) 

1970 1980 1989 1989 1989/ min year 
-1970 1970 

39.8 37.9 37.2 -2.6 0.94 -35.9 1974 
17.8 19.8 20.9 3.0 1.17 17.4 1978 
12.0 11.4 11.0 ~1.0 0.92 11.0 1989 

9.1 7.3 7.4 -1.7 0.61 6.7 1981 
7.2 7.2 6.8 -0.3 0.95 6.8 1988 
5.7 7.6 7.7 2.0 1.35 5.7 1970 
2.4 3.0 3.3 0.9 1.37 2.4 1970 
1.9 1.7 1.7 -0.2 0.89 1.6 1988 
1.6 1.5 1.5 -0.1 0.93 1.4 1977 
1.1 1.0 1.1 -0.1 0.96 1.0 1978 o.5J ______ o.1 -----o.6 0.0 1.08 ' 0.6 1971 
0.5 0.5 0.5 -0.0 0.90 0.5 1989 
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.11 0.4 1973 

36.4 35.7 35.1 -1.3 0.96 34.9 1988 

max year 

40.2 1972 
20.9 1989 
12.0 1970 
9.7 1974 
7.8 1974 
7.9 1976 
3.3 1988 
2.0 1974 
1.7 1971 
1.2 1975 
0.7 1982 
0.5 1986 
0.5 1986 

39.2 1974 



TablePS02 
Production Share By Industry 

High technology Year USA JaDan 
pharmaceuticals 1987 34.5 20.3 
computers 1986 46.4 28.3 
electrical machinery 1986 28.0 26.4 
communications equipment 1986 38.7 31.1 
aircraft 1986 71.0 1.9 
instruments 1988 69.3 11.7 

Medium technology 
chemicals 1987 ~.5 15.7 
plastic products 1988 35.5 24.5 
non-ferrous metals 1988 34.6 21.5 
non-electrical machinery 1986 35.3 20.9 
motor vehicles 1988 33.1 24.4 
other transport equipment 1987 42.3 12.4 
other manufacturing 1988 40.1 24.0 

Low technology 
food group 1988 38.0 16.2 
textile group 1988 33.7 17.0 
wood group 1988 40.9 14.9 
paper group . 1988 45.3 17.1 
petroleum refining 1988 47.3 12.7 
non-metallic mineral products 1988 29.0 19.9 
ferrous-metals 1988 23.1 36.6 
metal products 1988 34.2 19.6 
shies 1987 35.3 18.0 

• Australia, Canada, Finland, Norway and Sweden 
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EC6 others• 
40.8 4.4 
21.4 3.9 
41.1 4.5 
27.3 3.0 
24.2 2.9 
17.6 1.4 

39.9 5.9 
34.7 5.3 
29.4 14.4 
38.4 5.4 
34.7 7.8 
33.8 11.5 
28.4 7.6 

37.5 8.3 
43.8 5.5 
32.4 11.8 
26.5 11.1 
33.8 6.1 
44.1 7.0 
33.6 6.7 
38.3 8.0 
36.6 10.2 



Figure PSO 1 
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Figure PSO 2 
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The Share of GDP Contributed by Manufacturing 

124. Over the ~t two decades the share of Gross Domestic Product (GOP) originating in the manufac&uring sector declined 
in every countty in our group of 13 OECD countries when measured in cumnt prices. In constant prices a different 
picture emerged. For those nine countries where constant price data was available, five witnessed a decline, while three 

(Denmark, Italy and the United States) kept a constant share and one country, Japan, actually experienced an increase 
in the share. 

125. As desaibed in lhe box,lhe choice of whether to use 
cwrent or constant prices to calculate the share a sector 
contributes to GDP, can dramatically affect the indicator. 
The two are best seen side-by-side. For example, the 
combination of a declining share (or level) in current prices 
and a level (o- rising) share in constant prices reflects the 
fact that the price of manufactured goods has fallen over 
time relative to the price of other sectors (i.e. services). 
Usually Ibis price decrease is due to relatively higher 
productivity: as many units are , being produced as in the 
past, but at a lower relative price. When bolh lhe current 
and constant piced manufacturing shares are both declining, 
it is indicative of a general decline in the sector where less 
is being produced, not because of a relative decline in price, 
but because of a lower quantity of productioa. 

Country Profiles 

126. The most precipitous decline· in the manufacturing 
sector's share of GOP, regardless of valuation, occurred 
in France and the Unired Kingdom, where the share fell 
about eight percentage points in each counary, over the last 
two decades (Figure MGDP 1). For the UK, most of this 
decline occurred during the late 1970s while in France the 
decline has been more evenly disaibured over time. In 
)ermany, ·the current priced shares have fallen by seven 

- share points but the constant priced share has only dropped 
five points. Most of this decline occurred in the 1970s. 

A Delcription of llle lndicater 

The c:ak:ulllian of manufaauring 'sshlle of GDPia perfonned 
by awnmin& the Vllue added caiUibur.ed by alllftlllllfiCIIDIJ ..... 
md dividin& it by the value ldded of lhc. ccancay (GDP). The 
IIICISUI'e revals the. rclalive imponance &be manufac:mriD& ·aeaor 
plays llld how chis role hu c:hanaed over time.. Ahbouab abe ' 
cllc:ulalion of the indicuor is limple,l.he c:hoic:e d wheahcr 10 UIC 

curnna or canaunt priced value added in c:a1culalin& the 1ndicar.ar 
is less lllaiJht farward and teCIOial ahara bdecl in aunnt 8lld 
ClOIIIllnt prices can lead to widely diffcrina tn:nds and amclulicm. 

Curran price meuurea incorpcna~e lhe Jelati~ infl.aian ol 
ane iaduauy's productvenua another (CJ. aechnoloaicll adYIDCIII 
leadin&IO price dec1ina in campnal),lhe low productivity of Olic 
industry lelltiw to ina&her lhat forces ill pric:a 10 rile relllively 
(q.ldalive to aervices, mmufacauriq's pnxluctivily pins llave 
led to ldative price decreucs), lftd monopoly power daal aUoWi 

. price inc:reues (q. OPEC's influence on ail prices). Cumlal priald 
ahara have a· llft:ln& intuitive appeal Iince lhey .• ,. lhe prices in 
which the &rlnsac:lions lOOk place and chanaes in .wive pric:a 
ate m imporllnt daenninant of suucwnl chanae. 

Canswu prices eliminate prices u a variable ~ measure 
anly volume or lhe quantity chanae. An important element of thia 
procedure involves not only makinaldjustmenu for c:hiDpt in 
prices due to inflalion, but also chances in lhe qualily of a pnNiuc&. 
fac:iliWin& CIDIIUilOn com.-.riSGils ewer time. 

The canl&lnt prices used 10 measure manufactUrina'slharc 
of GOP have been convened to a common, 198S, buc year. 1hi.t 
caweniallllows a more ac:aa~atc canplriscln of the levels bawa~~ 
c:ounlries but fon:a lhe prices lO de¥iale fram lhe wci&bU used 
10 c:anstruct them, injecaina some distortion inao lhe caladaaian. 

Canada, as well, experienced a drop in both valuations of manufacturing's share of GDP, and as in the case of Gennany 
and the UK, most of the decline happened in the 1970s; but unlike Germany and the UK, the drop was a comparatively 
small, two to three percentage points. Finland was the only other country where data was available that witnessed a 
drop in both valuations of the indicator. Unlike the other countries losing share, most of Finland's loss of manufaclllring 
share occ:WTCd in the 1980s (Figure MGDP 2). In all of these countries-· Canada, Finland, France, Gennany and the 
Uniaed Kingdom -- the loss in the share of GOP conuibuled by the manufactwing sector was roughly equal regardless 
of the valuation, current or constant prices, used. This reflects the fact that the loss of share was not because of a decline 
in price of manufactured goods versus other non-manufactured products (agriculture, mining and services), but rather, 
it was due to a reduction in the volume of production. In this sense, the economies of these countries are de-indusuializing: 
the share of manufacturing is falling over time both in tenns of total value of output and in terms of overall quantity 
of products being produced. 

127. Both Italy and the United States had a decline in manufacturing's share of GOP in current prices, but had a relatively 
steady share when measured in constant prices. This reflects the fact that in tenns of quantity of production, the same 
share was held by lhe manufacturing sector; but in terms of prices, manufactured goods become relatively less expensive. 
Frequently, this relative drop in price in associated with relatively larger productivity gains. In the US, this drop in the 
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current price share was rather unifonn over the two decades 
while in Italy the bulk of the drop occurred in the 1980s. 

128. Only in Japan. did manufacturing's share of GOP 
stay level in current prices and rise in constant prices. 
The interaction of these two trends suggests that 
manufacturing's share of the quantity of products being 
produced inaeased. but because of the relative price decline 
of manufactured goods, the current priced share was rather 
level (or as in the case of Japan in the mid-1970s, 
declining). The increase in Japan's constant price share 
was J8ther Slakly since 1975 widllhe excl~ion of the 1985-
1986 period which may be due to adjustments associated 
with the rapid appreciation of the Yen. 

129. As shown in Table MGDP 1, the 1989 shareofGDP 
originating in the manufacturing sector varied by over a 
factor of two across countries. As of 1989, Germany had 
the largest ponion of its GOP coming from manufacwring, 
followed closely by Japan. NOJWay, A~ttalia and Denmark 
had the lowest shares while all the other countries had a 
share that ranged between the high-teens or the low
twenties. Nevenheless, a pattern of convergence towards 
a similar share of GDP being contribu~ by the 

· manufacwring sector is evident when viewed over the past 
two decades. Countries which had the largest initial share 
in 1970 were frequently the same countries that experierx:ed 
the largest decline in share. This is supported by the fact 
that the variance in manufacwring' s share of GOP existing 
between the countries dropped by a third between 1970 
and 1989. 

130. Three exceptions to ·this trend are found: in the UK, 
Austtalia and Norway each of whom had larger than normal 
losses in share from rather low initial bases. When these 
•hree countries are excluded, the .size of the initial share 
\lf GOP held by manufacturing, explains 62 per cent of the 
variance in the change in share (Figure MGOP 3). Because 
of the few number of observations, this trend is not 
statistically significant, but it does suggest a convergence 
in economic strucwre over time between these coun1ries. 
These findings raise some interesting questions concerning 
why this convergence has occurred and whether there is 
an absolute minimum manufacturing share level required 
by a modem, developCd economy. 
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Table MGDP 1: Manufacturina's Share of GDP 
(Cunent Prices) 

1970 1980 1919 

Ausualia 24.3 19.3 16.1 

Canada 19.8 17.9 17.5 

Demnartc 18.5 17.2 16.3 

Finland 23.8 ~.2 20.6 

France 29.9 24.2 21.2 

Gennany 38.4 32.8 31\.2 

haly 27.1 27.8 23.4 

Japan 36.0 29.2 21.9 

Naherlands 25.8 17.9 ' 20.1 

Norway 21.6 16.0 14.5 

Sweden 25.0 21.1 21.1 

United Kinactom• 28.7 23.2 19.7 

United Saaaa 25.2 21.8 18.9 

variance 33.2 26.3 23.4 

• 1988 

Manufacturlna's Share of GDP: 
Cunat or Conllant Prices? 

The diainclian belwee:n usin& Qlrrent or canscant pric:a tD 

c:alculale value added shares is imponant. becau.e, u i11usualed 
below usina lhn=e anples from lhe US, campeailivcnea al madteu 
(oil),ICChnoJ.oaical advances (computen),111d relaliw: praduc:aiviay 
raw (manufacwrin&) Clll make lhe two indic:aiOrl divetac. 

Oil refinins. When calculaed usin& cunent prices, &he share 
of the US rd'inin& industry's output 10 tDI.Il oulpUt has bad a 
'"boom-bust• experience. inc:lasin& iu share by ewer a facaor allhnle 
from 1972 to 1911 and lhen fallina by a facaor of 1wo fram 1911 
to 1916 - a reflecaian of d..natic price c:Ranau •••cwi••ed Jaraely 
wilh lhc arenam and weakness of OPEC Based in CC111111Dt prica, 
a diffaat pic:wre of relative liability. wilh a ali&ht downward tnnd. 

ComJ!IM!S. By eilher measure, the compuacr industry has 
&ained in iLs share of toLil manufac:tUrin& outpUt. but when viewed 
usin& constant prices, the increase has been an extraordinary faaor 
of 16 fran 1976 to 1916. In cunent prices. &he increase is amcft 
subdued factor of two. The difference is laraely due to adjulllnell&l 
in abe pnce indel for compmen to accowJt for improvemenu in 
quality. 

Manufacwrina. Measured in current prices, m111ufac::IUI'in& '1 

share of total US output has su:.adily fallen since 19T1, promplin& 
some analysu 10 su&&est lhallhe US has bren de·indullrialiain&
ln cmsaant prices. a picwre of telative subilily aneraes. 1be 
difference bel ween the two ttalds is laraely lllribu&able 10 lhefutc:r 
rate of productivity in the manufacwrin& sector venus lhe reJt d 
the economy. This higher rate of productivity means &hat prica 
of manufactured &oods haw: fallen relative ID nan-manufactured 
praduas (serW:es~ The relative drop in prica fon:es manufacsuria&'s 
share in current prices to faU while in conSLant prices of a panicular 
year, lhe trend is relatively stable. 
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Finland Figure MGDP 2 Italy 
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The Sectoral Distribution of Manufacturing's Value Added 

131. Within the rnanufactming sector. the disttibution of value added between industries has changed significantly from 
the early 1970s to the late 1980s. moving from low-technology, labour and natural resource intensive industries to· high 

and medium-technology and scale intensive and science based industries. These general aends vary significandy depending 
on the country and the valuation. constant or current prices. used {see box). 

132. Table VAS 1 contains an index of structural change 
{see box) which provides and overview of the magnitude 
of the sectoral change that has occurred over the last two 
decades. Japan has consistendy regist=d the largest amount 
of structural change in every period as measured by this 
indicator, with a 1970 to 1989 index nearly twice as large 
as lhe next closest counll'y. Denmark. Nevertheless, Denmark 
has had a relatively high rate of suuctural change over the 
last two decades. although the rate of change declined 
somewhat in the 1980s from the 1970s. The United States 
-anlced third in the overall rate of strUctural change from 
1970 10 1989, but unlike Denmark and Finland. the bulk 
of this change occurred in the 19~ where the rate of change 
was nearly double what occulTed in the 1970s. Norway 
exhibited a similar IUm around. The large European countries 
-- Germany, France. Italy and the UK -- tended 10 fall into 
the middle or lower ranks with an unweighted average which 
is only two-thirds of the overall average. In particular. the 
United Kingdom and France had the two lowest indices in 
the 1980s. 

133. By and large, lhese indices of structural change tend 
to uack the real manufacturing growth rates where Japan 
experienced a 1980 to 1989 rate of growth which was 50 
per cent higher than the United States' or Denmark's. the 
countries with the second and third fastest ·growing 
manufacturing sector· s. This adds suppon to the general 
roposition that it is easier to achieve structural change while 

·experiencing growth. 

134. Table VAS 2 reveals that the sectors driving these real 
changes in the share of manufactming • s value added differed 
widely between countries. While most of the countties saw 
shifts out of the food, textiles and wood products industry 

~----------------------------------~ 
A Descripllon of the Indicator 

The value added lhara inclicaaor u calnal•ard by dividina 
each ICCIOr'l va1ac added by the U3IIJ value .... of -
manafaaurilta sec1ar a CIOmlellina lhil nlio 10a pera:naaae. 1llia 
·measure preHDU lhe iDdustrial oompalil:iGn fl.an ecanamy'a 
manufaaurinJ JeC&Or, teYel1ina lhe nlalive impcJniDcle fl difflftlll 
iDdullries and 1hc industrial spec:ialisatim of -an ecDDOIII)'•• 

manufac:wrina sect«. Allhouah Ibis morenanowfOCUJ~ 
some cleWJ.IMl would be Olherwise last. it ca be dccciW.Iinae 
in most countries lhe manufacsuring seaor only conuibalea a 
ldiiMly small pmt fl an ec::onamic ac:tMly. (See ptMaus iadiCIIa' 
on manufacsurina's sha~ of ODP.) Nevenheleu, because 
manufacsuring has tndi&ionally been lhe ICClOr which hu played 
a key role in inlema&iGnal trade IDCI&he development of tedJnolosY, 
and is lhus frequently lhe foa~s of ecanomic polic:ics, 1biJ lftOI'C 

limited focus is warramed because it provides inli&hl iDio aeacn 
of puUc:ular inlerest. 

AJ mentioned in lhe previcus iDdicaaor an manufacaurin& .. , 
sba~ of ODP, Ibis f11urc Cll1 be calculaled in cilher Cllii'IDl ar 
conl&lnt prices, wilh bcMh calculalions ~~ diffa.n, hut 
CDMillellt nnds. Sha~s based in mnllalll prices climinarc the 
cffec:l of chan&ins tdaave prices belweea lec:IOn and aft seaenDy 
preferred. But because of mec:hanical and conccpwal cliffacuhia. 
it is nearly impossible 10 oblain value added in cansaant pric:clal 
a delailed aec10r ~. Thus shares biSed in CUI'I'al prices •~ used 
to provide fuaer seaoral de&ail and. aDow lhe c:alculalion of braid 

lrouPs· 

Caulian should be aacisecl in inlapnlaiq annt pricl: ....._ 
becau~e uends in an indusuy's share ol value added CID be lffeaed 
by ~dative price c:hanJCS, not true stNCWral chinlea. Balancin& 
Ibis caveat is the fact &hat shares blsed in culftlll prica rdleclthe 
price lhat the &ransaction acsually took place in. na1 a price from 
same ather period. ThiJ canlideJatian is especiaUy impanant for 
indulllia such as CllmpiiCII or elrcaanics when due 110 lednllapcal 
advances. lhe aulpUl of lhal industry is quile different &am lbc 
praduct praduc:ed 20, 10 or even five yean •JO• makinc lhe 
appiicatian of lnG&her year's prices to lhe awput of a different period 
prOblemalic. 

groups and into fabricated metal products and to a lessor extent, chemicals. there are numerous exceptions. It was the 
magnitude of this general shift which detennined the differences in the 1980 to 1989 index of structural change with 
Japan, Denmark and the United States at the forefront of this transition. Japan and the United States also made large 
shifts out of the basic metal industry during this period. but all the other countries either saw an increase in the share 
of manufacturing's value added held by this sector (Norway and Canada) or a slight decline. 

135. As mentioned in the box, one problem with constant price measures of industry shares of manufacturing value added 
is the lack of industtial detail. Although current price measures can be affected by changes in relative prices between 
sectors over time, they allow a much more detailed analysis, especially within the fabricated metal products and machinery 
sector which is the source of much of the real gain in share and contains many of lhe sectors which are of particular 
policy interest: computers. motor vehicles and aircraft. In addition, given the significant problems with applying a price 
of one year to products that might have undergone significant quality changes over time {i.e. computers). an analysis 
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based on current price shares has stnmgths as well as 
weaknesses. 

Structural Cbauge witbin tbe Tbree Broad Groups 

136. Table VAS 3 presents the cmrent price share changes 
by the three summary groups: wages, technology and 
orientation. The rable shows that the volatility of share 
change differs between groups and among countties with 
the United States. Canada and Finland exhibiting much 
nae change on the basis of wages than the other countries, 
while in terms of technology Germany and Japan are the 
most active. 

137 .In cenns of wages, the United States and Canada and 
to a leaor exaent Sweden, Gennany and Japan saw a shift 
in the Sb'UCIUre of· their manufacturing sectors into high 
·tage induslries. For the US this high-wage gain was 

.chieved by shifting into the indusaial chemical, 
phannaceuticals and motor vehicle industries and out of 
the medium-wage industties of fenous and non-fenous 
metals and non-elecaical machinery. Aside from Iraly and 
Norway, the US was the only other country .to have an 
increase in the share of low-wage manufacturing due to 
a gain by the elec~ machinery industry. In Italy, the 
low-wage gain was associated with increases by the food 
and textile groups while in Norway is was all due to the 
food group. For Canada, the gain in the high wage sector 
was predominantly due to an increase in the share held by 
motor vehicles and a smallm: gain by the chemical and 
pharmaceuticals sectors. The medium wage loss was largely 
due to a decrease in share held by lhe me&al products sector 
while the low wage decline was due 10 a loss by the textiles 
group. 

_ _,s. When categorized by high-, medium- and low
technology, Japan, the United Sraaes, Italy and the UK saw 
large shifrs in10 the bigh-tedl seccor while Ausaalia. Canada, 
Finland, Germany and Sweden exhibited a shift of 
manufacturing value added in10 medium-tcchnology 
indusuies. The gain associated with the high-tech sector 
in Japan was largely due to the computer and radio, TV 
and communication equipment indusuies while in the UK 

Canada 

•Dc:nmaJk 

Finland 

FI'IDCC 

Gennlny 

haly 

Japm 

Norway 

Uniled 
Kinldam 

Table VAS-1: Index at' Strudllnl 0aaap 
(Canaant Price. 1985=1.00) 

1970-80 1980-19 1970-19 

S.2 s.a 9.9 

6.4 S.9 11.7 

6.9 4.8 10.9 

Dl 2.7 .. 
4.5 S.l 9.6 

Dl S.4 .. 
10.4 12.9 22.3 

4.5 8.4 9.9 

S.1 3.4 5.9 

Uniud Swes 4.0 7.9 11.1 

Avaaae• S.9 6.2 

na = constant price cla&a ncx available 
• Based on available data. 

An lnda or Stnldunl Cllanp 

11.4 

A undard IIIIIUnal)' lllCAIIft of IUUCtUIIl chlnp, ans &he 
absabu value of die secrora1 chlnae in lhe share af wluc Mlded 
over a panicular lime acrass aU rect.on ad cliviclea .lbe IGIIJIUID 
ill ball. What there is llqe movancnt in che .... of IUD)' 

indDRria,lhe index is laqe; when c:hlnaes.in ....... arc few or 
llllllllhcinda is nan. An iilde1 of 100 wauld ..... CIIIIIJiiae 
tevena1 of sUuc:aare while .o wculd iDdicale .no chanae wha 10 

ever. 11W measure is ofcen c:aUed alae ..ae ar coe.ffic:ialt ol 
(canpoli&ianal) IIIUaural cbanae. and dleteare ...... ..., wrialianl 
aniL 

Calaalatian of lhe index of camposilionlliiiUClUI'Il chlnp, 
lad Clhcr limi1ar IUIDIIIII)'IIIallftl, is ltllliiM 10 balb lbe indulaial 
clauif'acalian cholen (lhe more dc&ai1ed lhe clusifit:atiaa,lhe IDin 

IIIUCIIIIal chlnJe ablerwd) and the lime period seleaed (cue IDIIIl 

be lakaato avoid cyclic:a1 dtecu). Jn Uti&ian, while lbc indic:Mar 
mayhlveRlevanae in lenni ol ... ,..,...._..,aa.llbac:U, 
it is mudllas useful in cues al paduaJ bul nevcnhelcu alllllli¥c 
~ chan1e. such as lhe libcnlisation of alat.l U'lldc or dlc 
de'velapmenl and diffusion of microeleclftlnica. 

it was the computer and phannaceutical sectors and in the US and Iraly the phannaceuticals and aircraft industries. For 
lraJy, lhe UK and the US the main industry causing a loss of medium-rechnology share was non-elecuical machinery 
while for Japan it was non-ferrous merals. In the low-technology sector, the losses for the US and Japan were in fcnous 
mews while in UK the decline was led by the refined peuoleum sec10r. 
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139. By and large, for those counuies that saw a realignment of their manufacturing sector into the medium-~eehnology 
group. it was due to gains by lhe motor vehicle industty (Canada, Gennany and Sweden) or gains by the indusaial chemicals 
indusay (Australia, Canada and Gennany). Only in Finland, was the medium-technology gain associated with non-fenous 
metals and non-electrical machinery. The losing, low-technology sectors were similarly clustered with ferrous me&als 
the source of decline in Australia, Sweden and the textile group being the source of decline in Cana~ Finland, Germany. · 

A Late 1980s "Snap-Shot" 

140. Table VAS 4 concludes the analysis of industrial shares of manufacturing value added by showing lhe indusaial 
composition of manufacwring for as many countries as possible in 1988. Although a one-time. static "snap-shot" is limiling 
in terms of understanding the direction of change. it does reveal how the structure differs between countties. indicating 
the magnitude of the relative industrial specialisation. At ftrSt glance, the counuies exhibit a rather similar sttucture: 

the food group consistently holds a share in the aeens, regardless of country; the chemical group bas a relalively strong 
presence in every country, ranging from 10 per cent to 25; non-melallic materials are in the mid- 10 low-single digi&s; 
and fabricated metal products and machinery consistently commands a large ponior. of manufacturing's value added, 
varying from 29 to 47 per cent. 

141. But the outliers by sector, reveal differences in the economic structure which reflect a specialisation of economic 
activity, some of which bas been dictated by nawral resources and some of which is the result of poijcies. For example, 
the country dedicating the largest share of manufacturing value added to the textiles group is Italy while Finland leads 
in the share originating from the wood and paper groups. Norway and Austtalia have disproponionately large shares 
emanating from the food and basic melals groups, but have two of the lowest shares for fabricated metal producu and 
machinery. The importance of the chemicals group is especially pronounced in the Netherlands, France and Germany. 
Within the large fabricated mew products and machinery group, it is apparent that US manufacturing relies the most 
of any of the counuies on the computer sector, while Japan derives a relatively larger share from its elecoical machinery 
sector than other countries. Although, the perfonnance and importance of the US and Japanese motor vehicle secaors 
are widely discussed, the manufacturing sectors of Canada, Gennany and Sweden are more dependant on this in~ustty. 
Lastly, as expected, the share held by the aircraft industry varies by over a factor of ten across countries with the US, 
UK and France having the largest shares. 

Country Specialisation 

'42. When an unweighted average share is calculated for each sector across the 12 countries, and this average is compared 
~:> the actual value of that sector calculated for each sector. a summary measure which indicates the relative dispersion 
of a sector across all countries from the average can be derived.' Those sectors exhibiting a high dispersion are those 
sectors that enjoy the greatest heterogeneity between counuies, a ~flection of national specialization. Table VAS 5 lists 
the sectors in descending order of specialization. Not surprisingly, sectors which rely on natural endowments such as 
non-ferrous metals and petroleum refining tend to have a high degree of specialisation: in those countries where the secaor 
exists, it tends to be relatively large, in those countries where it does not, it is small. The other clwac&eristic which 
defined those sectors which have a high degree of variation across countries was the technological sophistication of the 
sector. Three of the top six industries with a high level of heterogeneity were high-technology indusuies: aircraft. radio, 
TV & communication equipment and computers & office machinery. Specialisation in lhese industries tends to reflect 
a competitive advantage (human capital, innovation), national characteristics (large defense sector) or a deliberate public 
policy (Airbus). 

7 The dispcnaon measure for each seaor equal the absolute value of the difference between the share of manufaauring 's value .deled contribuled 
by a seclOr in a particular country mmus lhe average share for that sector calculated across all 12 counuies. To adjust for the size of a secror, chis 
difference is then divided by lhe average: (ABS (value-average)} I average. 
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143. Those secrors whose shares are relatively homogenous 
across cowalries rend 10 be secaors whose output is required 
for human existence (lhe food group) and lhe maintenance 
and construction of a basic infrasttucture (ferrous metals 
and non-metallic mineral products). 
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Table V AS·5: Descending Raak Order of Sectar Staare ftl 

Manufacturing Value Added Heteropnelty Ac:roa Ceunlrles 

1. non-fenous mellls 

2. aircraft 

3. refilled peuoleum products 

4. shipbuildin& 

S. ndio. TV lt. communication equip. 

6. computers lt. office equipment 

1. ocher ll'llllpOIWion equipment 

8. professic:lnalaoods 

9. mocor vehic:1es 

10. ~aliles. apparel A lealher 

11. nan~cal machinery 

12. elearicaJ machinery 

13. Olher manufac:wrin& 

14. paper producu 1t. printin& 

1 S. wood producu A printin& 

16. phannaceutical 

17. industrial chemicals 

18. Nbber IL plastic products 

19. nan-me&allic materials 

20. ferrous metals 

21. food. beveraaes ct IObacco 



I SIC 

3100 

3200 

3300 

3400 

3500 

3600 

3700 

3800 

3900 

Table VAS 2 
1980 to 1989 Change in Industry's Share of Manufacturing Value Added 

(Constant Prices, 1985=1.0) 

Industry Canada• Denmark Finland France Gennanv JaDIIn Norway 

Food. beverages & tobacco ............ -2.7 -0.9 2.6 0.2 -2.1 -5.0 -4.6 

Textiles. apparel & leather .............. -0.1 -3.8 -1.4 -1.8 -1.0 -1.8 -1.8 

Wood products & furniture ............ 0.5 -1.1 0.3 -0.3 -1.0 -1.4 -1.3 

Paper products & printing ............... -1.9 0.4 -2.0 • 0.5 0.0 -0.4 1.9 

Chemical products .......................... 0.6 -0.1 0.3 0.9 0.6 -0.3 4.2 

Non-metallic mineral products ...... -0.4 -0.0 -1.4 -0.4 -0.6 -0.3 -0.8 

Basic metal Industries ..................... 0.8 0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.5 -3.8 2.3 

Fabricated metal products .............. 4.5 5.3 0.9 1.0 4.4 12.9 -0.1 

Other Manufacturing ....................... -0.4 0.0 0.7 -0.2 0.0 -0.0. 0.0 

+ may not add due to rounding 
• Canadian data Is for the 1980 to 1988 period. 

United united 
Klnadom States 

-1.8 -2.0 

-1.2 -1.3 

0.1 -0.6 

0.6 -0.4 

1.9 0.8 

-0.2 -0.7 

0.1 -2.8 

0.7 8.9 

-0.3 0.3 



TableVAS3 

' . 

1980 to 1989 Changes in the Share of Manufacturing's Value Added by Major Group 
(current prices) 

4- --

High wage 
Medium wage 
low wage 

High technology 
Medium technology 
low technology 

Resource intensive 
labour intensive 
Scale Intensive 
Specialised supplier 
Science based 

• .1980 to 1988 changes 
+ 1980 to 1987 Changes 

Australia• 

1.55 
0.37 

-1.92 

0.03 
2.35 

·2.38 

-1.19 
-1.07 
3.34 

-0.67 
-0.40 

Canada• Finland Germariv 

5.89 0.29 3.43 
-2.94 5.90 0.74 
-2.78 -6.19 -4.18 

0.88 2.92 2.71 
3.87 3.32 4.92 

-4.75 -6.25 ·7.63 

-0.36 -1.85 -4.76 
-3.17 -2.71 -1.26 
4.28 0.44 3.94 

-1.71 2.51 1.40 
0.96 1.41 0.67 

UnHed 
Halv+ Japan Norwav ·Sweden Klnactom• 

0.92 2.86 0.59 3.72 2.04 
-1.12 -1.67 -3.19 -1.31 -0.66 
0.20 -1.18 2.60 -2.41 -1.38 

1.54 4.84 0.84 0.02 2.80 
0.09 1.66 0.65 1.43 -1.51 

.. 1.63 -8.31 -1.49 -1.45 -1.28 . 
0.18 -3.14 4.36 0.52 -1.84 

-1.17 -0.82 -3.35 -0.88 -1.30 
0.34 -0.44 -1.80 0.49 2.97 

-1.14 2.73 -0.56 ·1.97 ·2.33 
1.81 1.66 1.35 i.84· 2.49 

-· 

United 
States 

8.25 
-6.42 
0.18 

3.06 
1.13 

-4.19 

-1.86 
-2.93 
5.49 

-3.06 
2.36 



...... ...... 

I SIC 

3100 ,..ood, drink llobacco 
3200 Textites, footwear &leather 
3300 Wood, cork I furniture 
3400 Paper, print I publishing 
3500 ~hemicali 
351 +352·3522 Industrial c:hemals 
3522 Pharmaceubls 
353+354 Petroleum refining 
355+356 Rubber I plastic products 
3600 Stone, clay I glass 
3700 ~sic metal Industries 
3710 Ferrous Metals 
3720 Non-ferrous metalt 
3800 Fabricated metal products I mac:hln 
3110 Fabricated metal products 
3120-3125 Non-electrical machinery 
3125 Computers I office machinery 
3130·3132 Electrical machinery 
3132 Communlcat. equip. I semloondue 
3141 Shipbuilding 
3143 Motor vehldes 
3145 Aerospace 
3842+3844+3149 Other transport equipment 
3150 Instruments 
3900 Other manufacturing 

na • data nat available 

.• 

Auatrllla 

17.1 
7.2 
5.8 

11.2 
13.0 
6.5 
1.5 
0.8 
4.4 
5.0 
9.1 
4.7 
5.1 

29.4 
1.4 
4.1 
1.7 
3.1 
2.2 
1.2 
5.8 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
0.1 

TableVAS4 
Shares of Manufadurlng's Value Added by Industry in 1988 

(current prices) 

c.n.- Flnt.nd FrMCe Germ MY " .... ........ ...... nch NorwllV 

13.4 11.9 12.4 10.3 10.1 11.5 14.1 11.0 
5.5 4.1 6.7 4.1 18.8 5.1 3.5 2.2 
8.3 7.2 3.0 3.0 5.4 2.7 2.5 8.5 

16.1 23.2 7.4 4.4 5.9 7.1 10.8 14.1 
12.9 10.1 19.8 19.0 na 15.7 25.7 11.7 
8.6 6.5 7.8 10.1 8.4 8.9 14.1 7.0 
1.7 0.1 1.1 1.1 2.7 2.1 2.1 1.1 
1.5 0.7 8.4 3.2 na 1.1 5.9 1.4 
3.0 1.9 3.1 3.1 4.1 4.7 2.1 2.3 
3.5 4.1 4.3 3.7 7.2 3.1 4.0 3.5 
1.3 5.0 5.8 7.2 4.0 1.3 5.0 12.8 
4.0 3.1 3.5 5.2 3.2 8.7 3.0 3.1 
4.3 1.1 2.1 2.0 0.1 1.8 na 1.1 

31.4 32.2 31.5 47.5 • 35.9 43.4 31.9 30.0 
8.1 8.9 7.2 1.9 9.1 8.4 1.1 1.4 
4.9 11.4 na 1.8 1.7 1.1 8.0 10.3 
1.1 1.5 na 2.2 0.1 . 3.0 0.5 1.0 
2.8 3.7 na 4.5 5.3 8.0 1.8 3.2 
3.4 2.5 na 1.3 1.8 1.2 10.1 2.5 
0.4 2.0 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.3 3.5 
9.8 2.0 7.1 10.8 5.2 1.4 3.2 0.9 
1.1 0.4 2.7 0.9 1.0 0.3 na 1.0 
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.8 
0.0 1.2 1.5 3.0 2.7 1.4 0.7 0.5 
2.4 0.1 1.5 0.7 1.1 1.5 2.0 0.8 

Untied Unlteil Unwelghtecl ....,. Klnadom ...... Aver .. 

10.3 12.1 10.4 12.9 
2.1 5.8 5.1 5.8 
7.0 3.3 4.7 4.1 

11.1 10.7 10.7 11.6 
11.5 17.7 17.5 14.5 
4.2 9.0 9.0 7.9 
2.1 2.9 2.6 2.1 
1.1 1.8 2.1 2.2 
2.8 4.1 3.9 3.5 
3.2 5.4 3.1 4.3 
4.3 5.0 4.9 8.7 
3.2 3.7 3.1 4.0 
1.1 1.3 1.7 2.5 

43.9 31.2 42.0 37.1 
9.2 5.4 7.5 7.5 

11.3 9.2 5.1 7.5 
1.5 2.3 3.7 1.6 
2.7 4.7 3.2 3.4 
4.7 4.9 6.7 4.6 
0.4 0.9 0.6 1.0 

10.0 5.5 6.5 1.3 
1.7 3.5 4.7 1.8 
0.8 0.3 0.1 0.5 
1.1 1.5 3.1 1.5 
1.0 1.2 1.7 1.3 

/ 



II. Relationships Between Investment, Output and Competitiveness 
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Introduction 

144. As the previous section has documented, the countries which compose the triad have witnessed a convergence in 
suucwre, overall R&D intensity and relative positions in international uade. Although significant strengths and weaki1esses 
at a sectoral level set them apan, increasingly these three regions are focusing on the same set of technologically intensive, 
high wage industries: chemicals & pharmaceuticals, motor vehicles, electronics, computers and aircraft These industries 
are characterized by unusually high investment or R&D intensities. 

145. Although the previous section has analysed these sectorS, 
as well as less glamorous ones, from a number of different 
perspectives, the more general role of these indicators and their 
relationship to other one another has not been examined and 
is the focus of this section! In particular, three broad questions 
are examined: 

1) Are the indusuies that perfonn the bulk of R&D 
also the ones that conduct a large share of tangible 
investment?; 

2) Which type of investment. R&D or tangible 
investment. plays a more significant role in terms 
of generating output?: 

3) Which type of investment. R&D or tangible 
investment. . has a greater association with 
performance in the international markets? 

Intangible versus Tangible Investment 

146. R&D is one of the primary forms of intangible investment. 
but a significant portion of R&D spending ( 10 to 20 per cent) 
is on tangible investment such as equipment and sii'Uctures. 1 

Besides this direct link between the two types of investment 
, :c; the more general notion that industries which are likely 10 

...:_ngage in one type of investment would be predisposed 10 

engage in the other as well. As Figure III-I shows, the 
connection between the two types of invesanent varies across 
countries. In the EC-6, although the correlation is positive, 
the strength of the relationship is very weak (R2=2.5 per cent). 
By and large, those industries that make up a large share of 
total tangible investment, account for a small share of total 
manufacturing R&D. Although the US has a greater dispersion 

~----------------------------------~ 
StrenathJ and Weakn._ of 

Cross Variable Analysis 

This ICCliat relies an manovariaae K&rusian malym 
(ordinary least squares) to estima&e lhe nlatianship lbal.aiU 
between various indic:a10n pwaaned in the paviags aeaioll. 

'Dae IU'Cftlth of this appiOICh is that it~ the dinlc:liaD 
(positive or nqllive} and sua~alh of various axnbina&ialll of 
illdicaton, ~~ c:huacleristics of the iadicator wbich aK 

not apparent when seen in isolation. h also beainsto shed liaht 
on a nwnber of queslions of mcm direct relevance &o JD)icy 
makers IUch as what the impact is of IUtD on the ecanamy. 

Nevenheless, as wilh any saalillical ana)yais which aaa 
ac:aual daaa, a number of limiwians should be acknowledpd 
anc1 kept in mind when inaerpreainalhe findin&•· FcnmallllnCID& 
these is lhe fKt that what is bein& ploued repreaenu the 
tell&ionships observed in ane poinl m lime. This simplisaic "IIIIP 
shot" ipom the existence of dynamic or laged effecu. In 
Mdilian, because of the availability of data, not all the data for 
each country are for the same year and in lhe caae of 1he EC-6 
ara. some imporunt industries cauld not be plaaed hecluae 
lhe da&a was missin& for one of the ai1 caunuiea. (The lecond 
bca apec:ifaeslhe yean used •d the indullries wbic:b •~ Jniuina 
for the EC-6 aru.) 

Lasaly, anolher c:aveal invoha lhe limi&arions auoc:iated 
wi1h lhe usc of monovariate reawasians where because only aae 
variable is rearessed aaainst the Olher what appcan .., be • 
teWianlhip between the two variables could be 111 illulian Clll.t 
by left out variable bias. Thus. inaead of Rlc.D bein& 111aft&ly 

. corftlalian wilh eapon malkct shares, it could be simply lhat 
those induslries that do Rlc.D are also better lftlllapd lftd lhus 
do beacr in inaemalional markets. In this case. RA.D is a proay 
for manaaement and it is not RA.D lbal is key 10 
"anpeailiw:nels,"' but &ood llllftllemcnL Sirnilldy,1he diJr:aian 
of CIUIAiity Clll nol be determined: is. hi&h shire of val. added 
due to a hi&h ab.are of invaunent or vias vena? 

Until furlher work c:an be done to more fully lnalyse 1heae 
rdaliatships and specify a more c:amplete model, lhac 
rdalianships should be interpreted with c:auaion. 

of industries, their is almost no relationship between those industries that conduct a large share of manufacturing R&D 
and those that conduct the bulk of tangible invesunent (R2=0.2 per cent). In other words, those industries that conduct 
the largest share of manufacturing R&D are almost purely R&D performers and do not engage in the type of manufacturing 
which involves heavy investments in capital equipment and sll'llcwres. The situation in Japan is much different Here 
a strong correlation between the two invesunent indicators exists (R2=52.5 percent). Industries tend to engage in the 
two types of invesunent in parallel. This is probably because of the more even distribution of R&D across the manufacturing 

1 This fi&ure is based on examimng the current to tOlal R&D cxpendnun:s for France, Gcnnany, Japan and the United Kingdom for the period 
from 1985 to 1989. The main poruon of current expendnun:s an: for labour cosu. OECD, EAS Databank, April 1993. 
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seaor in Japan, J,anicuJarly in the medium-technology group which tends to be a large invesaor in tangible forms of invesantnt. 
This is in contrast to the clumping of R&D shares in a few select industries which is what occurs in the US and the EC. 

Output and Investment 

147. One of the main driving forces behind conducting investment, whether it be tangible or intangible, it to genera~e 
more output (sales) with fewer inputs; thereby raising productivity and creating profits. Given this, it is expected that 
those indusuies which have a large share of invesunent will also conaibuae a large share of value added. Figure ID·2 
shows that for tangible investment such a relationship with value added does exist: regardless of location, the larger the 
share of total manufacauring investment held by an industry, the larger the share of manufaclUring 's value added it conlribut.es. 
In the EC-6 group the relationship is almost a one-for-one exchange (slope=0.92).9 

148. A different relationship is apparent when the focus 
shifas to the share of manufacturing R&D held by an 
industry (Figure 111-3). Here the correlation is weak and 
not statistically significanL Only in Japan is there a stri:mg 
positive trend, but even here there are many industries 
'ult hold a relatively large share of manufacwring value 

lidded but have a relatively low share of R&D. 
Nevertheless, the placement of the indusuies reveal 
different pauems between the three areas. The EC-6 group 
reflects a bifurcated disuibution where there is a large 
gap between indusuies in terms of their R&D share with 
those that do have a large share of manufacwring R&D 
(greater than ten per cent) conuibuting anywhere from 
two to nine percent of manufacturing value added. In 
Japan, a much more evenly dispersed pattern is evident 
and those sectors which conuibute a large share of R&D 
tend to contribute between six and eight, percent of 
manufacturing value added. The United States is 
characterized by a high variance in the distribution of R&D 
shares where a few sectors hold a large share of total 
manufacturing R&D. 

Data Availability of the Cross Variable Analyses 

Cro~s Tlbulation EC-6 laplft USA 

IS 1 ROS 1986; missina 1987 1989; mislinc 
8 industries• one indusuy+ 

VAS 1 IS 1986; missin& 1917 ,J989 
8 Industries• 

VAS 1 RDS 1986; missinJ 1989 1989;miJsin& 
8 industries• one industry+ 

RCA 1lS 1986; missina 1987 1989 
8 industries• 

RCA 1RDS 1990 1990 1990; miuin& 
one indusuy+ 

XMSO 1RDI 1986 1989 I~; missina 
one indusuy+ 

• the missina industries include industrial chemicals, petroleum refmin&, 
phannac:eu&icals, rubber IL plasLic. non-elCClrical miChinay, canpulen, 
elccaric:al machinery and communic:aLion equipmcnL . 
+ lhe missina sector is shipbuildina. 

• 49. 'Although these figures plot a static relationship between output and investment that neglects the role of lag factors, 
_,movers and dynamic interactions, they do suggest that invesunent in plant and equipment is much more direclly conelated 
with output than invesunents in R&D. 

Investment and Competitiveness 

150. Another key reason to invest is to improve the competitiveness of an industry in international markets. A series 
of correlations between indicators of tangible invesunent (shares of total manufacturing invesunent and invesunent per 
employee) and "competitiveness" (export market shares across lhe)3 OECD countries and revealed comparative advantage) 
were calculated. By and large the relationship between. competitiveness as measured by the two expon indicators and 
tangible investment was weak. Figure 111-4 shows the strongest relationship which existed between shares of total 
manufacturing investment and revealed comparative advan~age. Although abe slopes are positive for all three areas, indicating 
a positive correlation between RCA and IS, only in the EC·6 did IS explain more than ten per cent of the variance in 1 

RCA (R2=23.9 per cent). 

' 1be R2 for 1he EC·6group is 89.1 per cent, for Japan 76.9 per cent and for t.he united Slates, 83.3. 
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151. A much sb'Onger relationship exists between competitiveness and R&D. As shown in Figure UI-5, the share of 
manufacturing R&D contributed by an industry is positively correlated with its RCA in Japan and the US, while a negative 
correlation occurred in the EC..6. Although the correlations in both Japan and the US have nearly identical slopes, indicating 
a similar link between R&D share and RCA, the US correlation has a higher level of slatistical signiflCallce (US R2=71.0 
per cent, Japan R2=20.8 per cent). As Figure 111-6 shows this general uend occurs even when different pennutations 
of R&D (R&D intensity) and "competitiveness" (export market shares across the OECD-13) are used. 

152. Again, although causation can not be established and the limits of a slatic analysis must be recognized, it is evident 
from the axrelations which have been calculated that in terms of improving performance in in&emational nwkels, intangible 
investment as represented by R&D has a much s1r0nger impact, at least for the US and Japan, than &angible invesunenL 
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Figure 111-1 
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Figure 111-2 
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Figure 111-3 
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Figure 111-4 
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Figure 111-5 
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Figure 111-6 
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III. Appendix: Industry Classification and Data Sources 
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Industrial Coverage 

Commonly used 
ISle- Industry Abbreviation• 

3100 Food, Beverages & Tobacco Food group 

3200 Textiles, Apparel & Leather Textile group 

3300 Wood Products & Furniture Wood group 

3400 Paper, Paper Products & Printing Paper group 

3500 Chemical Products Chemical group 
351 +352-3522 Industrial Chemicals Chemicals 
3522 Pharmaceuticals Pharmaceuticals 
353+354 Petroleum Refineries & Products Petroleum Refining 
355+356 Rubber & Plastic products 

.3600 Non-Metallic Mineral Products 

00 Basic Metal Industries Basic Metals 
371 Iron & Steel Ferrous metals 
372 Non-Ferrous Metals 

3800 Fabricated Metal Products 
381 Metal Products 
382-3825 Machinery, net. exc. Office & Computing Machinery 
3825 Office & Cof11)uting Machinery Co!'11)uters 
383-3832 . , 

Electrical Machinery exc. Radio, TV & Comm. Equip . Electrical Machinery 
3832 Radio, TV & Communication Equipment Communications Equipment 
384 Transport Equipment 
3841 Shipbuilding & Repairing Ships 
3843 Motor Vehicles 
3845 Aircraft 
3842+3844+3849 Other Transport Equipment, nee. 
385 Professional Goods Instruments 

3900 Other Manufacturing nee. 

3000 ·Total Manufacturing 

--
- • International Standard Industrial Classification, Revision 2 (ISJC Rev .2) 
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Industry Aggregations 

Technology Based Industry Groups 

153. The standard OECD defmition of high, medium and low-t.echnology indusuies has been used in this report. • 
This defmition was established in 1986 using 1980 data. and is scheduled 10 be updated in the very near fuwre. 
Nevertheless, analysis conducted last year using different databases (STAN and ANBERD) and a different selection 

;- : of countties than the 1986 work, reconfumed the 1970 and 1980 rankings of technological sophistication based on 
R&D intensities and did a preliminary update for 1989. This work indicated that the ranking of the industries is 
relatively stable over time and would not change significantly if more recent data was used.11 

High-technology 

3522 
383-3832 
3832 
3845 
3850 
382S 

DNas IL Medicines 
Elec:lrical machines excluding comm. equip. 
Radio, TV IL communic:atian equip. 
Ain:nft 
Profeslional1oods 
Office IL computiq equipment 

Medium-technology 

351+352-3522 
355+356 

- 372 
382-3825 

. 3842+3844+3849 
3843 
3900 

01emicals excludin1 dNgs 
Rubber IL plas&ic producu 
Non-ferrous me&als · 
Non-clearical machinery 
Other uansport equipment 
Motor "Chicles 
Other manufacturing 

Orientation Based Industry Groups 

:his classification is based on one developed for the 
-1987 OECD study entitled Structural Adjustment 

and Economic Performance. The scheme was 
originally developed for dividing manufacwred uade 
inlO groups based on the primary factors that affect 
the competitive process. 

Resource Intensive 

3400 
3S3+3S4 
3600 
3720 

Wood products IL fumitu~ 
Petroleum refinenes IL producu 
Non·mc:Lallic mineral producu 
Non-fenous mea.als 

Labour Intensive 

10 OECD (1986), OECD Science and Technologv Indicators, ~o. 2, Paris. 

Low-technology Industries 

3100 
3200 
3300 
3400 
353+354 
3600 
3710 
3810 
3841 

Food, beverages A tobacco 
Te1liles, appa~l A lcalhcr 

wood products " priDtina 
Paper producu A prinlin1 
Petroleum nd"aneries A producu 
Non-mc:Lallic mineral producu 
Iron A Steel 
Meaal producu 
Shipbuilding IL npairin1 

Specialised Supplier Industries 

382·312S 
383-3832 
3832 

Non-electrical machinery 
Elearical machines excluding c:omm. equip. 
Radio, TV IL cammunic:alian equip. 

Science Based Industries 

3522 
382S 
384S 
38.50 

DNJS &. medicines 
Office IL computing equipment 
Aircraft 
Professional goods 

11 OECD (1992),lndustnal Polic:v tn OECD Countnes • AMual Review, Paris. 
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3200 Taliles, apparel IL leather 
3810 Meaal producu 
3900 Other manufaauring 

Scale Intensive Industries 

3300 Paper producu IL printina 
351+352-3522 Qemicals ucludin& druas 
355+356 Rubber IL plastic produc:U 

3710 bon " aecl 
1841 Shipbuildin& " npairina 
3842+3844+3849 Other lrlftsport equipment 
3843 M010r vehicles 

Wage Based Industry Groups 

1. 54. The classification of industries into high, medium and low wage groups was based on the average labour 
.ompensation (labour compensation includes not only wages and salaries but also supplemenwy benefits paid by lhe 

employer) across nine countries: Australia, Canada, Finland, Germany, Japan, Norway, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom and the United States, for the year 1985. The average was calculated in US PPPs as labour compensation 
per number engaged. The high wage grouping was defined as industries in which the wage was more than 15 per 
cent above the median wage, the medium wage grouping as industries in which the wage was within 15 per cent of 
the median and the low wage grouping as industries in which the wage was at least 15 per cent below the median 
wage. These groupings were aested for two other time periods: 1975 and 1980 and for additional country groupings, 
where clara was available. These groupings appear to be quite stable. The only industries which move between 
groups over lime and alternate country groupings are iron &. steel and other transport equipment. 

High Wage Industries 

351+3S2-3S22 
3522 
353+3S4 
182S 

443 
--:4845 

O.emicals excludin& dnaas 
Drugs&. medicines 
Petroleum refineries and products 
Office and compulin& equipment 
Moaor vehicles 
Aircraft 

Medium Wage Industries 

3400 
3SS+3S6 
3600 
3710 
3720 
3810 
382-3825 
3832 
3841 
3850 

Paper products and printin& 
Rubber and plastic producu 
Non-maallic mineral products 
Iron and Slecl · 
Non-ferrous me&als 
Me&al products 
Non-eleancal machinery 
Radio, TV and communications equipment 
Shipbuildin& and repairinc 
Professimal goods 
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Low Wace Industries 

3100 Food, beveraacs and aobacco 
3200 Taliles, apparel and leather 
3300 Wood products and furniture 
383-3832 Ele4;uical machines excludinc comm. equip. 
3842+3844+3849 Other transport equipmCDt 
3900 Olher manufacwrinc 

OECD-13 
Australia 
Canada 
Denmark 
?'inland 
France 
Gennany12 

llaly 
Japan 
Netherlands . 
Norway· 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
United States 

EC-6 
Denmark 
France 
Gennany 
Iraly 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 

Country Coverage 

G·7 
Canada 
France 
Germany 
llaly 
Japan 
United Kingdom 
United States 

Nordic-4 
Denmark 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 

12 The saalistics for Gennany in this publication refer to western Gennany (The Federal Republic: of Gennany) before the unificatian of Germlft)'. 
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The STructural ANalysis (STAN) Industrial Database 
latrocluction 

ISS. The STAN database was created to flll the gap that exists between detailed data collec~ through industrial swveys 
and censuses, which lack international comparability, and national accounts data that is internationally comparable but 
only available at fairly aggregate levels. Survey-level data is inappropriate for international comparisons because it does 
not always adhere to international standards and definitions. For example, Italian survey values for manufacturing value 
added are only about two-thirds of those reported in the national accounts. This is because the Iaalian survey covers 
only those' businesses with 20 or more employees.13 The Uniled States survey value for manufacturing value added 
exceeds the national accounts figure by about one•third because the US survey-level data fails to exclude some purchased 
services.•• These differences severely limit the reliability of international comparisons and analyses based on s~y 
data. 

156. Through the use of an estimation cechnique, the OECD Secretariat has created a national accounts compatible database 
for 13 countties, which cover 46 manufacturing industries for six variables over 20 years from 1970 to 1990. Unlike 
many OECD databases which are based on submissions from Member countries, the STAN database is an estimated 
database, it is not composed of Member countries' official data. This is because data of this type (national accounts 
ctara at a derailed sectoral level) do not usually exist or are not available because of confidentiality restrictions. The philca:Jphy 
~hind the development of STAN was to create a database that reflects general trends over time and captures the relative 

relationships that prevail between indusaies. This approach was adopted in order to create an indusaiaJ database which 
is a useful 1001 in economic research and analysis such as discerning general trends, creating industrial indicators (eg. 
productivity, R&D intensity, expon market shares), and undertaking modelling exercises at a detailed industry level. 
For a more detailed description of the STAN database and the estimation processes employed, see OECD (1992), !!!£ 
OECD STAN Database for Industrial Analysis. 

Variable Coverage and Definition in the STAN Database 

Production is national accounts compatible production (gross output) in current prices. "National accounts compatible" 
means that the data are consistent with national accounts data where available; elsewhere OECD estimates have been 
made. 

Value added is current price national accounts compatible value added and represents the contribution of each indUSU')' 
to national GOP. 

·oss Fixed Capital Formation is current price national accounts compatible gross fixed capital fonnation (land. buildings, 
lflachinery & equipment). 

Number Engaged includes number of employees as well as self-employed, owner proprietors and unpaid family workers. 

Number of Employees is national accounts compatible employment of employees corresponding roughly to a head count 
of wage and salary workers. 

Labour Compensation is current price national accounts compatible labour costs which include wages as well as the 
costs of supplements such as employer's compulsory pension, medical payments. etc. 

Export and Import data are not estimaaed through the STAN estimation process. They are obtained from OECD's Compalible 
Trade and Production (COMT AP) database which contains flows by ISIC Revision 2. These data have been convened 
from the OECD 's NEXT database, using the SITC classification, to ISIC Rev .2 using a convenor developed by the OECD. 
This trade data has not been subjected to the same review process as the one described in the STAN publication because 

13 OECD (1992). Industrial StNClurc Staustics 1989/QO. Paris. p.2SO 
1
• IBID, p.269 
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the data was not estimated. Taking into consideration that the SITC to lSIC, Rev.2 conversion process is not euct, a 
COWltty's trade da1a by industry may not be strictly comparable to the ttade flows published in other sources. Nonetheless, 
this trade dala has the advantage of being consistently treated across countries, enhancing its comparability. 
The series for Production, Value Added, Gross Fixed Capital Formation, Number Engaged, Number of Employees. and 
Labour Compensation may not be identical with the standardised SNA data published in the most m:ent issue of OECD 

· Annual National Accounts due to differing publication dates and deadlines for incorporating revisions and for ocher rechnical 
reasons. 

The ANBERD Database 

157. The Analytic Business Emelprise R&D (ANBERD) daaabase contains business enlel'prise-expenditure on R&D (BERD) 
performed by industty. This database contains OECD estimates and differs signifJCantly from official dala for a number 
of counlries. k was ~ted with the objective of creating a consistent dala set lhat overccxnes the problems of intanalional 

·comparability and time discontinuity associated with the official BERD clara provided 10 the OECD by the member counuies. 
It is designed to provide analysts with a comprehensive and internationally comparable data set on R&D expendiwres. 

158. ANBERD is based on the official BERD but involves estimates wherever: 

• there are signifiCant problems associated with the enacrprise basis of the survey or with borderline 
institution classifacations. In general, ANBERD data tend 10 be closer to product field data than &o 

enterprise data. In addition, where ever possible, ANBERD estimates include adjusanenas to ensure that 
the BERD of borderline institutions and public enterprises is allocated to the relevant industries; 

• &here are important deviations (e.g. aircraft-is included in motor vehicles) from the s~andard ISY .BERD 
- industtial classification; 

• there are significant adjusunents required for incomplete survey coverage; 

• there are discontinuities or breaks in series due to change in industtial classification or survey techniques. 

• there are missing data for entire years in circumstances where surveys are not conducted every year. 

~.The United States and Japan, which collectively represent about two-thirds of OECD's total BERD, present two 

--cases where official dal8 is significantly limiting and where ANBERD estimates are necessary for the type of analysis 

presented in this report The official BERD daaa for the United Saaa.es. in the 1980s, is only available for about one-half 
of the manufacturing indusuies because of confidentiality reasons associated with federal government funding. For Japan, 
the official da&a is provided for most industries, however. this is suictly enterprise based dala. There is thus a bias in 
the allocation of BERD across indusui~ because of the presence of very large diversified firms whose $etondary R&D 
activities are often misclassified. The ANBERD database· uses estimation techniques and supplemenlary product faeld 
R&D data &o complet.e and adjust &he official data sets for both these countries. 

16o. The ANBERD dala set for each counll)' is consaucaed in close collaboration with national statistical authorities. 
For additional detail on what estimation teChniques were used for a particular industry or country, see OECD (1992), 

'Business Entemrise Expenditure on R&D in OECD Countries: Data at the Detailed Industry Level from 1973 to 1990, 
Paris. 
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